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1 Introduction 

The aim of this thesis is to examine and compare the representation of and the 

ideologies inherent in the portrayal of the major queer characters and their 

relationship in Cassandra Clare’s The Mortal Instruments novels and their 

counterparts in Freeform’s television series Shadowhunters. I analyse not only how 

ideologies present themselves in the representation of queerness and (queer) 

masculinities but also how these underlying ideologies gain new form and meaning 

in a TV adaptation that is less stereotypical and more respectful of traditionally 

marginalised groups of people. 

My claim is that the representation in the TV adaptation is more multifaceted 

and diverse than that which can be found in the original novels. Queerness and queer 

masculinities in The Mortal Instruments are portrayed in a largely stereotypical 

manner: a lack of content and queer focalisation makes the character and relationship 

development sparse and dubious, and the focus on the characters’ sexualities make 

them the stereotypical token queer characters1 that plague many a fictional story. 

Both of these factors contribute to stereotypical character arcs, particularly for the 

only major character of colour in the novels, who is problematically sidelined in 

favour of white narratives. In comparison, the television series portrays its queer 

characters in more nuanced, sensitive ways through actual queer focalisation, 

narrative importance and narratorial agency, and subverts traditional narrative 

expectations and undermines toxic masculinity.2 

 The ideological assumptions underlying this thesis, then, are inherently queer-

feminist and socially progressive in nature. As I show in more detail below, 

representations take part in constructing the social world we live in and, as such, the 

political potential inherent in positive representations3 cannot be ignored. 

                                                 
1 Token queer or token gay characters are characters more or less defined by their sexualities. This is 

a trope that often draws on stereotypes and harmful tropes even as the characters themselves are made 

out to be archetypes of their social groups. 
2 Toxic masculinity is a form of hypermasculinity that is “characterized by a drive to dominate and by 

endorsement of misogynistic and homophobic views” (Parent, Gobble and Rochlen 2). An ideology of 

competition is often par for the course in toxic masculinities, which cause health risks by their “static, 

rigid, negative embodiments of masculinity” (Creighton and Oliffe 414). 
3 A positive representation is not necessarily a character who is portrayed as a good person. Rather, it 

is a character who is portrayed in a multi-dimensional, realistic way that does not rely on simple 

stereotypes. 
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To study representations is to study how cultural practices (re)produce, 

maintain or subvert notions regarding gender, race and sexuality, among others. 

Representations are necessarily social in nature. They both reflect and construct 

reality in a cyclical pattern: the ways in which groups of people are depicted affect 

the ways in which they are seen, which in turn affects the ways in which they are 

represented (Paasonen 45). Feminist theory in particular makes a point to examine 

different cultural practices as “shared cultural reference points that make visible 

ideologies, discourses, and values” (Moody 172). Cultural products and social order 

are thus inescapably linked in that cultural products, such as literature and 

audiovisual media, do not “merely reflect society” as absolute truth but actively take 

part in constructing both culture and society (172). This is especially true of 

television, which according to Blaine “[rivals] school and family as an instiller of 

social attitudes and values” (156). Due to their visual nature, audiovisual media such 

as television provide us with everyday models of ideal femininities and masculinities 

by which “[g]ender hierarchies and inequalities are maintained” (Milestone and 

Meyer 8). In this sense, studying how people are represented in cultural practices 

allows us to examine the ideologies inherent in such representations, which in turn 

helps us to imagine “alternatives to these in word and image” (Buikema 72). As 

agents of influence, however, representations become problematic when the images 

that are presented are mainly stereotypical in nature. 

Stereotypes and stereotyping are an inescapable aspect of our society. They are 

“part of the way societies make sense of themselves” (Dyer 12), but while 

stereotypes are inherently tied to the way both societies and people function, they are 

also limited and overgeneralised social categories. Even positive stereotypes can be 

harmful in that they, too, confine a social group into one homogeneous entity. 

Members of that group are seen not as individuals as such but primarily as members 

of a social group, that is, their group membership becomes their defining 

characteristic, thus largely erasing any other markers of their individuality (Blaine 

21). The ways in which any given society orders reality – in part by utilising 

stereotypes – is tied to “the power relations in that society” (Dyer 12). Blaine, too, 

acknowledges the connection between stereotypes and power relations: “Stereotypes 

held by empowered, majority group members … are much more problematic because 

stereotypes can cause, support, and justify discrimination of minority group 

individuals” (13). Stereotypes are most effective when they are broadly accepted as 
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general truths, and due to the ways in which representations influence reality, the 

connection between stereotypical representations and their consequences for actual 

people cannot be ignored. As Dyer notes, “stereotypes always carry within their very 

representation an implicit narrative” (15), which means that stereotypes always 

assume a specific and single way in which any group can be represented. This 

manifests itself in various stereotypical representations taken as facts, such as the 

belief that bisexuals are always promiscuous or that poor people are necessarily lazy. 

Although persistent and hard to change, stereotypes can be subverted and even 

destroyed in part through positive, non-stereotypical images. 

Who is represented – and, in turn, who is not – and how are thus important 

markers of the ideologies inherent in cultural products. Representations influence 

how people see themselves as well as others. Hence, the quality of representation 

matters because how people are seen “determines in part how [they] are treated” (1). 

The ways in which people are represented can have actual consequences also in that 

“representations delimit and enable what people can be in any given society” (3). As 

“[n]egative designations of a group have negative consequences for the lives of 

members of that grouping” (3), it is important to note the significance of positive 

images of people who have traditionally been marginalised by a given culture and its 

media. It has long been understood that representation and media play an important 

role in identity formation (Rossi “Queer” 131; Milestone and Meyer 164). This may 

be seen in the fact that visibility in media can be empowering for those who are able 

to identify with positive representations (Rossi “Queer” 125). Rossi also 

acknowledges the political potential inherent in such representations: non-

stereotypical, positive representations can create new culturally shared meanings 

about gender, sexuality and race, thus positively affecting the way such social groups 

are seen and treated not only in fictional worlds but also in reality (127). Chambers, 

in turn, calls television political because of its role in reproducing norms and, by 

extension, culture (89). Similarly, one could argue that fiction’s potential to subvert 

cultural norms is equally political in nature. In this sense, representations of different 

groups of people are always politicised. That is, due to the interconnected nature of 

representation and people’s beliefs, representations necessarily produce certain 

images as factual. They influence how people see their own ingroup as well as 

various outgroups, thus potentially influencing their behaviour not only on an 

individual level but also on a broader societal level. 
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The problem with criticising media representations solely for being inaccurate 

or misrepresentative, however, “assumes the existence of one, uncontested reality” 

that the media should invariably represent (Milestone and Meyer 24). There is no one 

right way of representing a social group simply because differences within a group 

are considerable. In fact, representing an outgroup as entirely homogeneous only 

serves to promote stereotypical views of people who more often than not are already 

marginalised in other, equally pervasive ways. (For more on the outgroup 

homogeneity effect, see Blaine 36-7.) It is also inaccurate to discuss representations 

and the reality they represent as wholly separate realms, since people are almost 

invariably influenced by media as representations “reflect and encourage certain 

ways of thinking about and acting in relation to” other people (Milestone and Meyer 

24, 112). However, consumers of cultural products are not necessarily passive. While 

they can take part in reproducing the norms of any society by accepting stereotypical 

and normative representations as a given, they can also actively resist such readings 

(Moody 173). It is thus important to note that while I discuss the representations of 

queerness and queer masculinities in The Mortal Instruments and Shadowhunters and 

criticise the representation found in the novels in particular, I do so not because they 

are necessarily inaccurate portrayals but because they promote negative stereotypical 

views of queerness and queer masculinities. As I have noted above, this has real 

consequences for actual people and therefore must be critically considered in terms 

of its potential for cultural influence. 

1.1 Primary material 

The material I use includes all six of The Mortal Instruments novels: City of Bones 

(2007), City of Ashes (2008), City of Glass (2009), City of Fallen Angels (2011), City 

of Lost Souls (2012) and City of Heavenly Fire (2014) as well as forty-one episodes 

of the first two and a half seasons of Shadowhunters, originally aired between 

January 2016 and May 2018. The latter half of the third season is due to air in early 

2019 and is therefore not included in this thesis. 

The premise of the story is largely the same in the novels and the television 

series. Both tell the story of Clary Fray (played by Katherine McNamara in the 

television series), a seemingly ordinary young woman who finds herself embroiled in 

the fantastical Downworld: a world of Downworlders – warlocks, vampires and 
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werewolves – and the demon-hunting half-human, half-angel Shadowhunters who 

live their lives among ordinary humans, or mundanes. After her mother is kidnapped 

by the villainous Shadowhunter Valentine Morgenstern, Clary learns that although 

having lived her life as a mundane, she is actually a Shadowhunter. Along with her 

old friend Simon Lewis (Alberto Rosende) – a mundane turned vampire – and new 

Shadowhunter acquaintances Jace Wayland (Dominic Sherwood), Alec Lightwood 

(Matthew Daddario) and Isabelle Lightwood (Emeraude Toubia), Clary seeks to 

rescue her mother and defeat Valentine before he succeeds in destroying the 

Downworlders and the Downworld along with them. Helpers along the way include 

Magnus Bane (Harry Shum Jr.), a powerful warlock, Luke Garroway (Isaiah 

Mustafa), a werewolf and Clary’s father-figure, and Maia Roberts (Alisha 

Wainwright), another werewolf. 

While the television series keeps the bare bones of the original story intact, 

much of the story’s action is adapted to better suit both the audiovisual nature of the 

series as well as the character development seen throughout the seasons. For the most 

part, this has resulted in a positive change in representation as compared to the 

novels. Many of the characters whose presence is somewhat lacking in the novels 

have more room to evolve in the television series, including some of the more central 

characters like Isabelle, Alec and Magnus, who in the books are often relegated to 

the sidelines. While the novels focus more on Clary, Jace and Simon, Shadowhunters 

lists all characters mentioned above as its main characters, which becomes an even 

more welcome change due to the diverse casting: out of the eight characters, five are 

played by people of colour, whereas in the novels all but Magnus and Maia are 

white. 

Although the novels and the television series have more than two queer 

characters, I focus on Magnus and Alec, because the scope of this study is limited 

and they serve as the main representation of queer characters in both the novels and 

the television series. It is important to note, however, that where the novels only have 

two additional queer characters (Aline and Helen, a sapphic4 couple), the television 

series also introduces original queer characters, such as Underhill (a gay 

Shadowhunter) as well as Ollie and Sam (another sapphic couple), who serve certain 

narrative functions but are also portrayed as non-stereotypical individuals in their 

                                                 
4 I use the term sapphic to denote any woman who feels romantic and/or sexual attraction to other 

women. The male equivalent is achillean. 
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own right. Moreover, the television series depicts Raphael Santiago – a recurring 

character – as asexual, whereas in the novels his sexuality is never mentioned and he 

is thus automatically assumed to be straight.  

It must also be noted that the novels provide only few instances of queer 

focalisation and are generally lacking in queer content, which is reflected in the 

analysis. As less material means there is less to be analysed, the subsections in which 

I analyse content from the novels are at times shorter than those in which I analyse 

the television series. It is also important to note that while the novels are largely 

considered to be young adult fiction, the television series takes a more mature turn 

from the second season onwards with regard to its themes and subjects. Moreover, 

while the main characters’ ages range from 16 to 18 in the novels, the characters are 

at least a few years older in the television series, which puts Alec somewhere in his 

early twenties. Both Alec and Magnus are thus adults in the television series, 

whereas Alec in the novels is still a teenager at 17 and 18, which can in part explain 

the marked difference in behaviour between Alec in the novels and Alec in the 

television series. 

Even though the characters I discuss also appear in other novels set within the 

same fictional universe, I limit my primary material to The Mortal Instruments 

series. I do so because Constantin Film, the production company that owns the visual 

adaptation rights to the series, only has rights to The Mortal Instruments and The 

Infernal Devices and does not have the right to use material that has its origins in 

other stories. I exclude the latter of the two book series because the novels in that 

category include only one character from The Mortal Instruments, and thus are not 

particularly relevant to the present analysis. Additionally, some short stories include 

significant relationship development between Magnus and Alec, but as the television 

series does not have the right to use any material found in the short stories, I will not 

analyse them. Furthermore, queer people should not be required to find and purchase 

extra material in order to have representation in the main book series. Simply put, if 

such representation cannot be found in the original novels, can it truly be called 

representation at all? 
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1.2 Aims and methods 

The aim of this thesis is to compare the representation in The Mortal Instruments 

series to its televised adaptation, Shadowhunters. I do so by taking an in-depth look 

at the queer characters to see how the ideologies inherent in their portrayals have 

changed in the move from novel to audiovisual format and what this means for the 

characters themselves and the groups they represent. It is of particular interest to see 

how the representation in the novels has both qualitatively and quantitatively become 

more complex and varied in the television series. As the importance of representation 

in popular fiction continues to be more acknowledged, it is also worthwhile to see 

how these changes have either subverted harmful stereotypes regarding queer people 

and queer masculinities or removed them entirely. The research questions of this 

thesis are therefore as follows: 

1. How do the novels and the television series construct (a) queerness, queer 

identities and inter-queer relationships, and (b) the interplay between queer 

and heterosexual representation? 

2. How do the novels and the television series construct queer masculinities? 

3. How do such representations either reproduce or subvert the stereotypes 

seemingly inherent in the portrayals of often marginalised identities, 

including race and ethnicity? 

As I focus on the representations of queerness and queer masculinities, I approach 

these analyses from a largely intersectionally feminist point of view, drawing on 

insights from gender studies, critical masculinity studies, feminist literary criticism, 

feminist media studies as well as queer theory (for a brief overview of all four 

theories, see 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). Additionally, I briefly outline the basics of adaptation 

studies (see 2.4). As regards the television show, I mostly focus on speech acts, 

visual aspects, such as clothing choices and appearance, and the characters’ 

behaviour and physical actions. I also take into account camera work and editing in 

order to see how the television series portrays its queer subjects and their 

focalisations. In terms of both the novels and the television series, I refer to (often 

harmful) stereotypes or biased representations to note how they either reproduce or 

subvert one-dimensional portrayals of queerness and masculinities. 

In order to properly define the focus of this thesis, I must also define its limits. 

In terms of representation, what matters most is not what the creators have intended 

but that which makes it onto the page or the screen, that is, what the audience 
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actually reads or sees. Although Clare herself has made some statements regarding 

the queer representation in her novels, this thesis chiefly focuses on the texts 

themselves, not the alleged intention behind them. Similarly, while the “power 

relations of representation … put the weight of control over representation on the 

side of the rich, the white, the male, the heterosexual” (Dyer 2), I do not take into 

account the people involved in the creation process. The complexity and scope 

involved in creating a television series means that it would be impossible for me to 

take into account all of the people involved, let alone assume that most or all of them 

would be the most privileged – that is, white, male and heterosexual. Nor does this 

thesis focus on the reader and audience reception of either the novels or the 

television show, even if there are brief mentions of the importance of representation 

to both readers and viewers alike. Other aspects not considered are those related to 

media and television studies: production details, audience demographics and so on. 

While important, such features are not especially relevant to the present analysis and 

are thus for the most part disregarded. 

Following the custom of feminist methodologies, it is also important to note 

the specific context in which I am writing this thesis. As “cultural forms do not have 

single determinate meanings” (Dyer 2), this thesis represents only my personal 

interpretation of the ideologies present in the stories I am analysing. It is true that the 

first novel was published in 2007, when the possibilities of writing and publishing 

positive representations of queer characters may have been rather limited. However, I 

claim that even if the limitations of the time were more numerous than the 

possibilities, the queer representation found in the novels could (and should) have 

been both more varied and positive, particularly as the last novel was published in 

2014. In either case, as I focus on how the novels and the television series translate to 

present-day ideologies, the context when the first novel was published is not taken 

into account. 

As my primary aim is to analyse the representation of queer identities, it is also 

important to note the societal context in which I have written this thesis. Feminist 

methodologies place great value in the situatedness of a researcher, as “perspectives 

acquired as a result of social positioning impact the production of knowledge” 

(Marinucci 94). That is, my own social position cannot be distanced from the critical 

examination I have made, however objective I have tried to be. It is important to take 

the time to acknowledge my own subjective position because I wish to bridge the 
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distance between a seemingly objective researcher and their chosen subject. What is 

more, as a queer female academic, I cannot separate the effect which queer 

representation has on me from the effect such representation has on other members 

of these communities. As a white woman, it is also important to acknowledge the 

privileged position I hold in terms of representation compared to queer people of 

colour. While all queer representation inevitably affects me to some extent, it cannot 

be equated to the effect which racialised power structures in queer representation 

have on people of colour and here, queer men of colour in particular. Moreover, in 

including myself in the subjective position of queer, I attempt to destabilise the 

conventional power structure of academic scholarship so that I am no longer working 

from above the subject in question, to borrow an apt phrase from Jin Haritaworn, but 

rather from a more equal position that does not allow me to pretend that I myself am 

not “implicated in the investigated processes” (2.5). 
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2 Theoretical Framework 

In order for the reader to fully understand the characters and the underlying 

ideologies in their representation, it is important to understand the theories on which 

I base my analysis. I begin with a brief overview of the concept of masculinities and 

its intersection with gender studies and representation. Subsequently a more in-depth 

look at feminist literary criticism, feminist media studies, queer theory and 

adaptation studies follows, and terms originating in feminist and queer-theoretical 

movements are briefly explained. 

2.1 Theorising gender and masculinities 

The interdisciplinary field of critical masculinity and men’s studies – an offshoot of 

women’s studies and gender studies – focuses on critically examining the structures, 

practices and conventions that constitute the ways in which men produce and 

reproduce their gender. Because male masculinity intersects with other aspects, such 

as sexuality, race and class, it is more meaningful to talk of multiple masculinities. 

This allows for a more intersectional mode of examination that takes into account the 

differences not only between genders, but also within male masculinities5 and the 

male gender. As studying gender invariably means taking these other aspects into 

account, intersections with feminist theories, queer studies and the like are an 

intrinsic part of men’s studies, particularly because masculinities are not universal. 

Different cultures, histories and times produce different masculinities, and as such, 

they must always be situated in a specific time and place. 

                                                 
5 I specifically refer to the term male masculinities, because masculinity is not an attribute that 

belongs to men only, as femininities and masculinities are value-laden terms that are used to indicate 

the characteristics, behaviours and roles that are conventionally associated with women and men. 

Female masculinity is a critical term coined by Halberstam, who researches “masculinity without 

men”, that is, masculinities which are produced, reproduced and constructed in female bodies and 

identities (2). This manner of gender non-conformity is most readily seen, for instance, in tomboys 

and butches whose gender expressions do not conform to expected norms. Rossi expands 

Halberstam’s notion of female masculinity and discusses both female masculinity and male femininity 

along with the more gender conforming aspects of female femininity and male masculinity 

(“Heterotehdas” 31-117). As Rossi herself notes, the use of these terms does not dismantle prevalent 

Western notions regarding the gender binary as they ignore the existence of genders outside male and 

female categories, but it is an effective way of questioning the supposedly oppositional nature of men 

and women as well as masculinity and femininity (33). Although my own analysis focuses more on 

the representational aspects of the characters and their attributes and not on their perceived femininity 

or masculinity (hence my use of the term male masculinities rather than male femininities), it is useful 

to keep in mind the distinction between such characteristics. As I focus on two queer men, however, I 

will use the terms masculinity and male masculinity interchangeably. 
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Studying men and masculinities deconstructs the idea of maleness and 

masculinity as the unexamined, invisible and non-gendered norm, and reproduces it 

as a visible identity whose “structures [and] dynamics” are worth examining and 

problematising (Connell, Hearn and Kimmel 1). For a long time, men were not a 

category of research simply because they were the norm to which all others were 

compared. Like femininities and femaleness, however, it is important to remember 

that maleness and masculinity are equally socially constructed in nature. 

Masculinity in general is relational to femininity in that it is by design that 

which femininity is not. Traditional gender ideologies maintain the gender binary 

divide by arbitrarily deciding which characteristics belong to the masculine and 

which to the feminine. Authority, rationality, power, privilege, intelligence, violence 

and logic are some of the attributes that are culturally coded as masculine, while 

opposing attributes (weakness, emotionality, irrationality) are coded as feminine 

(Halberstam 2; Milestone and Meyer 19-20). Oppositional views such as these 

maintain both patriarchal and hierarchical values that subordinate women and other, 

less conforming masculinities. 

These othered masculinities are subordinated by hegemonic masculinities, a 

term that refers to the normative and idealised forms of masculinity that at a given 

time maintain a dominant position in a given culture and society. This particular 

form of masculinity, however, is neither permanent nor universal, and can be 

contested by new forms and new hegemonies (Connell 76). As such, hegemonic 

masculinity is an ever-present part of our society even as it shifts and changes along 

with cultures, histories, times and political spheres. 

In masculinity studies, it is therefore vital to identify and critically examine the 

“relations of alliance, dominance and subordination” between different masculinities 

(37). Hegemonic masculinity legitimises patriarchy, and as such, “the majority of 

men gain from its hegemony” (79). Within the hierarchy of masculinities, however, 

certain forms of masculinity are often subordinated. Queer masculinities in particular 

are often positioned at the lowest parts of the hierarchy, in part perhaps because of 

the stereotypical view that likens male queerness to femininity and therefore a lack of 

masculinity (78-9). This process of subordination, however, can also take place 

between marginalised masculinities (81), as seen for example in the various ways in 

which white gay masculinity has long maintained a dominant position within the 
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category of queer masculinities, while racialised queer masculinities have often faced 

marginalising tactics from other queer groups. 

Because hegemonic masculinities are always liable to change with shifting 

cultural norms, one cannot speak of a universal or never-changing hegemonic form 

of masculinity – that which was hegemonic in the Victorian era is not hegemonic 

now, and that which is hegemonic today will mostly likely not be hegemonic a 

hundred years from now. Moreover, regional differences mean that different parts of 

the world (or even a country) are liable to have different forms of normative 

masculinity. The hegemonic masculinities we see in the Western world today often 

“[embrace] heterosexuality, homosociality (i.e., a preference for male groups), 

aggression, hierarchy, and competition” (Hatty 181). Othering alternative 

masculinities and those who do not conform is an intrinsic part of maintaining 

power, and this can be achieved even through media representations (117). As such, 

it is important to consider how a given work portrays and thereby subverts or 

upholds hegemonic norms of masculinity, because representations that valorise 

harmful hegemonic masculinities legitimise their power. It should therefore be noted 

that hegemonic masculinity is “culturally idealized”, as it includes the normative 

“behaviours, attitudes and practices which are seen as good and right for [people] to 

have and do” (Milestone and Meyer 20). These normative characteristics are deemed 

appropriate and intrinsic to one’s gender, whereas other traits, such as vulnerability 

in men, are deemed inappropriate. 

However, different power relations between men and women apply here as 

well: the terms masculine and feminine are often not equal. That which is masculine 

is often connected to that which is positive and normal as deemed by society, 

whereas that which is feminine is often connected to the other, the secondary, and is 

defined as that which the man is not. Hence “there can be no feminine equivalent for 

the verb ‘emasculate’” (Morris 14). In truth, no one is completely feminine or 

completely masculine at all times. People have fairly stereotypical notions of a given 

trait’s masculine or feminine essence and often apply feminine traits solely to women 

and masculine traits to men. People’s degree of perceived masculinity or femininity 

changes all the time depending on one’s social situation and environment, and there 

is no such thing as an exclusively masculine man or feminine woman (Richardson 

30-1). As such, it is important to note that the traits discussed in this thesis are 

neither strictly masculine nor strictly feminine. These are traits different cultures 
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associate with a given gender despite their rather arbitrary connection, and to say that 

a trait is strictly masculine or feminine is misguided at best, prejudiced at worst. 

Femininities and masculinities are thus largely culturally and socially 

constructed, as is gender. As a culture and society, we have arbitrarily assigned 

various values, characteristics and actions to mark the perceived differences between 

men and women, femininities and masculinities, thus often forgoing and forgetting 

the existence of gender identities outside the traditional binary. When we speak of 

masculinities and femininities, we invoke the attributes to which they are coded. 

There is no one naturally right way of performing gender, even if society tends to 

enforce that which it sees as the ideal. The generally accepted view is that girls and 

boys are socialised differently (Blaine 110). They are taught different social roles 

that conform to their gender and are thus taught to perform gender in a socially 

desirable way. According to Milestone and Meyer, “gender ideology reinforces only 

one type of masculinity and femininity, the traditional type, which is hegemonic” 

(19). As gender stereotypes give more weight and importance to traditionally 

masculine-coded traits, this gender bias in media – if viewed uncritically – only 

serves to confirm such social roles as not only normative but also inevitable. 

It is therefore important to emphasise the intersectional nature of this study as I 

make a point to remember the intersecting differences and identities of the characters 

in question. For instance, while my main focus lies on the queer identities of Magnus 

and Alec, I must also take into account the distinct ways in which Magnus as a 

bisexual Asian man is marginalised further than Alec, whose experiences as a white 

gay man are necessarily different. Furthermore, Magnus experiences a third level of 

marginalisation due to his nature as a Downworlder, which in the Downworld often 

means being thought of as a lesser being. These are the intersecting factors one must 

take into account when analysing representations of social categories and the 

discrimination that members of such groups might face. 

2.2 Feminist literary criticism and feminist media studies 

The aim of both feminist literary criticism and feminist media studies is to examine 

how a given media produces gender and representations of gender and how these 

representations shape our understanding of gender (Rojola 29). As they do with 

representations, media texts “play a major role in producing and reproducing 

ideologies” (Dines and Humez 1). Due to the mediated nature of representations, 
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audiovisual forms of media, such as television series and films, convey various 

images and ideologies through tools such as camera work and editing (Paasonen 41). 

Ideologies can also be seen in aspects such as speech acts, costume design, hair and 

make-up, body language and set design, which makes them an important part of any 

analysis of representation (Puustinen, Ruoho and Mäkelä 21). 

The political potential of representation is seen in feminist theory, which seeks 

to implement “emancipatory politics” by producing knowledge that may enact 

change in society (Liljeström 13-5). Similarly, Morris notes that the feminist interest 

in literary criticism lies precisely in its nature as an “influential cultural practice 

embodied in powerful institutions”, and as such seeks to uncover how literature both 

reflects and constructs reality (8). Like any kind of cultural product, literature can 

“provide a more powerful understanding of the ways in which society works to the 

disadvantage” of various social groups (7). In effect, this means that a stereotypical 

representation of a social group maintains the socially normalised and normative 

view of members of that group. In turn, non-stereotypical representations can 

normalise more realistic, multi-dimensional views of people, which may then subvert 

the existing normative way of regarding others as mere stereotypes. 

Stereotypes also apply to the act of characterising, which tends to include 

categorising certain character traits as inherently masculine or feminine. However, as 

previously noted, such connections are not as unequivocal as people make them out 

to be. It is important to remember that such aspects occur in different ways 

depending on the medium in which it is presented (Gymnich 520-1). Written texts 

can only describe a character, but audiovisual media depict characters in a way that 

written texts do not. In other words, due to the visual and aural nature of television, 

characterisation is intimately tied to casting and acting as the choice of actor largely 

determines the character’s appearance, body language and manner of talking and 

moving (Eder, Jannidis and Schneider 37). Other important aspects are age and 

ethnicity – these are features an author may choose to include or leave out entirely, 

whereas in visual material they are inevitably tied to the character in question. Thus, 

representation in literature depends entirely on what the author chooses to include or 

leave out. There is a tendency to assume that characters are white, cisgender6 and 

                                                 
6 Cisgender is derived from the Latin prefix cis-, which means ‘on the same side’, and it is 

antonymous to trans-, which means ‘on the other side’. The term is used to refer to individuals whose 

gender identity matches the gender they were assigned at birth. 
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heterosexual until proven otherwise and as such, the representation of minorities in 

literature hinges on whether or not a character’s sexual identity or ethnicity is either 

explicitly stated or described through other literary means. This is particularly 

relevant for The Mortal Instruments, where the majority of characters are either 

explicitly stated or assumed to be white and heterosexual. 

In terms of subverting stereotypes, Brandt notes the “promise of more nuanced 

and complex” television programmes where well-developed storylines, “greater 

character development” and “more media-savvy audiences” are poised to “create a 

climate of improved diversity in television programming” (119). According to 

Blaine, for media to become more accurate in its portrayal of reality, marginalised 

groups must be given “greater visibility and voice” and the portrayals of social 

groups must “challenge and disconfirm stereotypes” (166). He also claims that the 

characters who subvert these stereotypes “must be presented as normal people living 

fairly normal lives with whom the viewers can make some connection”, with which I 

do not fully agree. It is true that the audience’s ability to connect with characters 

enables them to understand the social positions of the groups they represent, but I am 

not entirely convinced that a normal life is required for this connection to be felt. It is 

my view that characters can feel grounded and realistic even when the fantastical 

lives they lead are far from normal: the characters themselves are thus normal only in 

the sense that they feel like real people with whom the audience can sympathise and 

feel a connection to. 

Gendered representations on media such as television are inherently 

performative. Due to their fictional and scripted nature, the characters perform 

identity markers such as gender and sexuality in ways that can never be truly 

indicative of real-world experiences, even taking in mind the socially constructed 

nature of gender and gender difference. Gender performativity, a term first coined by 

Judith Butler, echoes Simone de Beauvoir’s notion that “[o]ne is not born, but rather 

becomes, a woman” (8). While many of Butler’s views have been criticised and 

Butler herself has refined her points as gender theories have evolved, the idea of 

gender as a performance has remained a valuable one. According to Butler, gender is 

“always a doing”, that is, a series of repeated performative acts that produce the 

notion of a gendered body (25). These performative acts include our gestures, body 

languages, the ways in which we talk and stylise our bodies (140). Through these 

acts, we perform a gender that is often (but not always) readable to those around us. 
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While I do not use the term performing gender in the sense Butler does, it is a useful 

term in that it allows me to discuss the ways in which the characters I analyse 

conform or do not conform to certain expectations of gender and the ways in which 

they perform certain types of masculinities in order to fit in with those whose gender 

expression constitutes the norm. 

2.3 Queer: theoretical perspectives 

First, I must define what I mean by the word queer. Queer as a term and a theory has 

been ambiguous and open to interpretation.7 As a theory, it has been considered a 

rather open-ended theoretical framework that questions and subverts the existing 

power structures and normativities of our society and its various cultural aspects. 

Critically examining and deconstructing norms of gender and sexuality are thus key 

aspects of queer-theoretical perspectives. As a term, it has defied any and all strict 

classification, but while some academics consider queer to be “an identity without 

essence” (Halperin 62, qtd. in Schoene 287) and emphasise the more theoretical 

aspects of the term, I make a point to use it as a specific signifier of sexual, romantic 

and gender identity, both as an umbrella term for the queer communities at large and 

as a specific identity in itself. In this thesis, queer is therefore the common 

denominator of non-heterosexual and/or non-cisgender identities. 

Television series are largely centred on white, middle-class and heterosexual 

characters (Dow xxiii). There is a larger diversity today, of course, but the fact 

remains that many characters represent heteronormative, privileged people. As such, 

the aim of both feminist and queer-theoretical criticism is to make visible and 

question the patriarchal ideals and power structures that permeate various cultural 

products (Liljeström 11; Rojola 29). These power structures are inherently tied to the 

norms and ideologies surrounding media production, and one important concept in 

the study of representation is the idea of normalisation. As Milestone and Meyer 

note, it is “important … because discourses of femininity and masculinity render 

certain characteristics and practices as normal and abnormal” (24). My use of the 

term normalise is deliberate here. Why should queerness need to be normalised? Is 

queer as a term often not meant to destabilise, to subvert, to queer? Of course. But I 

use it here because I believe that normalising queer identities can and should be 

                                                 
7 For more on the history of queer, see “Queer: A Question of Being or a Question of Doing?”, the 

third chapter in Nikki Sullivan’s A Critical Introduction to Queer Theory from 2003. 
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done, because otherwise such marginalised positions will continue to be considered 

out of the ordinary and unnatural in highly stereotypical ways. Moreover, I believe 

that the act of normalising queer is in itself destabilising, as it subverts the existing 

power structures that maintain queerness as an Other. 

Queerness and queer identities have been represented in variously negative 

ways throughout the history of literature and audiovisual media. While it is true that 

the situation has improved significantly since the days of rampantly and overtly 

queerphobic8 depictions, queer people still make up a very small percentage of 

characters in today’s media. In a world where heterosexuality is the naturalised, 

unsaid and thus unproblematised norm, queerness remains an outlier. In cultural 

products such as television series and literature, heteronormativity is seen 

particularly in characters who are automatically assumed to be heterosexual – that is, 

they are straight until proven otherwise. For queerness to become canon in a given 

work, a character must be explicitly portrayed as queer, whereas straight is the 

expected and assumed identity of all characters. In practice, this means that a 

character need never mention any (straight) sexual or romantic entanglements, and 

they are still presumed to be heterosexual. In terms of The Mortal Instruments and 

Shadowhunters, this is applicable to many of the straight characters. For instance, the 

(assumed) heterosexuality of most of the main characters is presumed to be canon, 

even though they never explicitly state their sexualities. Similarly, Raphael Santiago 

is never anything but heterosexual in the novels, even though his sexual identity is 

never mentioned. It is only in the television series where he explicitly states that he is 

not and has never been interested in sex that his queerness becomes canon9. 

Historically, queer people have been represented in fiction through the practice 

of queer-coding, which is when characters are – intentionally or not – implied to be 

queer by the narrative but without explicitly stating that they are. Such hinting can be 

accomplished by a character’s mannerisms, speech patterns or appearance, since 

there are certain characteristics that people will automatically read as queer due to 

pervasive stereotypes. For a long time, queer-coded characters were all the 

                                                 
8 I use the term queerphobia as an umbrella term to indicate the different kinds of prejudice that queer 

people face as members of the queer communities. In contrast, I employ terms like homophobia and 

biphobia to talk about the specific kinds of prejudice that people face regarding their identities. 
9 I use the term canon to indicate material that has textual evidence and is officially accepted as part of 

the story, as opposed to something that people simply assume or wish to be true. In this case, due to 

double standards of heteronormativity, readers of the novels assume that characters like Raphael are 

straight even when it has never been explicitly stated in the narrative. 
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representation that existed when actual queer characters could not be seen on screen. 

For instance, any discussion or portrayal of queerness in Hollywood films from 

1930-1968 was prohibited by the Motion Picture Production Code, also known as the 

Hays Code, meaning that queerness could only be seen in queer-coded characters in 

films such as Some Like It Hot (Russo 31, 32). While this meant that queer audiences 

were not entirely without representation, the majority (heterosexual) audience did not 

take this representation seriously – queer-coded characters were not actually queer in 

the eyes of the majority, because it was never confirmed by the narrative. 

Furthermore, queer-coding has a history of being used to reinforce negative 

stereotypes, since many queer-coded characters have been villains (think of Hades in 

Hercules or Ursula in The Little Mermaid). This is particularly troublesome as 

queerness was “used primarily to establish an additional level of deviance for such 

characters” (Dow 129). The fact that what little representation queer audiences 

received came either in the form of subtle and minimal signals or villains who got 

their due in the form of death and misery is notable. Such representation, combined 

with the lack of queer protagonists, told its queer audience that theirs was a fate of 

suffering and defeat. Moreover, the strong connection between queer-coding and 

villainy only served to demonise actual queer people and to associate queerness with 

immorality. 

Queer-coding is thus simply not enough in today’s world. Characters who are 

only presumed to be queer by some of the audience, however relatable these 

characters may be, can no longer be counted as the kind of positive representation 

that is needed – it only becomes representation when it is explicitly stated or shown 

that a character identifies as non-straight. In fact, with the scarcity of queer 

characters, queer-coding could nowadays be seen as a form of queer-baiting. This is 

the act of implying (within or without a narrative) that a character or relationship is 

or will be queer in order to gain queer viewers, but with no actual intention of 

following through – hence the baiting. Queer audiences are left waiting for actual 

representation without ever gaining it, which only serves to treat queer narratives 

either as comic or unmentionable. It promises eventual representation but ultimately 

all it does is keep potentially queer characters in the closet, unspoken and unseen. 

Dow traces the history of queer representation on television, and notes that gay 

and lesbian characters were first “incorporated as ‘one time’ appearances” rather than 

as recurring – let alone regular – characters (129). She also notes that when queer 
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characters were present, they were defined solely by their sexuality and “their place 

in the lives of heterosexuals” rather than “shown in their own communities, homes, 

or same-sex romantic relationships” (129). Sex and intimacy were also entirely 

absent, which speaks of the tendency of cultural products to remove any overt signs 

of queerness and queer desire. Even in modern narratives, queer characters are often 

used as props or foils for heterosexual characters and relationships in a way that 

centralises all narrative importance on the latter, while the former are defined solely 

by their (often tragic) sexualities and the stereotypical characteristics with which they 

are associated.10 

For the past few years, the representation of traditionally marginalised groups 

of people in broadcast media has had its fair share of highs and lows. The most 

notable low has been the “bury your gays” trope,11 which draws on “formulaic gay 

plots … often ending in violence, murder or suicide” (Dyer 22) and thus reinforces 

troubling stereotypes that rely on the seemingly inherent tragedy of queer lives and 

existence. While the U.S. organisation GLAAD (Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against 

Defamation) reports “the highest percentage of LGBTQ series regular characters on 

broadcast television” in the 2016-2017 TV season, they also note that “many 

LGBTQ characters still fall into outdated stereotypes or harmful tropes” (“Where” 

3). This includes the deaths of over twenty-five female-identifying queer characters 

in 2016 alone, most of whose deaths “served no other purpose than to further the 

narrative of a more central (and often straight, cisgender) character” (3). In media 

where queer characters remain a minority, any such death will be keenly felt by the 

queer community at large. 

Furthermore, racial diversity in queer representation is unfortunately low, since 

“an overwhelming majority” of characters – over 70% – are white on both cable and 

broadcast programmes (5). It is therefore clear that inclusivity within queer circles is 

not necessarily inclusive to all, since “the predominant experiences informing 

LGBTQ politics and queer studies have been those of (predominantly white, 

economically privileged) gay men and lesbians” (Chu 79). The same is true for 

                                                 
10 For more on this phenomenon, see “Ellen, Television, and the Politics of Gay and Lesbian 

Visibility” (2001) by Bonnie J. Dow, and “They Should Suffer Like the Rest of Us: Queer Equality in 

Narrative Mediocrity” (2011) by Kelly Kessler. 
11 A disproportionate number of queer characters are either killed off or end up unhappy while straight 

characters get their textbook happily-ever-after ending. This happens “at a far higher percentage to 

characters who are already underrepresented or misrepresented: LGBT, female or non-white 

characters” (“A Trope by Any Other Name...”). 
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audiovisual representation – although the situation is diversifying, the fact is that 

many of the queer depictions we see are of white, middle-class, able-bodied gay cis 

men who are either desexualised to fit the narrative of acceptable queerness within a 

sea of straightness or occupy a narrative specifically meant for queer audiences. 

Of course, this is not to say that such stories are not relatable or real for a 

multitude of people. Many of the stereotypical representations we see in today’s 

media are only harmful because of the glaring lack of well-developed, multi-

dimensional characters (Kessler 142). One-dimensional stock characters who 

epitomise the token gay stereotype would not be half as oppressive, if actual positive 

representation existed on a larger scale. Neither would representations of 

queerphobic practices and behaviours be oppressive, if they were actively 

problematised by the narrative. However, many of the queer narratives found in 

cultural products either implicitly or explicitly endorse queerphobia rather than 

provide well-written, well-developed queer characters who are allowed narrative 

importance beyond their sexual identities. 

The importance of representing marginalised identities is particularly evident 

in queer youth,12 who “often highly value representations of queer people as they 

provide a framework whereby to understand and organize their burgeoning desires 

and feelings of difference” (Wuest 22). As The Mortal Instruments novels are 

marketed as young adult fiction, their stereotypical portrayal of queer characters 

becomes especially troubling. As Wuest notes, “an increase in the number of queer 

representations does not necessarily correlate with viewers, queer or straight, gaining 

a better understanding of the experience of being queer” (22). Positive and realistic 

representations are thus needed for queer people and others alike to fully realise the 

different aspects of queer existence. However, it seems as though many queer-

theorists have changed their focus away from queer visibility, but I would argue that 

visibility – particularly positive, multi-dimensional visibility – is still one of the most 

important aspects in the representation of queer identities. We cannot dismiss the 

importance of seeing ourselves represented in fiction, even if that representation does 

not teach us anything about ourselves or others, or even if that representation does 

                                                 
12 For research on the effect of queer representation on queer youth, see “Perspectives of LGBTQ 

Emerging Adults on the Depiction and Impact of LGBTQ Media Representation” (2017) by Lauren B. 

McInroy and Shelley L. Craig, and “Media: A Catalyst for Resilience in Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 

Transgender, and Queer Youth” (2015) by Shelley L. Craig, Lauren McInroy, Lance T. McCready 

and Ramona Alaggia. 
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not fully match our own experiences. After all, recognising ourselves in narratives is 

a crucial aspect of both the identity work we do and the representations on which it is 

based. 

2.4 Adaptation studies 

When qualitatively comparing two works of fiction where one is based on the other, 

it is worthwhile to keep in mind the consequences and possibilities involved in 

adapting a work from one medium to another. In terms of The Mortal Instruments 

and Shadowhunters, it is important to remember that the latter is merely based on the 

former – the television series is not a faithful adaptation of the novels. Instead, it 

treats the novels as the raw material from which it creates its own version of the 

events and characters I analyse in this thesis. The essentials – the bare bones of the 

story and the characters around whom it revolves – still exist, but the events which 

happen around them and their effect on the fictional world and characters have, to 

some degree, been changed to better suit both the televised version of the story and 

the more diverse context in which it takes places. 

Such reworking and re-interpretation is a key aspect of any adaptation, 

particularly when the adaptation and the adapted work exist in two different media. 

Adaptations that move from one medium to another are often met with the kind of 

criticism whose harshness arises from an often mistaken need and want for 

faithfulness to the so-called original work. This is particularly true of adaptations 

where a literary text is transformed into an audiovisual version, perhaps in part due to 

“the ingrained sense of literature’s greater respectability in traditional critical circles” 

(McFarlane 8). Adaptations in general are often seen as “derivative and secondary” 

(Hutcheon and O’Flynn 31), but no cross-media adaptation can ever remain entirely 

faithful in its portrayal of an already-existing story simply because the tools which 

the respective creators have at hand are very different. That which functions in a 

literary setting does not necessarily do so in an audiovisual one, and vice versa. 

Likewise, many critics and audiences seek the ever-elusive spirit of the original work 

and remain disappointed when it cannot be found in an adaptation even when such a 

spirit is hard to replicate and even harder to define. Although still popular, this 

manner of fidelity criticism is being “challenged from a variety of perspectives”, one 
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such being the intertextual notion of the original work as “a ‘resource’” (Hutcheon 

and O’Flynn 7; McFarlane 10). 

The interrelationship between Shadowhunters and The Mortal Instruments is 

clear in that, although the television series differs from the novels, the transferable 

essentials – the aspects they must include – and their effect on the series determine 

how much can and will be changed regarding the plot, the characters and the details 

surrounding both. This is particularly true due to its change in medium: 

In the move from telling to showing, a performance adaptation must dramatize: 

description, narration, and represented thoughts must be transcoded into speech, 

actions, sounds, and visual images. Conflicts and ideological differences between 

characters must be made visible and audible ... In the process of dramatization 

there is inevitably a certain amount of re-accentuation and refocusing of themes, 

characters, and plot. (Hutcheon and O’Flynn 40) 

It is clear, then, that stories cannot remain precisely the same. They are necessarily 

transformed and re-coded, and whether we treat a work as an intertextual adaptation 

depends entirely on us seeing it as an adaptation. Audiences who have no prior 

knowledge of the adapted work simply see the adaptation as any other work of 

fiction, which means that adaptations must also be able to stand on their own. When 

we are aware of the adapted work, however, we automatically make connections 

between it and its adaptation and see where themes have been reproduced and where 

they have been re-interpreted into something else (Hutcheon and O’Flynn 8). 

In terms of queer representation, Shadowhunters remains faithful to the novels 

only in setting and, to an extent, the characters. Incidents and events remain only 

roughly the same, and dialogue between queer characters and others is much changed 

from the adapted text. The most notable differences between the novels and the 

television series can be found in character and relationship development as well as 

the events surrounding them. Because the novels are rather lacking in queer content, 

the creators of the television series have opted to script their own scenes, dialogues 

and incidents that give the queer characters more depth and the audience more 

insight into queer existence. While other audiovisual adaptations such as films often 

require “subtraction or contraction”, television series are by design longer and 

therefore require “less compression of the adapted text” (19, 47). This allows for 

expanded source material as well as ideas, characters and plotlines original to the 

adaptation, which is crucial for Shadowhunters and its more complex and diverse 

representation of queerness. 
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As a product of its time, an adaptation and the work it is based on is therefore 

“always framed in a context” (142). This includes the ideologies and values a creator 

of fiction wishes to convey through their work. While some create adaptations in 

order to “pay tribute by copying”, others might wish to critique the adapted work and 

“call [it] into question” (7). However, when dealing with an audiovisual adaptation 

like a television series, the question of adapter becomes less defined. There is no one 

obvious person to whom we could assign the responsibility, because in television, 

adapting an already existing work of fiction is a major group effort made by 

directors, scriptwriters, showrunners, editors, actors and so on. Each episode of 

Shadowhunters has its credited director and scriptwriter, but the directors change 

throughout the season and the scriptwriters all work closely together in order to 

maintain coherence and continuity. Similarly, while it is the editors who fine-tune the 

episodes, it is the showrunners who make the final decisions on details and plot 

points. And what of the actors? It could be argued that it is they who, with the help of 

the director, actualise the script by bringing the characters and events to life on the 

small screen and make the interiority of their characters comprehensible to the 

audience. 

In terms of this thesis, one of the most important aspects of queer 

representation is precisely the characters’ inner lives. Such effects are easy to 

produce in novels where the narration and focalisation often allow for internal 

thoughts and emotions to come across to the reader. In audiovisual material, 

however, such inner life is trickier to convey, particularly as direct voice-overs are 

seldom used to convey interiority in modern television. Instead, characters’ 

emotional states and internal lives must be conveyed either visually and aurally 

through camera work and sounds or directly through words spoken out loud in 

dialogue. The former can be particularly effective since camera work in audiovisual 

media is often meant to be read as a “moving third-person narrator to represent the 

point of view of a variety of characters” (Hutcheon and O’Flynn 54). However, 

visual and aural tools can only do so much. Words can precisely and accurately 

convey emotions and thoughts to an audience, but in audiovisual media where 

emotions are often conveyed through visual and aural means, such effects can only 

“guide the viewer’s perception” (McFarlane 18). It is up to the audience to correctly 

interpret the codes and clues left by the actors, directors, editors and so on. 
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3 I Queer, Therefore I Am: Characterisation 

In this chapter I analyse how the novels and the television series construct queer 

characters and the ways in which these characters’ development is depicted through 

literary and audiovisual tools such as focalisation, agency and narration. 

I also discuss the racial tensions between Magnus and Alec, which in both 

versions are mainly depicted through anti-Downworlder prejudice as a metaphor for 

real-life racism. It is important to remember that Magnus is a minority on three 

different counts: as an Asian bisexual man the representation he provides must be 

analysed through several intersecting lenses. Racism colours Magnus’s experiences 

even further as he is part of a group of people who have been actively oppressed by 

Shadowhunters for hundreds of years. Alec, a white Shadowhunter, is thus part of a 

group whose history of privilege has ingrained prejudiced beliefs in him, beliefs that 

he in the television series actively works to unlearn. As such, the political and racial 

tensions between the characters cannot be ignored as they form an important part of 

their personal and inter-queer characterisations. 

3.1 Characterisation in the novels 

In the novels, Alec is, at first, largely described in rather negative terms. Because the 

first novel is focalised entirely through Clary, it is with her point of view and internal 

world the readers are familiar, and as such, readers are more likely to take her 

thoughts and views as they are seen. Alec, while not an antagonist, can hardly be 

called an ally, either. He clearly resents Clary, looking at her “with a hostility as pure 

and concentrated as acid” and with “eyes … bright with dislike” (CB 68, 70). It is 

made clear that his hostility stems from his jealousy of Clary’s relationship with 

Jace, Alec’s adopted brother, as well as Jace’s obvious attraction to her. Not only is 

this a stereotypical way of establishing Alec as the token gay character, it is also 

problematic in that Clary uses Alec’s insecurities and sexuality against him: 

‘You should talk about selfish,’ [Clary] hissed, so viciously that [Alec] took a step 

back. … She could see how she was hurting him, and it made her glad. Someone 

else ought to be in pain for a change. ‘You can rant all you want about honor and 

honesty and how mundanes don’t have any of either, but if you were honest, you’d 

admit this tantrum is just because you’re in love with [Jace].’ (CB 276) 
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Although Clary is “appalled at what she’d done” (277), Alec is clearly meant to be 

seen as the one more in the wrong as he assaults her due to her words, “[shoving] her 

against the wall so hard that the back of her skull had struck the wood paneling” 

(276). It is clear that it is his own internalised homophobia and fear of being found 

out that drive him to do this, going so far as to threaten to kill Clary should she ever 

“say anything like that to [Jace]” (277). Despite the fact that his reasons are 

understandable and relatable, however, it is also a stereotypical depiction of queer 

suffering: that Alec loathes himself and fears discovery so much that he would 

physically assault someone in a daze (“[h]e blinked – as if he were waking up out of 

a dream”) foregrounds his sexuality in a way that allows the narrative to sweep 

Clary’s offensive words under the rug (277). This is further reinforced by a later 

scene, where Clary admits to Alec that she feels “awful” about her previous words 

but does not actually apologise for them, thus prioritising her own feelings over 

Alec’s (436). 

Initially, Alec is thus largely defined by his attraction to Jace. Most of his 

scenes in the first novel have to do with his hostility towards Clary, which is 

inherently connected to his sexuality due to the jealousy he feels, or his feelings and 

attraction for Jace, thus reinforcing the idea of Alec as the token gay. Moreover, a 

great many of his interactions with others allude to his unrequited feelings for Jace, 

which are often presented in a rather tragic and pitiful light. Clary, for instance, feels 

“a sudden flash of sympathy for Alec” when he goes ignored by Jace, and even 

Alec’s and Isabelle’s conversation takes a turn for the pitiable when Alec insists that 

he has friends, “[looking] over his shoulder, almost as if he couldn’t help it, at Jace”, 

who once again remains oblivious (181, 228). These recurring mentions of the 

hopeless nature of Alec’s feelings depict his queerness in tragic terms, particularly as 

no one else’s (straight) wants or romantic feelings are ever treated in a similar way. 

Even Alec’s agency suffers in the first novel. Although he has been raised as a 

soldier, he has “never killed a single demon” (276). It seems curious that he would be 

so inefficient a Shadowhunter, especially given the fact that Jace “must have sent 

five hundred of them back to whatever hellish dimension they crawled out of” (237-

8). What is even more absurd is that the mundane Simon, who “did archery camp”, is 

able to vanquish a Greater Demon with a single arrow shot from Alec’s bow whereas 

Alec is “white-faced and horrified-looking” (310, 323) despite the fact that he has 

trained his entire life for moments such as these. This serves to make it clear that 
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Alec is not an equal to either Jace or Isabelle in terms of fighting, particularly as they 

both bravely face the demon despite their potential trepidation. Alec’s apparent lack 

of skills plays into a rather stereotypical depiction of queer people (and gay men in 

particular) as weak and unable to hold their own in a physical fight. This is further 

reinforced by Jace having to save Alec from the demon because Alec is frozen in 

fear. Moreover, once Alec regains his senses, he practically sacrifices himself for 

Jace, throwing himself “between [Jace] and the demon” (325). This is a rather 

stereotypical turn of events in which a queer character is happy to lay down their life 

for the sake of the straight protagonist. 

In the first three novels, Alec is established as someone who has lived his 

entire life with internalised homophobia, a life spent convinced his existence is 

wrong and denying who he truly is. This is seen in his difficulty in accepting 

Magnus’s feelings for him and expressing his own in return, “as if there were a 

bubble of pain or regret that lived inside his heart, and when he wanted to say 

something, anything, that seemed meaningful or true, it rose up and choked off his 

words” (CA 370). It is further evident in the way that Alec, with “sharp vulnerability 

in his voice”, suspects Simon of “[threatening him]” when Simon reveals that he is 

aware of Alec’s sexuality (CG 74). His hostility, stemming from both his internalised 

homophobia and his fear of being outed, is par for the course for many queer people 

who are raised and live in homophobic families and communities. Despite this focus 

on Alec’s sexuality, however, it seems that his attraction to Jace and his fear of 

coming out are both swept under the rug in a way that speaks of careless 

representation that does not truly take queer experiences into account. 

For instance, Alec’s sexuality seems to be something of an open secret between 

the main characters. As far as readers are aware, Isabelle has known for years, and 

Clary is somehow intuitively able to figure it out from a scant few interactions with 

Alec. However, while Alec is even then clearly reluctant to disclose his sexuality, 

there is no internal focalisation that would show the readers a more nuanced aspect 

of Alec’s fears and mindset. Once he finally admits to it, he does so in a scene that is 

highly problematic. The novels establish Alec’s feelings for and attraction toward 

Jace in the first part, and it is a recurring theme in Alec’s characterisation and the 

book series in general – not only does it contribute to Alec’s status as the token gay, 

it is also the reason Alec resents Clary in the first novel and the reason for Magnus’s 
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unproblematised jealousy. In the following excerpt, however, this aspect of Alec’s 

characterisation is more or less swept under the rug: 

‘There isn’t anything between [Magnus and I],’ Alec said – and then, 

catching the look on Jace’s face, added with great reluctance, ‘anymore. 

There’s nothing between us anymore. Okay?’ 

‘I hope that’s not because of me,’ said Jace. 

Alec went white and drew back, as if he were preparing to ward off 

a blow. ‘What do you mean?’ 

‘I know how you think you feel about me,’ Jace said. ‘You don’t, 
though. You just like me because I’m safe. There’s no risk. And then you 

never have to try to have a real relationship, because you can use me as an 

excuse. … You don’t believe me?’ Jace asked. ‘Fine. Go ahead. Kiss me 

right now.’ 

Alec stared at him in horror. 

‘Exactly. Despite my staggering good looks, you actually don’t 

like me that way. And if you’re blowing off Magnus, it’s not because of 

me. It’s because you’re too scared to tell anyone who you really love.’ 

(CG 130-1, emphasis added) 

Many fictional representations of queerness often include a straight character 

explaining and rationalising attraction to a queer character, which further reinforces 

the idea of both voyeuristic heterosexuality in the face of queerness as well as 

queerness as somehow inherently confusing. Although Jace acknowledges that “he 

was being cruel” (131), neither the narrative nor the characters refute Jace’s words. 

Jace’s claim that Alec was never truly in love with him contradicts the narrative’s 

continuous attention to Alec’s attraction for Jace, but it is not the narrative continuity 

that I find problematic. It is the very notion of Jace knowing Alec’s feelings better 

than Alec himself does and claiming that Alec’s feelings are not and have never been 

valid – not only a problematic trope in queer representation, but a very real and 

harmful microaggression that straight people often use on their queer friends, family 

members and acquaintances. Furthermore, it is precisely the kind of language that 

homophobic people use to convince queer people that their identities and feelings are 

somehow false, wrong, and often even curable. While it is possible to read Jace’s 

claims as unreliable, the narrative never questions this, and neither does Alec – 

readers are meant to accept that the straight Jace can and does know the feelings and 

experiences of a queer person better than Alec himself does. This is not to say that 

Jace is being overtly homophobic in a way that condemns queerness, nor does it 

mean that Jace is necessarily wrong about Alec’s behaviour. But it is an 

uncomfortable thing, having Jace use homophobic microaggressions in a situation 

that is never questioned and never brought up again by either of the characters. 
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Magnus, too, is a stereotypical token queer character as most scenes that 

include him concern his sexuality or his relationship with Alec. In fact, Magnus does 

not really seem to have much of a life outside of the Shadowhunters and his 

relationship with Alec – even the scenes that depict him in his role as High Warlock 

are moments where he is helping the Shadowhunters for seemingly no pay at all, 

often because of Alec. These scenes eventually return to his queerness as well, seen 

for instance in the way his and Clary’s conversation about an important warlock spell 

book eventually turns to Clary asking about Magnus’s “love life” and his progress 

with Alec (CG 157). Even the few scenes Magnus has with Catarina, a fellow 

warlock and Magnus’s friend, take a turn to the queer when the discussion inevitably 

turns to Alec and their relationship. While it is good to see a queer character discuss 

their romantic relationship with others, a constant focus on said relationship starts to 

perpetuate the token queer trope when the only part of Magnus to be explored is his 

relationship with Alec and, by extension, his queerness. 

Scenes involving Magnus are also somewhat lacking in terms of agency. 

Although Alec makes demands of Magnus, occasionally treating him as though he 

were a tool to be used (“I need to get back to the battle … Can’t you, I don’t know, 

fly me back to the boat or something? And fix my concussion while you’re at it?” CA 

369), he is also quick to realise he is wrong to do so, even though his apology is also 

accompanied by Alec “still [feeling] that Magnus ought to see” that Alec is in the 

right (369). However, he never truly stops to think about just why such behaviour is 

wrong, other than that it is a poor way to treat someone. Although the oppression of 

Downworlders and the unequal power relations between them and the 

Shadowhunters are often made clear on a broader scale, it is never taken into 

consideration in terms of Alec and Magnus. Although Magnus is far older than Alec 

and therefore has far more life experience, Alec is still part of a privileged group that 

has actively oppressed people like Magnus and continue to do so throughout the 

novels. These complex power relations are never explored in the novels, however, 

and it is as though the author forgets that, on a personal level between the two, 

Magnus is still part of an oppressed minority no matter his age or experience. 

Moreover, Magnus holds an important political position within the 

Downworld, but as readers we never actually see this for ourselves. Even his 

decision to personally take part and represent warlocks in a new joint Council 

between Shadowhunters and Downworlders is presented not as a desire to encourage 
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the Council onto a more tolerant and equal path, but as a decision made solely so he 

could “see Alec” (CHF 179). His actions regarding the literal good of the 

Downworld – his people – are also contrasted to his relationship with Alec. In the 

last novel, Magnus tells Luke and Jocelyn that “[his] loyalty is not to Shadowhunters 

over [Downworlders]” (CHF 180), but even so he is expected by the main characters 

to choose loyalty to Alec over loyalty to his own people: 

‘Magnus won’t go to the Council. Not if I ask him not to.’ 

‘He’d better not,’ said Isabelle indignantly. ‘Otherwise, worst 

boyfriend ever.’ (CLS 75) 

 During such scenes, it is important to remember that Magnus is part of an oppressed 

group of people who have been subjugated by the hegemonic and privileged military 

group to which both Alec and Isabelle belong. To have them so casually demand 

Magnus’s loyalty is troubling, because it is not something the narrative truly 

questions. The racial tension and the desire for a more equal world is an important 

part of the overall plot, but criticism against prejudiced views and privileged 

positions falls short when it comes to these moments of individual relations. 

In terms of agency, much of what happens to, with or around Magnus does not, 

in fact, seem to have much to do with him at all. In other words, Magnus in general 

does not have much of a character arc, or indeed even character development – at 

least not an immediately visible one. The most character development that Magnus 

gets is contrived out of his separation from Alec and his subsequent decision to give 

Alec and their relationship another chance. This is connected to Magnus’s apparent 

reluctance to reveal details of his past to Alec and the strife that rises directly out of 

this and Alec’s issues with jealousy (more on this in 5.1.1). Above all, it is connected 

to Magnus’s eventual decision to share his past with Alec: 

‘I’ve always told myself I was going to be open to new experiences, and so when I 

started to – to harden – I was shocked. I thought I’d done everything right, not 

closed my heart off. And then I thought about what you said, and I realized why I 

was starting to die inside. If you never tell anyone the truth about yourself, 

eventually you start to forget. The love, the heartbreak, the joy, the despair, the 

things I did that were good, the things I did that were shameful – if I kept them all 

inside, my memories of them would start to disappear. And then I would 

disappear.’ (CHF 586). 

Although the scene is focalised through Alec, the above example reveals Magnus’s 

mindset and current emotional state, and readers are thus able to gain some insight 

into his thought processes during and after his separation from Alec. However, while 
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it is a significant moment, it loses some of its charm when one realises that there has 

been nothing that would lead up to such a revelation of personal growth. Magnus’s 

focalisations in general are few and far between, and rarely do they offer any great 

emotional insight into who he is as a person, let alone his thoughts about a specific 

issue such as this. In short, readers are told that Magnus has had character 

development, but they never actually see it. Combined with the fact that this is the 

extent of his character development, it is safe to say that Magnus, while not a main 

character in the novels, has not been written as carefully as others. 

During the last novel of the series, Magnus, along with other Downworld 

leaders, gets kidnapped and taken to Edom, a realm in Hell that incidentally 

Magnus’s father happens to rule. Even this is less of a plot concerning Magnus than 

it is merely something that happens to him, something incidental to the main plot 

itself. The events afterwards, however, are rather significant. When Magnus is forced 

to summon his father, “[o]ne of the Nine Princes of Hell” (549), in order to escape 

Edom, it is made clear that he does so only because he has no other choice: 

[Magnus’s] expression was unguarded, stripped of its usual distance, and he looked 

both very young and very, very old. His face was a young man’s face, but his eyes 

had seen centuries pass, and never had Clary been more aware of it. 

… ‘I have gone my whole life without ever taking recourse to this path, save 

once, when I learned my lesson. It is not a lesson I want the rest of you to learn.’ 

‘But you’re alive,’ said Clary. ‘You lived through the lesson.’ 

Magnus smiled an awful smile. ‘It wouldn’t be much of a lesson if I hadn’t,’ 

he said. (CHF 547) 

It is clear, then, that Magnus’s past includes some highly traumatic experiences. The 

scene with Magnus’s father, Asmodeus, is host to many a revelation regarding 

Magnus, but as the entire scene is focalised through Clary, we only have her 

observations to go on. It is clear that Magnus is highly uncomfortable with the 

situation, only “[meeting] his father’s eyes briefly” before looking away, “as if he 

couldn’t stand prolonged eye contact” (549). Along with the main characters, readers 

learn that Asmodeus “as much as murdered [Magnus’s] mother”, but the only insight 

into Magnus’s mindset is Clary being shocked “that it was actually possible … to 

hurt [Magnus] with barbs about his family” (550). 

The cost of Asmodeus’s help is that of an immortal life, and Magnus offers his, 

a process he would not survive. While it is Simon who ultimately sacrifices his 

immortality, the parallels between Magnus and his mother are apparent, as 

Asmodeus calls her “a willing little piece” and similarly needs “[Magnus’s] life 
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freely given” (550, 552). However, this connection is never explored further, nor is 

Magnus’s evident trauma ever expanded upon nor resolved. The situation is, 

however, the cause of queer suffering: 

‘I’ve lived a long time,’ Magnus said. ‘So many years, and no, it doesn’t feel like 

enough. I won’t lie and say it does. I want to live on – partly because of you, Alec. 

I have never wanted to live so much as I have these past few months, with you.’ 

Alec looked stricken. ‘We’ll die together,’ he said. ‘Let me stay at least, 

with you.’ 

‘You have to go back. You have to go back to the world.’ 

‘I don’t want the world. I want you,’ Alec said, and Magnus closed his eyes, 

as if the words almost hurt. (CHF 553) 

The two last lines are particularly significant. In a previous scene, Magnus tells Luke 

that he is “selfish enough to want the person who loves [him] to choose [him]”, but 

Shadowhunters – that is, Alec – “will always choose [saving] the world” (381). 

Magnus then goes on to compare himself to the devil and Alec to no less than a god: 

“I look at Alec and I feel like Lucifer in Paradise Lost” (381). To Magnus, Alec 

“[inspires] awe … but [awe is] poison to love” because “[l]ove has to be between 

equals” (381). It is clear, then, that Magnus’s insecurities regarding his demon 

heritage play a huge part in his relationship with Alec, but these insecurities are 

never truly explored any further. As the confrontation with Asmodeus is seen 

through Clary’s perspective, readers never learn what kind of emotional impact 

Alec’s words about choosing Magnus have on him, nor the fact that the others would 

not let Magnus “give up his life to save theirs” (553). He is, essentially, not only 

worthy of Alec’s love but also of the protection of the others. Because these issues 

are only mentioned briefly and lead to no further character development, this scene 

does not serve Magnus’s character arc in a way that would be meaningful. Nor does 

it serve Magnus’s relationship with Alec, since Alec is not there to hear about 

Magnus’s insecurities and Magnus, as far as readers are aware, never tells him. 

Rather than being a means to explore Magnus’s character, it is a vehicle for further 

queer drama that is not even focalised through queer perspectives. 

Magnus raised his head and looked up and over at Alec; it was a look that made 

Clary flush and glance away. There was so much love in it, mixed with 

exasperation and pride and despair. It was an unguarded look, and it felt wrong to 

see it. (CHF 553) 

‘I have to save you, Alec,’ Magnus said. ‘You and everyone you love; it’s a small 

price to pay, isn’t it, in the end, for all of that?’ 
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‘Not everyone I love,’ Alec whispered, and Clary felt tears pressing behind 

her eyes. She had tried, tried so hard, to be the one who paid the price. It was not 

fair that Magnus should pay it; Magnus, … who was only a part of it all because he 

loved Alec. “No,” Alec said. Through her tears Clary could see them clinging to 

each other; there was tenderness even in the curve of Magnus’s fingers around 

Alec’s shoulder as he bent to kiss him. It was a kiss of desperation and clutching 

more than passion; Magnus held on tightly enough for his fingers to bite into 

Alec’s arms, but in the end he stepped away, and turned toward his father. (CHF 

554) 

The problematic aspects of the above examples are two-fold. First, while the scene is 

host to a great many revelations regarding Magnus, his past and his relationship with 

Alec, and even more significant scenes between the two, it is seen entirely through 

Clary’s perspective, and we are thus none the wiser about the queer characters’ 

mindsets. Second, as the scene concerns queer suffering, Clary’s focalisation 

becomes even more questionable. The “plea in [Alec’s] voice” (553) as he begs 

Magnus not to sacrifice himself and their desperate goodbye are all witnessed by and 

focalised through Clary, who serves as the heterosexual voyeur of and the readers’ 

only window into queer suffering. 

Moreover, none of these important details of Magnus’s characterisation are 

ever discussed after they escape from Edom. His trauma and his past with his father, 

it seems, are simply there for the sake of drama as there is no denouement, no 

culmination that would satisfactorily account for these revelations. As in the scenes 

discussed above, readers are told these things are true, but their impact or their 

consequences are never depicted. This is unfortunate, particularly because Magnus, 

as a bisexual Asian man, is representation that is rarely seen in the first place, and to 

have this much potential for storytelling and character development go unexplored is 

disappointing. 

3.1.1 The perpetuation of biphobic stereotypes 

As Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell note, bisexual people are often portrayed as 

“promiscuous, greedy, indecisive, duplicitous, confused, fickle, attention-seeking and 

ultimately closeted gays (or straights)” (298). Bisexuality, often delegitimised by 

both heterosexual and gay communities, is thus demonised and often even erased 

from narratives (and reality) entirely, a troubling practice that can have wide-ranging 

consequences. According to GLAAD, bisexual people “face alarmingly high risks of 

both physical and mental illness and are more likely to be the targets of sexual and 

intimate partner abuse”, and bisexual erasure and damaging stereotypes perpetuated 
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by cultural products can often lead to bisexual people feeling “misunderstood, 

isolated, and depressed” (“In Focus” 4). 

Fortunately, Magnus’s bisexuality is not depicted as a mere phase in either the 

novels or the television series. His sexuality is openly discussed and thus legitimised, 

and never is he truly villainised by either of the versions. However, the novels are in 

other ways extremely problematic when it comes to bisexual representation, as they 

directly promote biphobia and biphobic practices. In the novels, Alec is extremely 

biphobic, which is never once questioned by the narrative nor any of the characters – 

not even Magnus himself, whose sexuality is the direct object of Alec’s biphobic 

remarks. To begin with, the revelation of Magnus’s bisexuality is meant to be a 

shocking one, both to the readers and the other characters: 

‘Your [ex-]girlfriend?’ Alec looked astonished. So did Maryse. Simon couldn’t say 

he was unastonished himself. 

‘You dated a vampire? A girl vampire? … Why didn’t you tell me?’ Alec 

demanded. 

Magnus sighed. ‘Alexander, I’ve been alive for hundreds of years. I’ve been 

with men, been with women – with faeries and warlocks and vampires, and even a 

djinn or two.’ (CFA 261) 

While Magnus treats it matter-of-factly, the reactions of Alec, Maryse and Simon 

render bisexuality as something unseemly, and the revelation itself a scandalous 

disclosure of sexual deviancy. This view is further compounded by its focalisation, 

as it is yet another scene seen through the perspective of the heterosexual Simon 

instead of either of the queer characters present. Moreover, this revelation does not 

take place until the fourth novel, at which point Magnus and Alec have been together 

for some time and even confessed their love to each other. While it would be easy to 

lay the blame on Magnus for not having told Alec of his sexual identity, that would 

perpetuate even more queerphobic practices, as the disclosure of one’s identity 

(sexual or otherwise) cannot be a requirement of healthy relationships, particularly as 

the decent thing to do would be to not make any assumptions in the first place – but 

assume Alec does. This is not particularly surprising, given the fact that “[b]isexuals 

in relationships often blend into the sexual orientation dictated by that relationship, 

rather than retaining their status as bisexuals” (Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell 300). 

That is, Magnus is automatically assumed to be gay because he is in a relationship 

with a man. 
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Even more problematically, Alec’s biphobia comes with stereotypical slut-

shaming13 that perpetuates the notion of bisexuals as fickle and incapable of 

remaining in monogamous relationships. When Magnus reveals that he has been with 

more than two hundred people during his long life, Alec’s response is to demand 

explanations: “‘Why so many?’ … Simon couldn’t tell if he was angry … perhaps 

this was as angry as he ever got. ‘Do you get bored with people fast?’” (CFA 262). 

Magnus having had multiple partners in the past is not the problem. Although 

promiscuity is a stereotypical characteristic of many bisexual characters, it is not 

necessarily a negative and unrealistic one, particularly as Asian men are often 

desexualised by fictional narratives (Sinwell 167). Rather, the problem arises from 

the way in which it is portrayed by the narrative and how other characters react to it. 

Alec in particular gets increasingly hostile toward Magnus: 

‘I live forever,’ Magnus said quietly. ‘But not everyone does.’ 

Alec looked as if someone had hit him. ‘So you just stay with them as long 

as they live, and then you find someone else?’ (CFA 262) 

‘Good organization,’ said Magnus. ‘I knew the man who founded it, back in the 

1800s. Woolsey Scott. Respectable old werewolf family.’ 

Alec made an ugly sound in the back of his throat. ‘Did you sleep with him, 

too?’ 

… ‘Does this mean every time I mention anyone I’ve ever met, you’re 

going to ask me if I had an affair with them?’ 

Alec’s expression was stubborn … ‘Maybe.’ (CFA 304) 

‘Apparently [Magnus] and the Seelie Queen have some kind of history.’ 

Isabelle raised her eyebrows. 

‘Not that kind of history,’ said Alec irritably. ‘Some kind of feud. Though,’ 

he added, half under his breath, ‘the way he got around before me, I wouldn’t be 

surprised.’ (CLS 35, emphasis added) 

It is not out of the ordinary that Alec would feel insecure, given that this is his first 

relationship and he has only recently started to truly accept himself. Nor is it 

particularly out of the ordinary that Alec would lash out and take his insecurities out 

on Magnus, the person he believes to be the cause of such feelings. However, Alec’s 

behaviour is never truly questioned. Although Magnus has “a dark tinge of anger to 

his voice”, he is not really presented to be the one in the right as Simon, the focaliser 

of the scene, “couldn’t help having a flash of sympathy; the hurt behind [Alec’s eyes] 

was clear” (CFA 304). Moreover, Magnus’s words do little to lessen Alec’s irrational 

                                                 
13 Slut-shaming is the act of criticising a person for their real or presumed promiscuous sexual activity 

and/or behaviour. 
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behaviour. Even though Magnus assures Alec that his past relationships do not 

matter as “[t]he only thing that matters is how [he] feels about [Alec]” (262), Alec’s 

continuous belligerence, mistrust and slut-shaming remain largely unquestioned by 

the narrative as the irrational nature of his jealousy is only implied in certain word 

choices, such as the “ugly sound” he makes, and the childish way he acts: “kicking 

his chair back, he got up from the table and stalked off” (304, 305). 

Furthermore, when Magnus and Alec refer to the issue of Alec’s biphobic 

jealousy, it is not so much about Alec being in the wrong as it is about Magnus 

having to comfort Alec. Magnus is thus forced to perform emotional labour to 

alleviate Alec’s insecurities while ignoring his own potentially hurt feelings – instead 

of empowering Magnus and validating his sexuality, the narrative privileges Alec 

and his emotions. Considering the fact that Alec is already privileged on several 

accounts (his fictional race, his skin colour, his monosexuality14), this kind of 

prioritising is significant. 

‘[Camille] said pretty boys were your undoing,’ Alec said. ‘Which makes it sound 

like I’m just one in a long line of toys for you. One dies or goes away, you get 

another one. I’m nothing. … I changed my whole life for you. But nothing ever 

changes for you, does it? I guess that’s what it means to live forever. Nothing ever 

really has to matter all that much.’ 

… [Magnus paused] by Alec’s chair and [leaned] in close to him, ‘you are 

not trivial.’ (CFA 318-20) 

The narrative’s privileging of Alec’s feelings is made even more significant by the 

fact that while the above is one of the few scenes focalised through Magnus, readers 

are given no emotional insights to speak of despite Alec just having implied that 

Magnus’s bisexuality means he would jump at the chance to be with anyone and 

everyone: “maybe you were hoping to flirt with werewolf boy here … Or there are 

plenty of pretty girls here, since apparently your taste goes both ways. Is there 

anything you aren’t into?” (CFA 305). Magnus reassuring Alec of his worth would 

be a nice moment between supportive boyfriends, but the narrative’s lack of regard 

for Magnus’s side of things leaves much to be desired. 

At the end of the day, none of Alec’s biphobic prejudice is resolved. It is never 

discussed and never outright condemned. In fact, it is more or less swept away, 

                                                 
14 Monosexuality is romantic or sexual attraction to members of one gender only. It is not a wholly 

unproblematic term, as some have used the term monosexual privilege to falsely conflate heterosexual 

and homosexual privileges. However, it is a useful term in that it enables us to talk about the kind of 

different issues and prejudices bi- and pansexual people face compared to those who are only attracted 

to one gender exclusively. 
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excused by Alec’s irrational jealousy and Magnus’s difficulties in telling Alec about 

his past. Alec’s jealousy is to some extent questioned by Magnus, but what is never 

questioned is the fact that his jealousy is specifically biphobic in nature as it rises 

from biphobic stereotypes that are never problematised by the narrative. In other 

words, while Magnus’s sexuality is the direct object of attack, it is also elided by the 

text, which thereby continues to perpetuate harmful biphobic stereotypes. 

3.1.2 Queer masculinities 

Queer masculinities in The Mortal Instruments seem to be a blend of stereotypical 

and vaguely subversive traits. As is often the case in the real world (Stephens ix), the 

ideal Shadowhunter masculinity in the novels seems to be an amalgamation of 

characteristics that can easily be perceived as negative. Aggressive, unemotional and 

often violent rationality and independence mark the typical (hyper)masculine man in 

ways that often culminate in ideologies that promote misogyny, racism and 

homophobia. That which we perceive as normal masculinity is “the imposition of … 

politically motivated ideals”, which makes normative masculinity necessarily 

repressive by promoting a single definition of masculinity as the only true – and thus, 

acceptable – expression of maleness (Nodelman 2). In the novels, queer masculinity 

is at times equated to more feminine-coded traits such as lack of agency and 

weakness. As mentioned above, Alec’s lack of agency in battle is contrasted to Jace 

and Isabelle, and the toxic culture surrounding Shadowhunter masculinity makes 

itself known in scenes where characters “coolly” declare that “[i]f you’re afraid of a 

few Forsaken, by all means stay home” (CB 303). This line is particularly 

problematic, as it is directed at Alec, who “went white” and claims not to be afraid 

(303). This could easily be interpreted to mean that Alec is afraid but does not wish 

to appear cowardly in front of others. If the character so accused was a straight one, 

this could be seen as a subversion of a traditional machomasculine ideology that 

idealises male bravado and derides fearfulness as feminine. However, as the line is 

directed at a gay man, the scene reinforces stereotypes of weak, effeminate queer 

men who have a more pronounced “need for security” (Fingerhut and Peplau 273). 

This is not to say that all scenes involving Alec are for the ill. In later novels, 

Alec is often portrayed as a skilled fighter, eager to join the battle and help his 

friends. His possible fearfulness is thus turned into a more subversive bravery, often 
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mirrored by Magnus, whose competency as a warlock is frequently made clear. 

Apart from avoiding such obvious pitfalls, the novels also challenge certain 

heterosexist norms, as in the following scene between Alec and Simon: 

‘Anyway, my point is that I am not attracted to you in the slightest.’ 

‘Right,’ Simon said … ‘Well, you don’t ring my bells either, so I guess 

we’re even. Although, you could have faked it for five—’ 

‘No, I couldn’t,’ Alec said. ‘I hate it when straight guys think all gay guys 

are attracted to them. I’m not attracted to every guy any more than you’re attracted 

to every girl.’ (CHF 454) 

This is an important subversion of the harmful and pervasive homophobic trope 

according to which a queer person is somehow automatically assumed to be attracted 

to every person of their preferred gender(s). This allows homophobic people to 

falsely view queer people as a legitimate threat, particularly in homosocial groups 

where queer masculinity is reviled and denigrated. The above excerpt, however, 

subverts the trope by Alec’s assertion that such double standards are simply not true. 

In other ways, however, queer masculinity is turned into a joke rather than 

treated respectfully. At times, it is ridiculed through small, superficially unassuming 

lines and word choices that do much to reinforce harmful tropes and stereotypical 

notions of normative masculinities. For instance, Isabelle calls Magnus “such a girl” 

due to his being “hooked into an enormous gossip network” (CB 436). Besides it 

being rather misogynistic of Isabelle to call Magnus “a girl” as an insult, she directs 

it not only at a queer man, but a queer Asian man at that, thus perpetuating the 

stereotypical feminisation of Asian men.15 

Queer men in general are often considered effeminate simply because in the 

parlance of normative masculinity, male queerness and masculinity do not and 

cannot go hand in hand. Any feminine-coded behaviour from male characters is 

therefore seen as a sign of a non-conforming sexuality (Nodelman 3). Jace, for 

instance, claims that “men do not consume pink beverages” (CG 486), and while this 

is likely meant to be read in a more comic fashion, neither the narrative nor the 

characters actually invalidate this line of thinking. In a similar fashion, coming out – 

an undeniably arduous process for many queer people – is parodied and thus 

                                                 
15 For feminisation of Asian men in general, see Chiung Hwang Chen’s “Feminization of Asian 

(American) Men in the U.S. Mass Media: An Analysis of The Ballad of Little Jo” (1996). For 

feminisation of queer Asian men in particular, see Chong-suk Han’s “Being an Oriental, I Could 

Never Be Completely a Man: Gay Asian Men and the Intersection of Race, Gender, Sexuality, and 

Class” (2006). 
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ridiculed in City of Ashes, where Clary gives Simon a coming-out pamphlet to help 

him break the news about his vampiric state to his mother, who apparently “already 

thinks [he is] gay because [he is] not interested in sports” (201). Simon then goes on 

to “practice on [Clary]”, citing the pamphlet word for word but exchanging any 

mention of actual queerness with the word “undead”, thus appropriating a difficult, 

important moment of queer existence and turning it into something comical (202). As 

such, these brief instances would not be very problematic, but coupled with the 

novels’ general lack of regard for queer representation and existence, they add up to 

a troubling degree, particularly as fiction so rarely includes “any discussion of 

sexuality, except perhaps for a certain comic distancing from homosexuality, 

something that looks a lot like homophobia” (Chambers 35). 

Queerness in general is often portrayed in stereotypical terms throughout the 

novels. For instance, Magnus is often described as wearing ludicrous outfits, often in 

ways that are meant to inspire laughter: 

Alec [was] wearing jeans as usual and Magnus [was] wearing a striped fisherman’s 

sweater, leather pants, and an insane beret. In the Boboli Gardens, Alec was still 

wearing jeans, and Magnus was wearing an enormous Venetian cloak and a 

gondolier’s hat. He looked like the Phantom of the Opera. In front of the Prado he 

was wearing a sparkling matador jacket and platform boots, while Alec appeared to 

be calmly feeding a pigeon in the background. (CFA 50) 

Alec’s more sombre outfits and demeanour are directly contrasted to Magnus’s more 

outrageous ones in an effort to provoke humorous insights about their relationship 

and their personalities. But rather than subvert gender norms and normative ideas of 

what male masculinity ought to look like, the novels depict such looks – and 

Magnus, by default – as ridiculous and amusing, particularly as they bring to mind 

the stereotype of the flamboyant queer man. In his first appearance in the novels, 

Magnus’s “eyes were crusted with a raccoon mask of charcoal glitter, his lips painted 

a dark shade of blue”, and according to Simon, Magnus “looks like a gay Sonic the 

Hedgehog [who] dresses like the Child Catcher from Chitty Chitty Bang Bang” (CB 

204; CA 142). Even Clary’s lack of trust towards Magnus is depicted in terms of his 

appearance, as she “wondered why she’d ever thought trusting someone who wore 

that much eyeliner was a good idea” (CG 271). It is most likely meant as a humorous 

throw-away comment, but one has to wonder: Who is the reader meant to be 

laughing at? Clary’s reasoning? Or, and this is more likely, given the several other 

previous comments about Magnus’s looks, men who use conventionally feminine 
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aspects such as make-up in their appearance? It feels relevant to wonder why the 

only one whose appearance and masculinity is questioned is the bisexual Asian man 

– two social groups which in general suffer from stereotypes including villainisation 

(bisexuals) and feminisation (Asian men). And furthermore, who is the joke’s 

intended audience, and who does it exclude? As Rossi notes, jokes that draw on 

stereotypes “reveal quite a lot about the culture in which it is possible to tell them” 

(“Heterotehdas” 199, translation mine). Jokes at the expense of a minority group 

only serve to exclude them from the content that, in this case, claims to include them. 

All inclusivity is, after all, not for the good, because depictions that rely on 

stereotypes and stereotypical jokes at the expense of a minority group is not the type 

of diversity that allows people to see themselves represented in fictional worlds and 

characters. 

3.2 Characterisation in the television series 

In the television series, Magnus is granted a narrative arc of his own. More 

significantly, his narrative arc has nothing to do with his sexuality, thus removing 

him from his original token queer status. In fact, much of Magnus’s arc and the main 

plot are tied together in a way they are not in the novels. Throughout the series, the 

audience gains a significantly deeper understanding of Magnus as a character, and 

while the first season is somewhat sparse in terms of a character arc, the visual 

aspects of the character are immediately portrayed as significant. While the 

television series never explicitly addresses it, gender non-conformity is an important 

aspect of his characterisation. GLAAD defines gender non-conforming as a “term 

used to describe some people whose gender expression is different from conventional 

expectations of masculinity and femininity” (“In Focus” 4). Apart from Magnus’s 

preferred appearance and looks, this is most readily seen in his gestures and body 

language. 

The feminisation and consequent desexualisation of Asian men is a recurrent 

and persistent trope in much of Western media, often used as “a means of 

emasculating and disempowering them” (Sinwell 167). Magnus, however, is never 

feminised despite the way he blends feminine and masculine looks. Although he 

wears much jewellery and make-up, their traditional associations are subverted 

through a combination of feminine and masculine pieces. More masculine-coded 
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jewellery are combined with delicate, multiple necklaces, and softer fabrics are 

combined with traditionally masculine three-piece suits. He wears eye shadow and 

colours his nails but uses mostly darker colours. Similarly, any feminine-coded 

clothing and hairstyle is offset by the facial hair that becomes a constant after the 

first season and the very fact that the actor who plays Magnus is tall and muscular 

enough that stereotypically feminising him would be rather difficult.  

The television series thus subverts deeply held beliefs about Asian male 

physicality. The bodies of Asian men are often depicted as “small, unattractive, 

effeminate, and wimpy” in Western media, and queer Asian men in particular have 

stereotypically been portrayed as “powerless, submissive … one-dimensional 

caricatures who are sexually passive and compliant” (Han 207, 218). This, in part, is 

why the visual aspects of Magnus are so significant not only to his characterisation 

but also to the representation he provides for queer Asian men. It is obvious to the 

viewer that Magnus does not embody the stereotype of the physically weak Asian 

man: apart from the physicality of the actor, Magnus’s obvious skill in magical 

combat (as seen, for instance, in 2.08 and 3.09) can hardly be missed by the 

audience, since the camera seems to emphasise the ease with which he wields his 

magic – a far cry, then, from the racist depiction of a physically powerless Asian 

man. Competence both in and outside of battle is thus an equally important part of 

the subversive nature of Magnus’s character. In fact, by the fourth episode, the 

audience is aware that “Magnus’s magic is so powerful, he can invade even the 

Silent Brothers16” (1.04) – no mean feat by the Downworld’s standards. This is 

something that becomes more and more evident throughout the series, and such 

scenes portray Magnus mostly from an upward-tilted angle that signifies power and 

authority (Fulton 116), thus subverting stereotypes about weak and passive Asian 

men. 

Magnus thus continually subverts traditional forms of masculinity and 

masculine appearance, but he does so in a way that does not veer into a 

stereotypically feminised appearance, which would only reinforce troubling 

stereotypes. He makes use of both masculine- and feminine-coded traits to assert 

himself when faced with Shadowhunters whose racist beliefs Magnus continually 

subverts. In fact, the very first time the other main characters meet Magnus is one 

                                                 
16 A powerful group of Shadowhunters with superior powers. 
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such context: Magnus is about to make a deal with Shadowhunters he does not trust, 

all the while being hunted by Valentine and his followers. It is a dangerous situation, 

but Magnus does not appear to be on guard – rather, he is sitting in a club, looking 

into a small mirror and checking his make-up. While a conventionally feminine-

coded gesture, in this context it is also one that exudes power: rather than concern 

himself with the possible danger, he performs a traditional form of femininity in a 

way that allows others to know he is powerful enough not to have to be on guard. Of 

course, this is not to say that Magnus is not on guard, as it is a performative element 

of the way he chooses to present himself, but the fact that such a feminine-coded trait 

is used as an element of power and control is significant, particularly as the camera 

never treats it as something to ridicule. 

The way Magnus acts when confronted with enemies is similar, as his 

feminine-coded attributes are often portrayed as a way for him to assert himself in 

the face of hostility. For instance, when Valentine’s supporters make an appearance 

in Magnus’s club, he performs both feminine- and masculine-coded behaviours when 

threatening them (1.01). Rather than appearing intimidating in a way that is 

traditionally seen as masculine (for instance, standing still and remaining stolid), 

Magnus asserts his power through gestures that are generally more associated with 

the feminine. He is never feminised, however, as the fluid way in which he slowly 

sways his shoulders is combined with a raised chin and his revealed cat eyes (a mark 

that symbolises his status as a warlock). This combination creates a visual sense of 

almost effortless control, an ease with the situation that is set directly in contrast to 

Valentine’s supporters who perform a more traditionally masculine-coded militaristic 

behaviour with their more motionless, openly aggressive body language. 

Interestingly enough, Magnus’s combined use of both feminine- and 

masculine-coded behaviours extends to more personal, light-hearted situations as 

well. The same shoulder-sway that is present in his more intimidating scenes is also 

present when he is flirting with Alec, but even as he is coded softer and gentler when 

flirting, the amalgamation of feminine- and masculine-coded traits is seen in the 

more masculine-coded innuendos (“Normally, I love a dirty lair” 1.04) and name-

drops (“Michelangelo … was excellent in bed” 1.04). Significantly, this combination 

of feminine- and masculine-coded behaviours and attributes is never questioned by 

the other characters nor is Magnus ever othered because of it. 
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On the whole, Magnus presents himself in a very deliberate, controlled manner. 

His movements are fluid, but it is clear that such fluidity comes from controlling his 

movements whether sitting down or walking forward. For instance, Magnus’s hand 

gestures could be seen as flamboyant in a queerly stereotypical way, but combined 

with other visual aspects of his characterisation, only reinforce the image regarding 

his carefully controlled power. Magnus, then, is not depicted as powerful in spite of 

the feminine-coded aspects of his behaviour, but rather because of them. The 

television series thus breaks several gender stereotypes without actually feminising 

an Asian man, which in itself is an important aspect of his representation. 

Even when other characters in the television series would reinforce certain 

stereotypes seeped in (both real and fictional) racism, the narrative itself refutes 

them. For instance, comments like “[n]ever underestimate Magnus’s … greed”, 

“[w]arlock gets around” and “even for a warlock, he’s a bit of a lothario” (1.04; 1.13) 

draw on both biphobic and racist associations between promiscuity, avarice, 

bisexuality and Downworlders. Rather than reinforcing these, however, the narrative 

consistently depicts Magnus as generous, loyal and monogamous. Magnus himself 

states that he is “a one-soul-at-a-time kind of guy”, and within minutes of reclaiming 

an important and expensive necklace, gifts it to Isabelle as a thank you “for 

defending the warlocks” (2.13; 1.04). Moreover, throughout the series, Magnus is 

depicted as helping others even when he himself gains nothing from it. The narrative 

thus positions him in direct contrast to the stereotypical traits others believe him to 

possess, particularly as those who express these racist and biphobic beliefs are 

mainly depicted in antagonistic terms. 

Magnus’s expanded character arc means that he remains a person outside of 

Alec in particular and Shadowhunters in general. Where Magnus in the novels rarely 

interacts with non-Shadowhunter characters, let alone speaks about things unrelated 

to his sexuality, the television series gives the audience both indirect and direct 

visual and narrative cues regarding his life. 

For instance, Magnus is given several subplots concerning his own friends, 

enemies and troubles, and the television series shows multiple scenes of Magnus 

with other Downworlders discussing things utterly unrelated to Shadowhunters, Alec 

or his sexuality. This is most readily seen in his position as the High Warlock of 

Brooklyn. While the novels state that Magnus is a High Warlock, readers never 

actually see it. As noted in 3.1, he is mostly depicted doing favours for the 
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Shadowhunters or discussing Alec, and while these elements are also present in the 

adaptation, the television series also establishes Magnus’s character outside of them. 

From the first episodes on, his status among other Downworlders and warlocks in 

particular is made clear through upward-tilted camera angles as well as a relaxed 

body language that in dangerous situations denotes competence and control over the 

situation. 

As the High Warlock, Magnus’s duties in protecting the warlocks under his 

charge is made evident as early as the second episode of the series, where Valentine 

is “hunting warlocks down one by one”, and Magnus – as the High Warlock – is 

“protecting [his] people from certain death” by harbouring them at his place (1.02). 

Magnus is thus immediately portrayed as a leader who genuinely cares for and 

wishes to protect his people and those he considers to be under his charge. His role as 

High Warlock is further expanded upon in the latter half of season two with its focus 

on Downworld politics, particularly those between Shadowhunters and the different 

Downworlder factions. Due to a decision discussed further in subsection 5.2.1, 

however, he ends up “dismissed” from his position as High Warlock, and although 

he claims to be “elated”, it is made clear to both the audience and Alec that this is not 

the case (3.01). One of Magnus’s friends tells Alec that Magnus is “beside himself” 

because “[b]eing the High Warlock meant everything to him” (3.01). 

Historically, Asian American men have been stereotyped as “docile males” 

(Chua and Fujino 395), so the fact that Magnus is allowed to express anger, 

disappointment and even pettiness over the situation is significant. He continuously 

refers to Lorenzo Rey, the new High Warlock, in increasingly insulting terms, such 

as “pompous ass” and “phony, no taste, egomaniacal [piece] of sh–”, and ultimately 

loses his temper and attacks Lorenzo when he refuses to help the main protagonists, 

telling Magnus he “[does not] care if it means [Magnus has] to watch the man [he] 

love[s] wither and die” (3.01; 3.02; 3.09). While the focus on Magnus’s face 

afterwards reveals that the attack was unintentional, the narrative never condemns 

Magnus for his actions. In fact, when the situation devolves into a magical fight that 

Magnus wins, the narrative positions Magnus in a more sympathetic light simply 

because Lorenzo’s role as an antagonist and foil to Magnus makes him less likeable. 

Moreover, this subplot gives ground to further character development for 

Magnus. Because of Lorenzo, Alec, along with the audience, finds out that Magnus’s 

father is Asmodeus, “the most powerful prince of Hell” (3.02). In 3.10 “Erchomai”, 
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Magnus reveals that prior to “[banishing]” Asmodeus, Magnus was “living on the 

streets” before “Asmodeus took [him] in” and raised him. It is made clear that the 

thought of travelling to Edom – the part of Hell which Asmodeus rules – and 

returning to Asmodeus make Magnus “terrified”, but having inadvertently supplied 

Lilith – the Queen of Hell – with a potion that allows her to control Jace, Magnus 

blames himself, and vows to “use the last drop of [his] power” to fix it (3.10; 3.07). 

The ensuing scenes in Edom establish the nature of Magnus’s relationship with 

Asmodeus mostly through dialogue and body language. On a superficial level, 

Asmodeus seems to genuinely care for Magnus, who even refers to Asmodeus’s 

“love for his chosen son” when asking for Asmodeus’s assistance (3.10). He even 

seems to be sincerely delighted to see Magnus, but the feeling is certainly not 

mutual: while Asmodeus joyfully embraces Magnus, the camera cuts to Magnus’s 

troubled face, and the dialogues17 that follow reveal the extent of Magnus’s feelings: 

 

ASMODEUS: I plucked you from obscurity and poverty and turned 

you into the man that you are today. 

MAGNUS: I’m the man I am today because I finally saw you for 

what you really are, a prince of Hell. 

ASMODEUS: You didn’t seem to mind at the time. 

MAGNUS: I didn’t know any better! There isn’t a single thing from 

our years together that doesn’t make my skin crawl. 

(3.10) 

  

MAGNUS: Just a little demonic power to help free my friend, that’s 

all I’m asking for. … Name your price. 

ASMODEUS: ‘There is a time when we all must return to live in the 

houses of our fathers.’ Rule beside me. 

MAGNUS: I never should have come. 

ASMODEUS: Say what you will about the time we spent together, but 

you have to admit, you enjoyed every minute of it. 

MAGNUS: I was a child! (3.10) 

Rather than depict Magnus’s history as a source for queer drama and suffering as in 

the novels, the television series portrays it as a way to further Magnus’s 

characterisation and growth. In an earlier scene, Magnus tells Alec that when he was 

young, he stayed with his father because “[Asmodeus] was the only one in the world 

with eyes like [Magnus’s]” at a time when Magnus “didn’t know who or what [he] 

was” (3.10). Asmodeus “[n]urtured [Magnus’s] darker impulses” (3.10), but it is not 

made clear how – presumably together they caused some manner of chaos in the 

world. This is contrasted to the person Magnus is now, particularly as he has 

                                                 
17 All transcriptions of scenes from the television series are my own. 
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consistently been depicted as a generous, loving person. The dialogue and camera 

work allow the audience some insight into his interiority and feelings of pain and 

regret, but it is notable that Magnus is clearly aware that the blame lies with 

Asmodeus, who used a child’s vulnerability to his own advantage. This both lessens 

queer suffering and depicts a healthier form of self-awareness that is not reliant on 

victim blaming. 

Interestingly, the child-parent relationship is mirrored and reversed with 

Magnus and Raphael, whom the audience has learnt is an important part of Magnus’s 

adopted family of Downworlders, one of “[his] children” (2.04). Where Asmodeus is 

portrayed as an inadequate, perhaps even psychologically abusive father, Magnus’s 

paternal role is depicted as one of tenderness and genuine care. In the first dialogue 

above, Asmodeus claims that he made Magnus into what he is and thereby seems to 

expect to receive gratitude. Meanwhile, Raphael describes Magnus as someone who 

“cared enough about a lost vampire to help him regain his faith” (2.08). Where 

Asmodeus attempts to change Magnus into something darker, Magnus simply helps 

Raphael “find [himself] again” (2.08). Even visually the two familial pairs depict 

different sides of parenthood. Scenes with Raphael and Magnus and scenes with 

Magnus and Asmodeus both employ mostly close-ups, over the shoulder shots and 

medium wide shots, the latter of which show both characters on an equal level in the 

same shot. In comparison, the body language is wildly different: where Magnus’s 

discomfort is evident throughout the scenes with Asmodeus, both Raphael and 

Magnus seem to be comfortable with and around each other. This contrast reinforces 

an interpretation of Magnus as someone who, despite an unhealthy parental 

influence, chooses to perform a gentler, more supportive kind of masculinity, which 

in itself is subversive given the fact that he is otherwise depicted as such a powerful 

person. 

Significantly, the audience becomes privy to all this from mainly Magnus’s 

point of view, not an outside heterosexual focalisation. Moreover, in the television 

series Magnus’s familial relationships and background further his character arc and 

backstory, whereas in the novels they are largely used for relationship drama. This 

allows for a more complex, positive portrayal of a queer character, one that does not 

transform every plot point into a vehicle of queer suffering. 

Meanwhile, Alec’s masculinity in Shadowhunters is portrayed in both 

conventional and non-conventional terms. At first glance, Alec is coded as 
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traditionally masculine through various traits such as competitiveness, stoicism and 

strength. This form of traditional masculinity, however, is continuously challenged 

and subverted through multiple factors, one of which is Alec’s sexuality in itself. 

Where conventional attributes such as the ones mentioned above would render most 

others stereotypically machomasculine, Alec’s queerness serves to subtly unsettle the 

very concept of hypermasculinity. As male queerness is often stereotyped and 

depicted as feminine (Connell 78), Alec’s obvious masculine-coded attributes stand 

in direct contrast to the stereotypical image of the effeminate gay man. 

Moreover, Alec’s immediate competence is significant when compared to the 

novels, where his abilities as a fighter are questioned by both the characters and the 

narrative itself (see 3.1). Rather than reinforcing the stereotypical notion of the weak 

homosexual, Alec defies these queerphobic tropes by being both a skilled fighter and 

an adept strategiser and leader. His skills are established as early as the first episode 

where he seamlessly works with Jace and Isabelle to rid the world of the demons 

plaguing it. As such, he is portrayed as equal to both Jace and Isabelle in fight scenes 

and takes the lead multiple times throughout the series. Alec, Jace and Isabelle often 

stand side by side in scenes like this – even moving forward in perfect 

synchronisation – which reinforces the image of Alec as equally competent as his 

siblings. This is further verbally reinforced in later episodes, where a fellow 

Shadowhunter maintains that “Izzy and Alec are the best [soldiers] we’ve got” 

(2.02), and visually reinforced in scenes where Alec is the one to save the day. For 

example, in 2.12 “You Are Not Your Own”, Alec is told that banishing a Greater 

Demon requires “[puncturing] his demonic core”, which is described as an incredibly 

difficult task. When confronted by one, Alec is within seconds able to fire a single 

arrow that has “enough velocity” and angle to successfully banish him, an impressive 

feat that is portrayed as a fairly effortless task for Alec (2.12). 

However, these masculine-coded attributes, while a part of him, do not cause 

him to conform to expected norms of behaviour. For example, in homophobic 

societies and groups, “pretty boy” is often used as an insult because it is seen as 

referring to effeminate gay men (Rossi “Heterotehdas” 45). As expected, when an 

antagonistic man calls Alec “pretty boy”, it is clearly depicted as an insult and Alec’s 

response is to take it as such (2.02). However, when Magnus calls Alec “[p]retty 

boy” only minutes after they first meet, Alec’s only response is to smile as if pleased 

to receive such a compliment (1.04). In the parlance of normative heterosexuality, 
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Magnus’s use of “pretty boy” could arguably be seen as more of a threat to 

normative masculinity, because it is uttered by someone who openly defies gender 

norms by using feminine-coded behaviours and by blatantly flirting with another 

man. The narrative, however, subverts this expectation of a threatened masculinity 

by depicting a traditionally masculine-coded man reacting in the opposite way: with 

delight, rather than anger. 

Despite such aberrant moments, however, Alec’s construction of the self before 

coming out seems to largely be based on what he believes Shadowhunter masculinity 

ought to be – that is, a very conventional male masculinity that speaks of the society 

he lives in. Ideal masculinity in Shadowhunter society seems to draw on real-life 

ideals found in militaristic and machomasculine communities and social groups. 

Ideals of hierarchy, aggression and heterosexuality seem to thrive, as seen in the 

ways in which Shadowhunters deal with not only Downworlders but other 

Shadowhunters as well. The Shadowhunters, after all, are a militaresque organisation 

whose tenet is contingent upon violence and violent acts – that is, the killing of 

demons and the (often brutal) policing of those Downworlders and even other 

Shadowhunters who they deem to have broken laws.18 In terms of in-world racism, 

this is particularly significant as the Shadowhunters’ prejudices – and their tendency 

to racially profile and police Downworlders – are well-established from the first 

season on. This kind of racialised and even glorified violence is often justified by 

certain word choices, such as referring to Downworlders as “disgusting half-breeds” 

and “creatures” with “ridiculous customs” (2.20; 1.05). This kind of othering is a key 

aspect of the real-world racism the television series mimics and criticises through the 

metaphor of fantastic racism.19  

                                                 
18 The lack of (at least outright) misogyny is one important point of difference in Shadowhunter 

masculinity when compared to real-life normative masculinities. Female Shadowhunters play an 

equally important role in their militaristic society, and as such, the glorification of violence is not 

limited to male Shadowhunters only. This is seen in the ways in which female Shadowhunters are 

portrayed as equally aggressive and ready to mete out seemingly justified violence. However, because 

the focus of this paper lies with male masculinities, I do not take female masculinities into account. 
19 For more on the connections between othering, discrimination and real-world racism, see “Cultural 

Competency as New Racism: An Ontology of Forgetting” (2009) by Gordon Pon and “Othering, 

Identity Formation and Agency” (2011) by Sune Qvotrup Jensen, the latter of whom defines othering 

as a process that “condition[s] identity formation” and “define[s] subordinate groups into existence in 

a reductionist way which ascribe problematic and/or inferior characteristics to these subordinate 

groups” (65). In comparison, Tony Jefferson defines othering more simply as “preferring one’s 

in‐group to ‘others’” (129). The definition I give to the term lies more heavily along the lines of 

Jensen, who sees the act of othering as a negative, prejudicial process in ways that Jefferson does not. 
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This is, by and large, the kind of masculinity Alec first presents to others. 

Although he is from the beginning portrayed as more open-minded than other 

Shadowhunters, he too repeats the racist ideology he has learnt from his elders. His 

role in the Shadowhunter hierarchy, his readiness to almost blindly follow orders and 

exert control is indicative of the very masculinity the television series criticises. In 

some ways, however, this is offset by the fact that, although Alec is the “acting Head 

of [the] Institute” (1.05), he is more wont to follow the others’ lead, and only once 

Alec’s sense of self takes a blow does he begin to carve his own path, albeit one that 

is rather rocky at first. 

Indeed, much of Alec’s character arc in the first season is centred on him 

accepting himself and learning to value his own happiness. Throughout the season, 

Alec learns to see his own worth, to put himself first when he needs to. Much of his 

initial perception of his self-worth seems to be tied to the Lightwood name, but this 

aspect of his reasoning starts to crumble upon learning that twenty years ago his 

parents were Valentine’s supporters: “For years, [our parents have] been telling us 

how to act. That we have to uphold the Lightwood name. Well, they’re the ones who 

tarnished it. They’re hypocrites” (1.09). He realises that it was both wrong and 

hypocritical of his parents to “[drill] into [him] that [he] was never good enough”, 

and while he still ascribes weight to his last name, he does so “on [his] terms” (1.09). 

Although he stumbles at first, agreeing to marry a woman in a self-sacrificing 

attempt to help his family by “[restoring] the Lightwood name” (1.09), he learns to 

eventually put his own well-being above the demands of conformity that the 

Shadowhunter society places upon its members. Alec’s self-sacrificing habit is 

turned on its head, thus subverting the notion of queerness as something inherently 

tragic. 

In fact, it is Alec’s acceptance of his own sexuality that allows him to do so. 

The most memorable moment in Alec’s journey to recognising his self-worth is the 

very moment he casts off his society’s strict rules and constrictions and chooses his 

happiness over that of his perceived duty. That is, he chooses to come out rather than 

live the rest of his life married to a woman with whom he could never be himself. 

Significantly, once Alec comes out of the closet and starts his relationship with 

Magnus, the narrative is clear in its portrayal of Alec as a more balanced individual. 

This allows for a depiction of queerness as a freeing experience, one that enables 
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people to cast off toxic notions of both masculinity and self-worth. (For more on the 

television series’ portrayal of coming out, see 4.2.) 

Post-closet, Alec thus constructs his (outward) self from a queer masculine 

perspective that allows intermale intimacy and affection. Although it understandably 

takes a while, as growing out of internalised beliefs is a difficult task, Alec learns to 

embrace a healthier form of masculinity when he no longer has a need to dissemble. 

As noted above, societal and cultural moors on masculinity dictate that men 

should be in charge and that (inter)male gentleness is to be ridiculed. In Alec, 

however, such lines between a conventional male masculinity and non-conventional 

gentleness become blurred. Not only does he break against the typical mould of the 

masculine man through his sexuality, but he also blends conventional male 

masculinity and non-conventional (intermale) tenderness in a way that defies the 

normative matrix of masculinity and masculine ideology.20 This is most readily seen 

in his behaviour with and towards others before and after coming out and settling 

into his own skin. Alec displays some forms of intermale tenderness in the first 

season, particularly with his youngest brother Max and his adopted brother Jace, but 

the latter is rife with the tension of Alec holding a part of himself back. In 1.05 “Moo 

Shoo to Go”, Alec’s belief that he has accidentally outed himself and revealed his 

attraction to Jace translates to avoidant body language that, while still affectionate, is 

clearly meant to showcase his internalised shame as he withdraws from physical 

intermale tenderness. The same can be said for Alec’s reactions to Magnus. Their 

mutual attraction is immediately made obvious in the narrative, and as such Alec’s 

body language is rather telling of the mindset he finds himself in. His internalised 

homophobia presents itself as an avoidance of any seemingly gentle intermale 

interactions that could be construed in a non-heterosexual manner. 

This is in stark contrast to post-closet Alec, and the comfortable way in which 

he interacts with those he cares about. This is particularly seen in his interactions 

with both Jace and Magnus in the following seasons. For example, episodes like 2.11 

“Mea Maxima Culpa” and 2.15 “A Problem of Memory” depict Alec’s ease with 

intermale tenderness to the point of full-body hugs and cradling another man’s head 

                                                 
20 I specifically refer to tenderness (platonic or otherwise) displayed between two men, because while 

Alec certainly shows a marked affection towards his sister Isabelle, this is in no way extraordinary in 

terms of male masculinity. Affection and tenderness shown towards women and particularly female 

family members is perfectly allowed within the bounds of macho-masculinity as such behaviour tends 

to align with the misogynistic notion of the weak and helpless woman in need of protection. Affection 

between men, however, is largely ridiculed until it has been suitably masculinised. 
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in comfort – certainly not your typical machomasculine behaviour. This change in 

Alec’s behaviour is most readily seen in 2.18 “Awake, Arise, or Be Forever Fallen”, 

as the episode includes memories of scenes that take place both before and after Alec 

comes out of the closet. In the episode, Magnus remembers events that are set during 

– but were not shown in – 1.06 “Of Men and Angels” and 2.07 “How Are Thou 

Fallen”. The former shows Alec waking up on Magnus’s couch, reticent and 

desperate to keep up (heterosexual and traditionally masculine) appearances by 

physically avoiding Magnus and the situation he has found himself in. Despite this, 

however, the narrative subverts Alec’s heteromasculine façade by an admittance of 

mutual trust: 

  

MAGNUS: You shared your strength with me to help your friend. 

It’s rare to find a Shadowhunter with such an open 

heart. 

ALEC: I trust you. I don’t know why. But I do. What time is it? 

I have to get back to the Institute. 

MAGNUS: Stay for breakfast. I conjure up a mean Belgian waffle. 

ALEC: No. And if you let anyone know that I slept here last 

night– 

MAGNUS: Relax. My reputation’s on the line just as much as 

yours. I’d lose all my credibility if my people found out 

that I let a Shadowhunter spend the night. 

ALEC: Then why’d you let me sleep here? 

MAGNUS: Trust makes you do strange things. (2.18) 

The narrative thus depicts Alec’s presentation of masculinity as merely an 

approximation, which is further reinforced by Alec’s intermale behaviour post-closet. 

The latter of the memories mentioned above shows the depths to which Alec’s 

subversive change has gotten. Although it is a flashback to their first sexual 

encounter, the scene is not particularly racy. It is not shot in a way that would seem 

deliberately sexually titillating, but neither does it shy away from explicitly implying 

what is happening. Particularly noteworthy is the ease with which Alec touches 

Magnus throughout the scene – a far cry from the Alec who shied away from any 

non-familial male closeness in the first flashback. The stark contrast between the 

masculinities Alec represents is thus made clear, and further reinforced by the end of 

the flashback, which shows Magnus suddenly tearing himself away from Alec in an 

effort to hide his warlock mark, that is, cat’s eyes that show his status as a warlock. 

  

ALEC: Am I doing something wrong? 

MAGNUS: No such thing. 

ALEC: Well, then… What? Do you not want to [have sex]? 

MAGNUS: No. I mean, yes. Of course I do. … It’s just… 
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sometimes, I lose control. [shows Alec his eyes] 

ALEC: Magnus, they’re beautiful. You’re beautiful. (2.18) 

The contrast in the two flashbacks is markedly clear. Where Alec in the first example 

avoids Magnus to the point of springing up from the couch in an almost comic 

fashion, the Alec we see in the latter scene is far from avoidant. Although physical 

closeness is expected from a scene involving sexual intimacy, it is the ease and 

emotion with which Alec does so that is significant: casually and genuinely cradling 

another man’s face and calling him beautiful, after all, is not typical normatively 

masculine behaviour. The polarity between the masculinities which Alec presents in 

the episode is therefore the tool with which Alec’s sense of self is depicted, portrayed 

precisely through the narrative’s distancing of toxic masculinity and its emphasis on 

gentle intermale behaviour. 

In another point of subversion, Alec’s more diplomatic competence is 

portrayed as equally important as his physical competence: when Alec gains a true 

leadership position as the Head of the Institute, the narrative makes it instantly clear 

that it is something at which he excels. In many ways, this breaks several stereotypes 

about gay masculinity and queerness in general. Alec’s brand of leadership subverts 

the militaristic hypermasculine ideal: not only is he an openly gay man in charge of a 

typically homophobic militaresque institution, but his way of leading is in itself a 

subversion of the machomasculine identity that conventionally maintains hegemony 

in such institutions. Rather than reinforcing his position of power through aggression 

and the policing of Downworlders, he forms a Council in which meetings between 

himself and the city’s Downworlder leaders are meant to “make things more 

transparent between the Downworld and the Clave21” (2.19), that is, forms a line of 

connection that empowers the oppressed party to voice their concerns. 

Alec’s character development regarding his stance on Downworlders is 

therefore significant. Initially, his racist views are plain to see when he claims that 

“Downworlders are slaves to their impulses”, which he places in direct contrast to 

Shadowhunters who he claims “[are] not”, thus implying that Shadowhunters are 

somehow inherently superior (1.03). He repeatedly expresses prejudiced notions of 

Downworlders, but as his relationship with Magnus progresses in the second season, 

it is clear that he is learning to navigate the murky waters of internalised prejudices 

and his own privileged position as a Shadowhunter. One such crucial episode is 2.13 

                                                 
21 The political body stationed in the Shadowhunters’ homeland. 
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“Those of Demon Blood”, where Shadowhunters are being murdered by an unknown 

hostile Downworlder. To clear their friends, Alec and Clary ask them to give DNA 

samples, which the narrative directly contrasts to Nazist actions as Simon (who, it 

must be noted here, is Jewish) refuses to give a sample, citing his “Bubbie Helen” 

who experienced such extreme measures in war-time Poland. While Magnus does 

provide a strand of his hair, he does so in a way that reinforces his position as the one 

being wronged: 

  

MAGNUS: I didn’t realise there was anything I needed to be 

cleared of. Do you not trust my word? 

ALEC: Of course I trust you. I know you had nothing to do 

with this. It’s just, this is– it’s Clave orders. 

MAGNUS: I see. So again you’re just blindly carrying out orders? 

What happened to following your gut? (2.13) 

Here, Alec prioritises his people over the oppression of Downworlders, calling 

Magnus’s initial refusal “overdramatic” (2.13). Only once he has had a chance to 

think Magnus’s words over does he understand why Shadowhunters instantly 

suspecting all Downworlders of wrongdoing is a prejudiced act. When Inquisitor 

Herondale, a high-ranking official of the Clave, commands Jace – the current Head 

of the Institute – to implement a new system that would allow Shadowhunters to 

“track Downworlders through GPS chips” (2.13), Alec is the only one apart from 

Clary to openly oppose such measures: 

  

ALEC: What are you saying? That we round up the 

Downworlders and involuntarily chip them? 

HERONDALE: Mr. Lightwood, perhaps your personal relationships are 

clouding your objectivity. 

ALEC: My personal relationships have nothing to do with it. 

No, you know what? Maybe they have everything to do 

with it, because it was a warlock who told me to always 

follow my gut, and that is just plain wrong. 

HERONDALE: No. Downworlders preying on Shadowhunters, that is 

what’s wrong. 

ALEC: You sound like Valentine. 

HERONDALE: Valentine wants those people dead. I’m trying to help 

them. 

ALEC: ‘Those people’? (2.13, emphases added) 

Alec is directly questioning the decisions of his leaders, which, in a militaristic 

society like that of the Shadowhunters, is tantamount to insubordination. Moreover, 

he is directly citing Magnus as the reason for his actions. Rather than “blindly 

carrying out orders” (2.13), Alec is actively attempting to unlearn years of racist and 
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toxic upbringing. Given the persistent racial biases of Shadowhunter society overall, 

it is only realistic that Alec would make mistakes and missteps as he navigates the 

racial tensions between himself and Magnus, but what is significant here is not that 

Alec makes these mistakes, but how he reacts to them. Rather than deny his actions 

or centre the issue on himself, Alec takes the time to reflect, apologise and actively 

attempt to do better. This is seen particularly in the last line of the quoted scene 

above where Alec instantly recognises verbal microaggressions that do much to 

reveal a person’s prejudiced beliefs. 

Alec’s radical decision to implement the Council mentioned above is depicted 

as a decision that would mostly benefit Downworlders, because while “the Clave is 

not willing to compromise” in its actions and policies, “[Alec is]” (2.14). Alec thus 

places himself in a position where he can openly favour the outgroup, even 

distancing himself from his own ingroup by saying that “we will be able to reason 

with the Clave” (2.14, emphasis added). This positions him closer to the 

Downworlders and further from the Clave and its oppressive politics, and portrays 

Alec as having learned to use his own privileged position as a Shadowhunter leader 

to allow space for voices other than his own.22  

This kind of diplomatic approach is in itself subversive. Men who are also 

warriors are often portrayed as people to whom violence comes easily, which is 

certainly true for Shadowhunters, but in Alec’s case, this is challenged by the fact 

that he is in charge of diplomatic missions (1.05; 1.06). While a competent fighter, 

he is often depicted as someone who actively seeks peaceful solutions rather than 

courts violence. Alec’s diplomacy stands out in stark contrast to characters like Jace, 

who often turn to hostility and violence as a means to an end, as well as the 

militaristic context in which he exists. Normative militaristic masculinities and the 

justification of violence often go hand in hand (Rossi “Heterotehdas” 104), but to 

Alec, diplomacy is “what [he is] supposed to be doing” (1.04), thus seeking progress 

in the Downworld through diplomatic rather than violent means. Violence itself is 

not criticised as such – this is, after all, an action-packed genre that relies on both 

                                                 
22 This is not to say that the representation of racial tensions and (fictional) racism is perfect in 

Shadowhunters. The television series has made several missteps, from casting a white actress to play a 

young Isabelle Lightwood, thus whitewashing her, to engaging in plotlines that draw on racist 

stereotypes, to depicting scenes as empowering for the privileged Shadowhunters at the expense of the 

oppressed Downworlders. However, in terms of queer representation, the television series has 

succeeded quite well in combining the intersecting factors of race, sexuality and gender in a way that 

positively depicts a queer interracial relationship with all its complexities. 
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impressive fighting choreography and the very idea of a righteous battle between 

good and evil.23 In terms of the depiction of masculinities, however, the television 

series makes some effort into portraying its militaristic ideals as ideals within the 

fictional Shadowhunter community only, not within the series itself. While many of 

the more antagonistic male characters express their masculinities in stereotypically 

machomasculine ways, the queer male protagonists are carefully depicted in ways 

that criticise harmful and toxic notions of male masculinity (for more on the 

subversion of toxic masculinity, see 3.2.2). 

Another significant way in which Alec subverts normative masculinity is 

through his lack of sexual experience despite being a man in his twenties. During 

Alec’s and Magnus’s first date, Alec reveals that he has no previous relationship 

experience and claims that he has not “had … time for a real relationship” (2.06). 

While this might certainly be true, it is also clear that audiences are meant to connect 

his lack of relationships to his strict homophobic upbringing. Alec’s body language 

and behaviour in the scene is equally telling, as he tries to change the topic entirely 

and, when Magnus outright asks him if he has “ever been in a relationship”, remains 

silent. A close-up shows Alec hesitating, clearly unsure what to answer even as he 

deliberately avoids eye-contact with Magnus. Although Magnus claims not to be 

“weirded out”, it is clear to the audience that he does not quite know how to face 

such a revelation as he comically empties his drink in one go. The ensuing 

conversation, however, has several important aspects: 

  

ALEC: You wanna know why I haven’t been in a relationship? 

Because of this. ‘Cause I didn’t wanna feel like there 

was something wrong with me, because I, I grew up in 

the Institute, because I always knew I couldn’t have 

                                                 
23 The television series partly subverts this moral dualism through the fallibility of its protagonists. 

Their heroism is not a foregone conclusion simply because they often make mistakes that the narrative 

addresses. Even classically evil characters such as Greater Demons are given depth in that they are 

shown to care for their chosen children in their own sincere – although admittedly depraved – way. 

This creates shades of grey in a genre that often relies on dualist morality, the binary of good and evil 

and “moral extremes” (C. Butler 20). In some ways, this is reflected in the plural sexuality depicted in 

both versions. As the novels present a more starkly dualist view of a righteous battle, so too are 

sexualities depicted as more dualist in nature. This binary is in some ways seen in the simplistic, 

individualising approach the novels take in their representation of queerness and the somewhat more 

complex take on heterosexuality. Similarly, classical heroism is mostly seen in straight characters, 

such as Clary, who serves as the Chosen One with her special runic powers. Queerness in the 

television series, however, is depicted through less stereotypically simplistic ways, which is mirrored 

in the dualist morality that is not depicted in as extreme terms as it is in the novels. While the 

television series retains the notion of a righteous battle, the binary of good and evil – and queer and 

straight – is not as pronounced and therefore gains new depths beyond the traditional notion of black-

and-white dualism. 
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what I wanted… until you came along. 

MAGNUS: Nothing’s wrong with you. Far from it. But you’re so… 

innocent. 

ALEC: In some ways, but I don’t want you to treat me any 

different. 

MAGNUS: But you are different. And it’s a good thing. (2.06) 

Aside from the importance of showing such an open discussion, the scene also 

subverts toxic tropes around male masculinity. Male virginity is often tied to notions 

of hegemonic masculinity in that men are encouraged to have sexual relations in a 

way that women are not. In fact, sexually active men are often deemed “even more 

masculine as a strong, ‘natural’ sex drive is part of hegemonic masculinity” 

(Milestone and Meyer 108). Alec, however, is a man who, by hegemonic standards, 

should have already had sex, and ideally with a woman – but has not. 

Men in general are often expected and even encouraged to lose their 

virginity at an early age, and should they fail to do so, are often branded in negative 

terms and treated as inferior and stigmatised. Virginity loss has long been considered 

a significant moment in the transition from childhood to adulthood (Carpenter 348). 

However, this concept of virginity has for some time now faced criticism from 

feminist-oriented articles and studies,24 according to which virginity is a social 

construct that has historically been used to subjugate women and to maintain 

heteronormative and cisnormative standards of purity. This view promotes healthier 

and less normative perspectives on sexuality, gender and maturing, and it is this view 

that Shadowhunters seems to reinforce in its depiction of Alec and his lack of 

experience. While the stigma of male virginity is often disempowering for men 

(359), Shadowhunters portrays Alec in opposite terms. Verbally, the narrative 

normalises male sexual and romantic inexperience through Magnus’s assurance that 

“[n]othing’s wrong” with Alec. Visually, the camera reinforces the verbal message 

through certain close-ups during Alec’s speech: when he tells Magnus that he 

“always knew [he] couldn’t have what [he] wanted”, the camera cuts to Magnus and 

his look of realisation and understanding. His subsequent line serves as a reassurance 

to both Alec and the viewer: there is nothing wrong with Alec because of his 

sexuality or his lack of experience. 

                                                 
24 Emma Tuthill’s “Virginity as a Social Construct and its Consequences: An Anthropological 

Perspective” (2014) and Hanna Cinthio’s “‘You go home and tell that to my dad!’ Conflicting Claims 

and Understandings on Hymen and Virginity” (2015) discuss the dangers of seeing virginity as a 

physical, biological and material state one can lose rather than as a social construct designed to 

promote certain values, views and double standards. 
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This normalisation of male sexual inexperience has, upon reflection, been 

reinforced throughout the series. Male virginity would normally be cause for 

depictions of inferiority and immaturity, but Alec has continuously been portrayed as 

not only a capable leader and warrior, but also as a mature adult capable of 

diplomacy and healthy communication, thus subverting harmful stereotypes and 

producing new ways of portraying male masculinities. 

Moreover, Alec’s inexperience is never portrayed in terms of infantilisation. 

He is allowed to express sexual desire, and although Magnus calls him innocent in 

the above example, this in no way prevents Alec from being depicted as a sexual 

adult who is able to discuss and define his own boundaries. This is particularly 

important because of his sexuality, as it subverts the stereotypical trope of queer 

sexuality being seen as mere confusion. Queer people must often field 

microaggressive questions that imply that they cannot truly know their sexuality if 

they have never had sex, as if a person’s sexual identity was solely tied to the 

physical experience they have had. As Alec proves in the television series, however, 

queer sexuality is not an identity that is inherently tied to sexuality as doing, as 

desire, even if it can be an important aspect of that sexuality and its representation. 

3.2.1 The subversion of biphobic stereotypes 

In a complete reversal of the novels, where Magnus’s bisexuality is used as fodder 

for queer suffering and relationship drama, the television series and its characters 

treat Magnus’s sexuality as a non-issue. For instance, there is no big revelation 

regarding his bisexuality, and from the first episodes on, the series establishes his 

sexuality in a way that is both neutral and progressive. 

Magnus’s interest in women is established in 1.04 “Raising Hell” when he and 

Camille are described as former “lovers”, and Magnus himself indicates his interest 

in men – and therefore his queerness – by showing overt interest in Alec and 

implying that he has slept with Michelangelo (1.04). Neither the audience nor Alec 

are left long in the belief of Magnus’s monosexuality, as Magnus outright states that 

he is interested in more than one gender only two episodes later: “For almost a 

century, I’ve closed myself off to feeling anything for anyone. Man or woman” 

(1.06). The comment is an understated one, and the scene draws no special attention 

to Magnus’s revelation, thus treating his sexuality as normal and unsurprising. Alec’s 
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reaction is equally unremarkable, and therefore subversive, as it indicates that Alec 

does not see Magnus’s sexuality as any less valid than his own. 

Moreover, Magnus talks about his past relationships openly, regularly 

reminding both the characters and the audience of his bisexuality – rather than “blend 

into the sexual orientation dictated by” his relationship (Erickson-Schroth and 

Mitchell 300), Magnus’s sexuality is treated as neither invisible nor invalid. 

Similarly, where Alec in the novels treats Magnus’s immortality as further cause for 

unfounded biphobic jealousy, the television series depicts Alec with wholly different 

concerns. Rather than worry that Magnus will find someone else after Alec is gone, 

that he is merely “one in a long line of toys for [Magnus]” (CFA 318), Alec 

expresses worry for Magnus’s sake, and the fact that he must “watch the people [he] 

care[s] about age and die” (1.13). Neither does Alec treat Magnus as especially 

“untrustworthy”, another common biphobic stereotype (Zivony and Lobel 1165). 

This is seen particularly in 1.13 “Morning Star”, where their newly begun 

relationship is tested by the antagonistic Camille, who deliberately kisses Magnus 

without his consent in order to create trouble between them. Alec, walking in on the 

kiss, could easily interpret this as an act of infidelity as he is aware of Magnus’s past 

relationship with her. However, instead of exhibiting any jealousy, he seems to 

realise that Camille is merely being manipulative and makes no mention of it. 

Not only does the television series neatly sidestep the biphobic jealousy that is 

so prevalent in the novels, it therefore also subverts one of the more pervasive 

biphobic stereotypes: that of the cheating bisexual, incapable of monogamy. The 

narrative itself refutes this both visually and verbally. In 2.13 “Those of Demon 

Blood”, Magnus’s fellow warlock and old friend Dot Rollins pays him a social visit, 

and the two make a night of it with drink, dance and reminiscence. At one point, Dot 

reads the situation wrong and tries to kiss Magnus, at which point it would have been 

easy for the series to perpetuate biphobic stereotypes. This is due to the fact that in a 

scene prior to this, Alec has acted insensitively regarding his Shadowhunter privilege 

and Magnus has proceeded to drown his sorrows in a bottle of whiskey. Rather than 

reinforce such negative tropes, however, Magnus stops her and explains that he is “in 

love with Alec” and that he has “always been a one-soul-at-a-time kind of guy” 

(2.13). Their almost-moment is depicted as a complete non-issue as it never amounts 

to anything other than Magnus’s assertion that he loves Alec. The scene’s aim in the 

episode, then, seems to simply be to break harmful biphobic stereotypes, which it 
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does by upending the expected narrative and replacing it with one that reinforces the 

depiction of a trusting and healthy inter-queer relationship. 

The television series challenges other equally harmful stereotypes. During their 

first date, Magnus reluctantly reveals the number of people with whom he has been: 

  

ALEC: What about you? I mean, you must have had plenty of 

exes. 

MAGNUS: What do you mean? 

ALEC: You know what I mean. 

MAGNUS: Alexander, look, I’ve lived for centuries. I’ve been with 

men, women, Seelies, warlocks, vampires, a djinn or 

two. 

ALEC: How many? 

MAGNUS: ‘How many?’ 

ALEC: It’s not a trick question. You can round down if you 

want. 

MAGNUS: Okay. If you wanna know, I’ll tell you. Seventeen. 

[swallows, clearly unable to make himself continue] 

ALEC: Seventeen. [smiles, Magnus looks despairing] That– 

that’s… [realisation dawns] Seventeen… hundred? 

Seventeen thousand? 

MAGNUS: It was all in the past. Ancient history. But right now, 

I’m here. With you. (2.06) 

The scene is meant to have humorous elements along with the serious. For example, 

while this is a significant moment for both characters, Magnus’s nervousness and 

Alec’s incredulity are depicted in a comic manner that provides some levity to the 

situation without actually ridiculing the queer characters themselves. The high 

number that Magnus gives could easily be seen as playing into the stereotype of the 

promiscuous bisexual, but even if one were to dismiss Magnus’s long lifespan, such 

a stereotype is not an inherently negative one, and the television series never treats it 

as such. 

Moreover, that which is a stereotype for white bisexuals is not necessarily 

one for non-white bisexuals. The fact that Magnus is portrayed as having had so 

many past relationships is significant: Asian men have historically been portrayed as 

desexualised “not because they do not experience sexual attraction, but rather 

because they are not sexually attractive” (Sinwell 166). In Shadowhunters, however, 

it is Magnus who is arguably one of the most desirable characters in the entire series, 

which is made even more significant by his sexuality. Queer Asian men have long 

been portrayed and seen as particularly effeminate in the Western world, 

representing a culturally stereotypical lesser form of masculinity that relies on racist 

ideas regarding the threat of ethnic otherness (Han 206-221; Sinwell 167). 
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Shadowhunters, however, subverts this tired trope by instantly depicting Magnus as 

attractive to others. In fact, the first time the audience sees Magnus, he is sitting in 

his club, surrounded by attractive men and women who clearly find Magnus 

appealing (1.01). He is instantly depicted as desirable – and not least when Alec 

finally sees him and can only uncharacteristically smile and stammer his way 

through an introduction (1.04). 

While Alec has a hard time wrapping his head around the “17,000 other 

memories” (2.06), he never blames Magnus or slut-shames him. Instead, he seems to 

be more concerned about his own inexperience and the fact that they are from 

“totally different worlds” (2.06). Just as Alec never slut-shames Magnus for his 

numerous past relationships, neither does the narrative. During their discussion, the 

camera employs close-ups and over the shoulder shots that depict both characters 

from the same eye-level angle, thus portraying them on equal terms (Fulton 116). 

Magnus’s wealth of experience and Alec’s lack of one are therefore made to be of 

equal importance as both of them declare that the number of their past partners – low 

or high – does not matter in the face of their potential relationship. The series thus 

normalises bisexuality and bisexual existence in a way that the novels do not, 

particularly as Magnus’s bisexuality never becomes a point of contention. 

3.2.2 Mental illness, intermale support and the subversion of toxic masculinity 

Alec’s character development includes his growth away from the toxic masculinity 

that plagues him in much of the first season. Because he has been raised in a 

militaristic society that values soldiers and soldier-like characteristics, such as stolid 

loyalty and stoic self-control, it is no wonder that the Alec the audience first sees 

believes that “[e]motions are nothing but a distraction”, and that Shadowhunters are 

“taught to control them” (1.05). This is particularly significant when connected to his 

sexuality – as a closeted gay man whose internalised homophobia stems directly 

from the society he lives in, Alec’s attempt at emotional control clearly extends to 

attempting to control and even repress his potential romantic feelings and, therefore, 

his sexuality. This manner of masculinity is par for the course for many men due to 

the fact that the “essential features of masculine ideology are toughness, fearlessness, 

and the denial of vulnerability” (Mejía 31). 
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Lydia, a fellow Shadowhunter, advises Alec that “[i]n this line of work, the 

only thing worth falling in love with is the work itself” (1.08). For a while, it seems 

that Alec is intent on embracing this philosophy: doing what he perceives as his duty 

and ignoring his own emotional well-being by marrying a woman in order to secure 

his family’s place in the Clave. But at the end of the day, he chooses himself instead 

(for more on Alec’s coming out and its effect on his emotional well-being in the 

television series, see 4.2). 

Moreover, the television series addresses issues like mental illness in a way 

that is both respectful and non-toxic. While Alec’s issues with his self-image are 

only obliquely referenced in the first season, it is in the second season that the series 

truly tackles both his low self-esteem and Magnus’s depression and past traumas. In 

2.04 “Day of Wrath”, Alec is possessed by a demon who uses his body to kill 

Jocelyn, Clary’s mother. Although Clary does not hold him responsible, it is made 

clear that Alec himself does. The next episode opens with Alec on the roof of the 

Institute, shooting arrows into the distance until his hands are bleeding – a form of 

self-harm that informs the audience of his current mental state, further reinforced by 

the blame he assigns himself for not being able to protect those he cares about: 

  

ALEC: I couldn’t save you from Valentine. I couldn’t save you 

from the City of Bones. I… she’s Clary’s mother. … 

JACE: Nobody blames you. 

ALEC: They should. (2.05) 

It is clear, then, that Alec holds himself responsible and that he considers his 

perceived failures to be a reflection of his own lacking worth. Significantly, it is 

Magnus who gently calls Alec out on his unhealthy coping techniques even as Alec 

claims he is fine: “You’re not [fine]. You’re hurting. Badly. You hope the [physical 

pain in your hand] will overpower the pain [in your heart]. I wish it were that simple” 

(2.05). Inter-queer emotional support is a positive aspect of queer representation in 

general, but what is even more significant here is that Magnus is guiding Alec to a 

healthier form of coping that does not rely on toxic ideals concerning self-harm and 

self-worth. As Magnus tells Clary, the only way to deal with loss is to “head straight 

into it and cry your eyes out” (2.08). This is in direct contrast to Alec of the first 

season who considers emotions a distraction; here, Magnus is directly subverting 

toxic masculinity by saying that rather than repress his emotions, it is perfectly 

acceptable to “show weakness or softness” (Milestone and Meyer 20). Indeed, Alec 
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openly sheds tears at Jocelyn’s funeral, thus dispelling the negative image of the 

stoic man who can only react to loss with anger and a need for vengeance. The toxic 

notion that emotions are a weakness is therefore challenged through an inter-queer 

relationship, thus subverting the stereotype of traditional masculine stoicism without 

descending into the stereotype of the overly emotional gay man.  

While Alec’s sense of self-worth and self-blame are tied to his character 

development and expression of masculinity, references to and events concerning 

Magnus’s mental health are more intricately tied to the plot line of the television 

series. For instance, where the novels barely provide any insight into Magnus’s 

history with Camille, focusing instead on Alec’s ensuing jealousy, the television 

series ties Magnus’s interaction with Camille with his history of depression, thus 

providing a more meaningful connection that allows the audience to delve deeper 

into Magnus’s characterisation and growth. The interaction we see in the first season 

hinges mostly on that which we see in the novels as well: Camille is established as a 

heartless vampire and expert manipulator who “broke [Magnus’s] heart” (1.12). In 

the second season, however, the series connects their history to Magnus’s mental 

health in a meaningful way. 

Magnus’s history with depression and mental illness, although previously only 

hinted at through visual cues, is verbally established in 2.04 “Day of Wrath”, where 

Magnus must work with Simon and Raphael to find Camille in order to send her to 

the Clave to be imprisoned or possibly even executed for her crimes. Rather than 

serve as a prop for Alec’s jealousy, the television series gives Camille – and, by 

extension, Magnus’s relationship with her – more depth and context in a way that is 

not only respectful of mental illness, but also significant in terms of Magnus’s 

character development. Magnus’s inner conflict regarding Camille is made apparent 

in the following dialogue with Simon: 

  

MAGNUS: I can’t defend anything [Camille has] done but she isn’t 

pure evil. 

SIMON: Not to doubt your word, but I need proof of concept on 

that one. 

MAGNUS: Not too many people know this, but when I was living 

in London, in the early 1870s, I was in a bad place. No 
matter how hard I tried I couldn’t see my way out. Then 

on one particular stormy night I got as far as the ledge 

of Blackfriars Bridge. And if… If it wasn’t for Camille 

I wouldn’t be here right now. She was the only one who 

cared enough to stop me. She saved me. 

SIMON: Wow. I always thought you were like the Energizer 
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Bunny of warlocks. 

MAGNUS: Most of the time I am. But in my moments of weakness, 

I have my rock just as you have yours. … So now you 

see why [sending Camille to the Clave is] not so simple. 

(2.04, emphasis added) 

This scene is significant on many accounts, not least due to its visual aspects. Simon 

finds Magnus sitting alone in a dark corner of his balcony, nursing a drink and 

looking conflicted, and the dark colours of the scene accentuated with a soft light set 

the mood in a way that speaks of Magnus’s inner conflict, but also of the rather 

subversive intermale vulnerability we see between Magnus and Simon. Both 

characters’ facial expressions are equally revealing: Magnus’s teary-eyed 

countenance is not too different from Simon’s surprised but openly compassionate 

expression. The fact that a male character is allowed to discuss his history of 

depression so candidly is significant; that this history is received by another male 

character in such a compassionate way is equally so. Not only does this normalise 

non-stereotypical platonic intermale relationships, but it does so in a way that does 

not rely on the usual toxic notions of homosocial interaction that would maintain 

hegemonic masculinity. Instead, Simon is depicted as accepting and understanding, 

sympathetic to Magnus’s past and present troubles. He is able to set aside his own 

resentment of Camille and see Magnus’s side of things, and the visual aspects, 

coupled with both the softness of their voices and the gentle music interspersed 

throughout the scene, serve to create a portrayal of male depression and (platonic) 

intermale support that speaks of a healthier representation of male masculinity. 

This is particularly significant, because narratives often shame men for any 

mental illness, perpetuating the notion that “[d]epressed men are not men enough” 

(Galasiński 123).25 Traditional masculine-coded roles dictate that men are expected 

to maintain a “strict control of pain, grief, and vulnerable feelings” (Jansz 166-7) in 

their daily lives, but in Shadowhunters, this toxic notion is challenged through a 

normalisation of male vulnerability. This is especially notable with Magnus, who is 

generally depicted as very astute when it comes to feelings, both his own and others’. 

Being in touch with one’s feelings and being able to read others’ emotions is 

typically coded as a feminine trait, and as established above, Magnus presents 

                                                 
25 For more on the representation of mental illness in media and the ways in which pervasive negative 

depictions reinforce stigmas, see “‘One Flew Over the Psychiatric Unit’: Mental Illness and the 

Media” (2003) by M. Anderson, and Media Madness: Public Images of Mental Illness (1995) by Otto 

F. Wahl. 
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himself as more feminine-coded (but not emasculated) than other male characters, 

who often depict a more conventional masculinity. 

Magnus’s eventual confrontation with Camille is thus also noteworthy in terms 

of his character arc. While it allows the audience a more in-depth look at his past and 

his character, it also allows for development regarding his struggles with depression. 

  

MAGNUS: Believe me, [sending you to the Clave] wasn’t an easy 

decision. But you crossed the line. I won’t let Raphael 

suffer for your bad deeds. 

CAMILLE: So this is about one little insubordinate vamp? 

MAGNUS: You’ve sired hundreds of vampires. Your children. But 

as a warlock, I can have none. The Downworlders I take 

under my wing, they are my children. My family. I’m 

sorry, Camille. I’ll do whatever it takes to protect him. 

CAMILLE: The fear of loneliness has always been your Achilles’ 

heel. 

MAGNUS: Don’t. 

CAMILLE: You don’t do well losing those you love, do you? I’m 

the only one you can count on to be here for you 

forever. You know that. That’s why you love me, and 

you always will. Choose me. (2.04) 

Magnus’s decision to send Camille to the Clave is thus framed through his desire to 

protect Raphael, one of his adopted Downworlders. The scene makes Camille’s 

attempts at manipulation and emotional abuse evident. As Magnus’s suicidal 

ideation, history with depression and Camille’s role in his past have been made clear 

in an earlier scene, Camille’s words take on a more insidious form. By now, the 

audience has been made well aware of Camille’s lack of regard for others, and 

coupled with her words and her knowledge of Magnus’s darkest fears, their 

interaction is clearly meant to portray a toxic and harmful relationship. Camille’s 

attempts at trivialising Magnus’s feelings towards his adopted family and her verbal 

coercion are akin to an indirect form of emotional blackmail, one that relies on 

perceived obligations and guilt. Her controlling behaviour is made even further 

evident by the visual cues of the scene: although she is standing in a literal cage, 

Camille remains calm and seemingly in control of the situation. Her careful and 

composed demeanour is in direct contrast to Magnus’s agitated one, particularly 

when she continues to talk when he asks her to refrain. The scene alternates between 

Magnus’s and Camille’s different focalisations, but significantly, close-ups are 

largely seen through the metallic bars of Camille’s cage. Although the audience 

knows that it is Camille behind bars, not Magnus, this nevertheless creates an 
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impression of mutual imprisonment – Camille’s literal one, and Magnus’s emotional 

one. 

In a significant move for Magnus’s emotional and character arc, however, it is 

made equally clear that Camille’s hold on Magnus is not what it once was. Camille’s 

incredulous expression and the dramatic music that follow Magnus’s decision to go 

through with his plan suggest that his actions are meant to be seen as emotionally 

important. Although he turns his head away and closes his eyes, unable to watch as 

he magically sends Camille to the Clave, he also moves away from Camille in order 

to do so, which breaks the impression of mutual imprisonment and creates a sense of 

both literal and emotional distance. The importance of this is further emphasised by 

his expression when the deed is done: he looks up and blinks, as though surprised to 

see her gone. 

Magnus’s reactions throughout the above situation are significant in terms of 

the representation of a healthier form of male masculinity. Because men are 

supposed to appear emotionally strong and thus “inhibit the expression of their 

emotions, with anger as the proverbial exception to the rule” (Jansz 167), Magnus’s 

emotionality regarding his own agency and past subverts old and tired stereotypes of 

male masculinity. His ability to gain closure regarding Camille and her emotionally 

manipulative ways comes about not through an expression of stereotypical male 

anger, but rather through a more feminine-coded compassion and desire to protect 

“[his] children” (2.04). The fact that Raphael is a grown man who looks as old as 

Magnus makes no difference, which is also made evident earlier in the episode when 

Magnus heals Raphael’s wounds in a tender, distinctly parental way. If anything, this 

only serves to further promote the concept of non-stereotypical platonic intermale 

relationships that do not rely on toxic and hegemonic notions of masculinity and 

homosociality. 

The major character plot line concerning Magnus’s history of trauma is set in 

motion in episodes 2.11 “Mea Maxima Culpa” and 2.12 “You Are Not Your Own” 

when the Greater Demon Azazel switches Magnus’s and Valentine’s bodies, and 

Magnus – looking like Valentine – is tortured with an “agony rune [that] made [him] 

relive [his] worst memory” (2.15). By this point of the series, the audience knows 

that when Magnus was nine years old, his mother took her own life when she 

“realised what [Magnus’s] cat eyes meant”, as she “couldn’t live with the fact that 

she bore the son of a demon” (2.05). This, along with its ensuing events, is the source 
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of much of Magnus’s trauma and the memories he relives while under the influence 

of torture. 

Although Magnus is eventually released and restored to his own body, the 

experience leaves him with psychological traumas that he struggles to overcome. 

This is already hinted at at the end of the ordeal in 2.12 “You Are Not Your Own” 

through the exhausted, listless manner in which he sinks down onto his couch. 

Because Magnus is often depicted as being in control of his movements, it is 

significant when his body language lacks the fluidity and control that the audience 

normally sees. Rather than brushing these traumas aside and perpetuating the notion 

of toxic male stoicism, the television series depicts Magnus’s arc in a way that 

normalises male vulnerability and intermale comfort. 

The difference between a literary and an audiovisual medium is that the latter 

can rely on visual cues and aspects to carry the scene and certain facets of 

characterisation. For instance, Magnus’s coping techniques and responses to trauma 

are evident mostly visually, and the audience can connect these reactions and 

behaviours to the context of his traumatic experiences due to the cultural meanings 

that are ascribed to them. In 2.13 “Those of Demon Blood”, the episode directly 

following the conclusion of the body-switch episodes, Magnus is depicted as 

seemingly normal, but a careful reading of his scenes and his body language reveals 

that all is not well. 

For instance, while Magnus’s appearance and clothing choices vary widely in 

the first season, he is more constant in his preferred style starting from the beginning 

of season two. His preference for more subtle make-up and darker, more elaborate 

and covering clothing has thus been established by episode 2.13, where he makes a 

marked change in his looks, which the audience is clearly meant to notice given the 

fact that Alec himself comments on Magnus’s appearance. While he still looks like 

himself, there is simply more – instead of his usual darker eye make-up, there is a 

soft pink tone to his eyelids; instead of darker hues, his hair is coloured with streaks 

of silver. Even his clothes are more bejewelled, and while Magnus himself claims 

that this change came out of boredom and a “[need for] change”, this sense of 

boredom is immediately contradicted by Magnus stating that he has been “worried 

sick” about Alec (2.13). The need to change one’s appearance – as a form of 

distraction and avoidance, or simply as a way of reclaiming a lost sense of self – is a 

common enough response to trauma that the audience can recognise. 
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Other recognisable responses are alcohol abuse, deflection and emotional 

detachment (Mejía 30-1), all of which are behaviours that Magnus displays in a 

scene with his friend Dot. While these symptoms are never directly addressed by the 

characters, they are made obvious by the visual cues we get: Magnus’s reluctance to 

talk about his trauma and refusal to let Dot know what truly happened, the empty 

whiskey bottle that implies Magnus has emptied it on his own, and the consequent 

drinking of another with Dot, who calls whiskey Magnus’s “heartache drink” (2.13). 

It is significant, however, that while many of these coping mechanisms are left 

as visual cues, Magnus’s trauma is eventually both discussed and depicted in a way 

that speaks of positive representation of mental illness. The plot line concerning 

Magnus’s trauma comes to a head in 2.15 “A Problem of Memory”. As “intrusive 

recollections of the [traumatic] event” are a major symptom of trauma (Mejía 30), 

Magnus’s experiences of flashbacks are significant. More than once, the audience is 

privy to Magnus’s memories, and a few of them are depicted as clear symptoms of 

trauma with Magnus being lost in thought even as the people around him try to get 

his attention. This resurfacing of unpleasant memories, coupled with deflection, is 

particularly evident in the following scene: 

  

MAGNUS: Good morning. 

ALEC: I’d say the same but looks like you haven’t slept. 

MAGNUS: Should I be insulted by that? 

ALEC: No, I love that face. But this is like the fourth morning 

in a row that I’ve woken up to an empty bed. Is there 

something bothering you? 

MAGNUS: Nothing is bothering me. I’ve even gotten used to your 

adorable little snores. 

ALEC: Hey, I don’t snore. [Magnus imitates snoring] Look, I 

know you well enough to know something’s going on. 

MAGNUS: Alexander, I’m fine. [kisses Alec, then walks away] So 

what about you? Have you decided what you’re going 

to report to the Clave? (2.15) 

Apart from the more obvious signs of trauma such as insomnia, the camera work in 

this scene reveals significant aspects of Magnus’s characterisation and emotional arc. 

When we first see him, he is staring straight ahead, detached from his surroundings 

in a way that is reminiscent of dissociation, another symptom of trauma. His 

physicality implies that he has been frozen in the same position for a good while, lost 

in his memories, which is confirmed as the scene flashes to a memory of the death of 

Magnus’s mother. Although he immediately shrugs off this emotional disconnection 

as soon as Alec makes his presence known, even going so far as to magically apply 
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make-up in order to look as though he is feeling fine, the audience is by now well 

aware of his emotional state. 

This makes other audiovisual cues particularly notable. At one point, the sound 

fades out as Alec is speaking, and although there is no obvious camera angle that 

would signify focalisation, it is clear that it is Magnus who is experiencing such 

lapses in attention. Difficulties in concentrating is another symptom of trauma (Mejía 

30), which in this scene is conveyed precisely through the aural (the sound fading 

out) and visual aspects (Magnus blinking rapidly as the sound fades back in). As for 

more literary aspects, certain word choices and lines blend with the visual to convey 

Magnus’s intention to divert Alec’s attention away from his worry over Magnus. 

Apart from the casual intimacy displayed by both characters, Magnus’s deflection 

takes the form of either guiding the conversation to other matters, or physically 

distancing himself from Alec. However, the particularly notable part of this scene is 

the clear concern that Alec expresses, and his readiness to provide whatever comfort 

he can. As a male character who at times displays rather conventional masculine 

traits, his interactions with Magnus depict intermale vulnerabilities and a mutual trust 

that subvert the stereotypical intermale posturing and aggression. 

It is important to note that Magnus is depicted as vulnerable. Alec knows that 

“Magnus isn’t exactly in a great place right now”, and rather than push for Magnus 

to pull himself together, Alec gives him space, time and emotional comfort (2.15). 

The concept of “manning up” is one of the most typical and destructive phrases we 

hear in today’s society: it stems directly from the toxic idea that a man cannot be 

vulnerable and show weakness without being “deprecated through derogatory terms” 

(Milestone and Meyer 20). To show weakness is to be inferior, to practice a 

masculinity that is deemed inappropriate because it does not align with the traits 

prescribed to hegemonic masculinity. Stereotypes regarding men and their expected 

responses to trauma “can be understood as the result of clashing schemata” (Mejía 

31). Deeply held beliefs about male stoicism and restrictive emotionality are in direct 

conflict with images of male vulnerability and suffering, and any views that 

challenge such deeply held beliefs are often dismissed and disregarded. However, the 

television series subverts this toxic form of masculinity by taking the mental health 

of its male characters seriously. Moreover, male characters are allowed to show 

vulnerability about issues and in ways that are typically deemed more feminine. 
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As noted before, that which is hegemonically masculine is dictated by that 

which is not feminine, which means that men who perform feminine-coded 

behaviours are deemed lesser (Nodelman 3). Hegemonic masculinity deems any 

perceived weakness or softness as a mark against masculinity. As male emotional 

repression is a given and mental illness and feelings of depression, sorrow and 

inadequacy are derided within the frames of hegemonic masculinity, it would surely 

not be a surprise should such a mindset code mental health issues as feminine (and 

thus weaker) in nature. Conventionally, men are not allowed to show the kind of 

vulnerability that would go against the ideal hegemonic masculinity that speaks of 

resourcefulness, aggression and rationality. In this toxic mindset, emotional softness 

is a sign of femininity, and indicates a weakness that removes the masculine from the 

man (Bird 125; Galasiński 123). In Shadowhunters, however, men are depicted as 

vulnerable, showing emotional softness toward one another. This becomes 

particularly evident in another scene in 2.15, where Magnus finally opens up to Alec 

about his past and begins the process of healing: 

  

ALEC: I love you, and I know something’s wrong. Whatever it 

is, I’m here for you. 

MAGNUS: I appreciate it. But I’m fine. 

ALEC: No, you’re not. I’m sorry, but I’m not gonna leave until 

you talk to me. Remember when you said ‘when things 

get crazy, don’t push me away’? 

MAGNUS: When I was tortured in Valentine’s body, that agony 

rune made me relive my worst memory. And now… I 

can’t get it out of my head. Every time I close my 

eyes… 

ALEC: Hey… What is it? 

MAGNUS: Remember how I told you how I found my mother dead 

by her own hand? My stepfather found me shortly after. 

He screamed at me. He called me an abomination. 

ALEC: What? 

MAGNUS: He was right. He blamed me for her suicide. He said 

that she hated herself for giving birth to a monster. So I 

lashed out, with all the magic I had. [crying] I burned 

him, Alexander. Right where he stood. I murdered my 

stepfather. 

ALEC: You were just a boy. You weren’t in control of your 

powers. 

MAGNUS: Yes, actually, I was. I never wanted you to see this 

terrible, ugly side of me, of my past. 

ALEC: Hey. There is nothing ugly about you. (2.15) 

There are several significant details to this scene that speak of a healthier 

representation of male vulnerability and intermale relationships. Although Magnus’s 

more destructive coping techniques make a further appearance in the form of alcohol 
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abuse, the narrative neither reinforces nor derides their effectiveness and use. In a 

contradictory way, destructive behaviours “that maintain escape and denial” are both 

rewarded and condemned by society (Mejía 31). The ideology of hegemonic 

masculinity leads to a general inability to deal with trauma as “[h]ealthy coping 

strategies … are curtailed and suppressed in the male socialization process” (32). 

Men are thus socialised into performing maladaptive coping techniques, but at the 

same time, these maladaptive techniques are condemned and scorned as destructive. 

More often than not, fiction shows us that destructive coping methods lead to 

destructive behaviour, but neither are we given representations of healthier coping 

strategies to counteract the destructive ones. Male characters are only rarely allowed 

to work through their trauma in “a safe environment” (31), but Shadowhunters 

subverts this through queer intermale interactions that depict a more holistic 

representation of male vulnerability. 

Although we see a flashback to Magnus finding his mother’s body and the 

ensuing events with his stepfather, it is unclear whether this is a reliable account of 

the suicide or not. As he was a nine-year-old boy at the time, it would not be 

surprising should Magnus’s memories of the event be somewhat distorted by both 

time and trauma. It is also possible that Magnus’s stepfather does not give a reliable 

account of the events, but as the narrative has yet to directly refute it, it is largely 

irrelevant to Magnus’s character arc, particularly as Magnus himself believes it to be 

true. This belief drives his guilt and insecurity, seen in the way he describes the 

darker aspect of his powers as the “terrible, ugly side” of him. 

Moreover, the slight but significant change in Magnus’s past is an interesting 

one. In the novels, Magnus killed his stepfather only when he “tried to drown 

[Magnus] in the creek”, and Magnus “hated [himself]” not for his deed, but for being 

“only half a human being” (CB 215). In the television series, however, the death of 

Magnus’s stepfather is a deliberate act. One could again question a nine-year-old 

boy’s reliability in recollecting a traumatic event, but for the purposes of this thesis, 

it is enough to know that whatever the truth, Magnus himself believes that he was “in 

control of [his] powers” when he killed his stepfather (2.15). This could be seen as an 

implication that Magnus’s self-loathing does not stem from being a warlock as such, 

but rather from the actions that those powers allowed him to perform. 

This is an important distinction. In the novels, Magnus expresses a hatred of 

his being, of his very self, although this is never explored further as his character arc 
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remains underdeveloped. In the television series, however, Magnus expresses shame 

over his past actions, not his being. He is not ashamed of being a warlock, but his 

regret over his actions – of taking a life – have left him with the kind of trauma that 

is rarely seen with male characters, who in action-filled series such as 

Shadowhunters are generally expected to display toughness in situations that require 

violence. 

In the context of the story, this makes Alec’s acceptance of Magnus and his 

past more significant. Many of Alec’s fellow Shadowhunters would react to such a 

story in a way that would align with what is expected of them: overtly, or even 

covertly, violent revulsion. Anti-Downworlder racism is an established theme for the 

series, and the main Shadowhunter characters have long since been established as the 

more accepting members of their militaristic society. The beginning of the series 

establishes Alec as the most rule-adhering – and thus, the most traditionally minded 

– of the four Shadowhunters, but as the series progresses, he also becomes the one to 

actively unlearn such racist behaviours and prejudices the most (for more on Alec’s 

character development regarding Downworlders, see 3.2). Alec’s initial racist belief 

that all “Downworlders are slaves to their impulses” (1.03) is thus in direct contrast 

to Alec’s reaction in the above scene. Rather than condemn Magnus for acting on 

“[his] impulses”, he professes his full acceptance of Magnus, past and all. In the 

novels, Alec’s acceptance of Magnus’s past is in accordance with Magnus acting in 

self-defence and his consequent self-hatred. Here, however, Alec’s acceptance is 

directly related to the seemingly deliberate actions Magnus took that resulted in the 

death of his stepfather. Rather than simply accept Magnus as he is because “[y]ou 

can’t help how you’re born” (CB 216), the change in Magnus’s actions from 

accidental to intentional allows the series to further cement Alec’s character 

development and brings more nuance to that of Magnus. Moreover, as Magnus’s past 

in the novels is revealed the very first time he and Alec meet and is never mentioned 

again, there is next to no inter-queer comfort or discussions on mental illness to be 

had. In the television series, the same revelation takes place only when Magnus and 

Alec are in an established, loving relationship, which allows for a more meaningful 

inter-queer interaction that is significant for both Magnus’s character arc and their 

mutual relationship development (2.18). 

Visually, the scene reinforces its verbal messages through Magnus’s and 

Alec’s respective body languages that portray a subtly subversive masculinity that 
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allows for a healthier depiction of male trauma. For instance, it is rare to see a male 

character cry in the way that Magnus does in the above scene, and not be labelled 

weak and effeminate. Moreover, both of the above examples include the kind of 

comfort most often seen between heterosexual couples as the clear concern on Alec’s 

face and the gentle way in which he embraces Magnus speak of an intimate inter-

queer moment. This kind of intimacy is often sorely lacking in queer representation 

and is particularly important as the “inhibition of (tender) feelings has a negative 

impact on men’s health” (Jansz 167). Representations of intermale tenderness are 

thus of paramount importance, and in Shadowhunters, this is seen in the way in 

which Alec accepts and validates Magnus’s feelings and past experiences, which 

allows Magnus to start healing from his traumatic ordeal. 

The ways in which male vulnerability is portrayed in Shadowhunters is thus 

significant. A male character shown as vulnerable and crying in front of another male 

character is in itself a significant subversion of the toxic masculinity often seen in 

other media, and the fact that the narrative depicts Magnus’s pain and sorrow in a 

way that allows for inter-queer comfort is equally important. Alec’s frank but 

compassionate reaction, his willingness to listen and to both emotionally and 

physically comfort normalise healthy coping techniques and self-care for men in a 

way that toxic masculinity would not allow. Not once do the characters worry about 

not being manly or masculine enough – their performance of masculinity is thus 

never once questioned despite the intermale vulnerability viewers see on screen. 
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4 Straight Outta Closet: Coming Out 

In this chapter I analyse how coming out is portrayed either stereotypically or 

subversively in the novels and the television series, respectively. 

4.1 Coming out in the novels 

In the novels, the narrative makes it clear that Alec is reluctant to come out. He 

continuously denies his relationship with Magnus, and even when Magnus has given 

Alec a key to his loft, Alec hides it away from the others “as if he hoped to keep his 

companions from seeing it” (CA 128). Both his internalised homophobia and the 

homophobic society in which he has been raised actively discourage him from 

exploring his identity, and later on, from living the life of an out and proud gay man. 

While this is a significant and highly relatable aspect of queer lives, the situation 

itself is somewhat problematic. 

Prior to his relationship with Magnus and coming out, Alec looks 

“uncomfortable in his own skin” (CB 274), which speaks to his internalised 

homophobia and fear of being found out – another experience that many queer 

people can relate to. However, the novels seem to treat being closeted as more of an 

act of failure than a simple state of being. For many, being closeted is not so much an 

act of denial as it is an act of self-protection, either from potentially abusive family 

members or prejudiced social systems that privilege straight people over queer ones. 

It is important to remember that at this point in the novels, Alec is not in denial about 

his sexuality to himself. Since readers get no emotional insight through Alec’s non-

existent focalisation, one cannot know for sure whether he has truly accepted his 

sexuality and to what extent, but he is certainly aware of it – he does, after all, have 

some kind of romantic relationship with Magnus. Alec’s denial, then, is explicitly 

focused toward Jace and other Shadowhunters – Jace, presumably because Alec 

cares for him and does not wish their relationship to change, and other 

Shadowhunters, particularly his parents, whose homophobia is an unsaid but well-

known fact. While his own internalised homophobia may play a part in his desire to 

hide his sexuality from others, it is also the fear of how others will react that stays his 

hand. This is an understandable fear, given the intensely homophobic militaristic 
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society to which he belongs where toxic hypermasculinity seems to reign supreme. 

Even so, the novels portray Alec’s struggles as “lying and pretending” (CA 227). 

Moreover, when Jace alludes to Alec’s relationship with Magnus, Alec’s “sheer 

horror” and instant denial is overlaid by his attraction to Jace (222). Despite Jace’s 

reassurance that he “would [not] mind” Alec’s relationship with Magnus, Alec is 

clearly not taking it positively: “Alec did not want Jace to know about his 

relationship because he was still in love with him” (223; 227). It is easy to infer from 

this that Magnus is, at first, more or less a rebound for Alec. That is, it seems that he 

is Alec’s boyfriend only because Alec cannot have Jace, particularly as the narrative 

continuously frames Alec’s attraction to Jace as his defining character trait in the first 

two novels, even after he forms a relationship with Magnus. However, all of this is 

merely implied through heterosexual points of view as neither Alec nor Magnus act 

as focalisers in any of the scenes mentioned above. 

Another problematic aspect is Magnus’s impatience with Alec’s reluctance to 

come out. Although it cannot be called unrealistic as many queer people most likely 

have similar experiences, it remains a regrettably stereotypical feature of queer 

representation: an out and proud significant other attempting to pressure a closeted 

character into coming out. Many such representations often feature rhetoric that lay 

blame on the closeted character either for living a lie or for being ashamed of their 

partner, both of which completely fail to acknowledge the fact that not only are some 

people living in such homophobic communities that staying closeted can be an act of 

self-preservation, but that coming out is never a simple, one-time event, even if it is 

often portrayed that way. In reality, coming out is more often than not a continuous 

process – a person might be out to their friends and family, but due to the 

heteronormative nature of our society, they will inevitably meet people who assume 

them to be straight. Similarly, some are out to certain trusted people but remain 

closeted when it comes to others they fear would react negatively.26 It is clear that 

Alec’s situation is the latter, since both Isabelle and Clary are aware of Alec’s 

sexuality, as is obviously Magnus. As a queer person, and particularly as someone 

who is 400 years old and has therefore lived through the worst of queerphobic eras, it 

would make sense for Magnus to be more understanding of Alec’s dilemma. Instead, 

Magnus’s only concern seems to be his jealousy over Jace and his own insecurities. 

                                                 
26 See Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s ground-breaking Epistemology of the Closet (1990, revised edition 

2008) for more discussions on the closet and the act of coming out. 
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‘[Magnus and I are] not dating,’ Alec said again. 

‘Oh?’ Magnus said. ‘So you’re just that friendly with everybody, is that it?’ 

‘Magnus.’ Alec stared imploringly at the warlock. Magnus, however, it 

seemed, had had enough. He crossed his arms over his chest and leaned back in 

silence, regarding the scene before him with slitted eyes. (CA 222-3) 

While being insecure is not an unrealistic aspect, the fact that Magnus’s impatience 

is never questioned remains problematic. His restraint, reluctantly given, is more or 

less applauded: “[Clary] thought of the satisfaction it would have brought Magnus to 

say the words out loud … and the fact that he hadn’t said them … because that was 

what Alec wanted, and Magnus cared about Alec enough to give him that” (227). It 

is likely that Magnus is well aware of the homophobic nature of Shadowhunter 

society, and yet he acts as though Alec’s choice to remain in the closet is a choice 

made lightly and not a choice to protect himself from his family and community. 

In fact, when Clary first realises that Alec is gay, Isabelle forbids her from 

telling anyone because it would “be [a big deal] to [their] parents” and believes that 

“[t]hey would disown him and throw him out of the Clave” (CB 197). She clearly 

states that Alec coming out is “not [her] choice to make” (198), and yet does not 

actually stop Alec from almost outing himself to their parents when he is affected by 

a newly created rune that eliminates fear from the bearer. He is stopped in the nick of 

time by Magnus, and when he comes to, he looks “supremely horrified” when he 

realises what he might have revealed (CA 263). The narrative, however, never treats 

this as seriously as it ought to be treated. Instead, Alec’s babbling and mishaps are 

treated in a more comic manner, as though inadvertently outing himself to his parents 

is not something Alec has dreaded for years. This is indicative of a larger trend in 

both fictional and non-fictional media, where queer distress is portrayed in ways that 

make light of actual queer experiences. Moreover, as it is a fearless rune that causes 

the near-outing, it is implied that Alec simply lacks the courage to come out. 

Connected with the events discussed above, this is a particularly troubling trope as it 

implies that Alec’s choice to remain in the closet is an act of cowardice rather than 

an act of self-preservation in a homophobic society. 

As for Alec’s public coming out, the only insight into his mindset comes from 

a scene prior to the actual coming-out scene, and although Alec is the focaliser, the 

scene is dialogue-heavy and is not truly indicative of Alec’s interiority. In a battle 

against demons, Magnus admits that he has been avoiding Alec because he is “tired 

of watching [Alec] be in love with someone else” and that he knows their 
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relationship “isn’t going to work” since Alec “won’t even admit [Magnus] exist[s] to 

[his] parents” (CG 223). However, once Magnus confesses his love, Alec promises 

that he will “introduce [Magnus] to [his] whole family” (223). This, coupled with 

Alec’s desire to be with Magnus again, seems to indicate that Alec’s decision to 

come out has less to do with himself than it does with Magnus. Instead of coming out 

for himself and his own emotional well-being, he comes out so he can be with 

Magnus, which is further corroborated by Alec later claiming that he “changed [his] 

whole life for [Magnus]” (CFA 318). After all, there is little to prove otherwise as 

readers gain no further insight into Alec’s reasoning. 

The coming-out scene itself is even more problematic. It could be a very 

endearing moment – despite Alec’s aforementioned promise, “Magnus’s surprise as 

Alec approached him was visible”, clearly indicating that Magnus never thought 

Alec would keep his word (CG 386). Instead of endearing, however, the scene 

continues to perpetuate queerphobic stereotypes by depicting Alec’s big moment 

exclusively from a heterosexual point of view. 

Simon turned to see what she was looking at – and stared. 

Alec had his arms around Magnus and was kissing him, full on the mouth. 

Magnus, who appeared to be in a state of shock, stood frozen. Several groups of 

people – Shadowhunters and Downworlders alike – were staring and whispering. 

Glancing to the side, Simon saw the Lightwoods, their eyes wide, gaping at the 

display. Maryse had her hand over her mouth. (CG 387) 

Instead of emotional insight from an actual queer character, readers see Alec coming 

out through almost voyeuristically straight lenses. That which should be a powerfully 

liberating moment in a queer person’s life is reduced to a spectacle for straight 

people: instead of revelling in his new-found freedom of self-expression, Alec’s 

experience becomes a thing to be gawked at by people who either have no 

experience with queerness or have expressed homophobic sentiments in the past. 

This is hardly a shining moment of queer representation, made even worse by poor 

character development: all readers learn afterwards is that to Clary, Alec “[looked] 

different. Lighter somehow, as if a weight were off his shoulders” (473). While this 

certainly rings true for many who successfully come out of the closet, it can hardly 

be called character development since none of these realisations or thoughts are 

focalised through queer characters. This makes them seem rather unimportant to not 

only the overall narrative, but to Alec’s character development as well, as though 

queer voices do not matter even during moments that clearly depict queer lives. 
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Moreover, this becomes especially troubling when compared to straight characters, 

whose emotional journeys are depicted with a level of detail and care that is simply 

not present in queer characters’ arcs. 

Besides being depicted through a straight point of view, coming out (and being 

queer in general) is often also portrayed as an individual problem (Sarkissian 148). 

This is, to some extent, also true of Alec. Stereotypically, the “post-closet narratives” 

of queer characters are usually defined by the omission of “the queer aspects of their 

lives (sex, love, queer friends and spaces, homophobia)” (Davis and Needham 7). As 

such, queer characters, once out of the closet, need no longer concern themselves 

with societal prejudice or practices that promote systemic queerphobia. This makes 

for unrealistic stories that portray coming out as the ultimate act of queerness. While 

Alec’s problems are not simply swept away by the narrative, neither are they given 

much attention. Instead, there are oblique references like Clary knowing that 

“Maryse, at least, didn’t take [the relationship] seriously” and more direct lines such 

as Alec outright saying that his father once “asked [Alec] what [he] thought had 

turned [him] gay” (CFA 124; CLS 396). Alec even mentions the more systemic 

homophobia within Shadowhunter circles: 

‘It’s not like it’s one big bad thing. It’s a lot of little invisible things. When 

Magnus and I were traveling, and I’d call from the road, Dad never asked how he 

was. When I get up to talk in Clave meetings, no one listens, and I don’t know if 

that’s because I’m young or if it’s because of something else. I saw Mom talking 

to a friend about her grandchildren and the second I walked into the room they 

shut up. Irina Cartwright told me it was a pity no one would ever inherit my blue 

eyes now.’ He shrugged and looked toward Magnus, who took a hand off the 

wheel for a moment to place it on Alec’s. ‘It’s not like a stab wound you can 

protect me from. It’s a million little paper cuts every day.’ (CLS 397) 

The above is a good example of the more insidious aspects of homophobia and 

homophobic practices to which many queer people are sure to relate. Another 

positive moment takes place in City of Lost Souls, where another Shadowhunter, 

Aline, approaches Alec and thanks him for coming out publicly, which “gave [her] 

the push [she] needed to tell [her] parents” about her sexuality (31). This positions 

Alec’s coming out as positive for other queer Shadowhunters who might have 

previously remained closeted or in denial. Although the scene is focalised through 

Clary’s heterosexual perspective, it does hint at the prejudice Aline is forced to face 

due to her sexuality as she notes that her parents are “sort of ignoring it, like it might 

go away” (31). Alec and Aline’s mutual commiseration is interrupted by Isabelle, 
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however, who claims that her and Alec’s parents are “fine with [Alec’s sexuality]”, 

which she knows they are not (32). While it is a small matter, it further reinforces 

heterosexual privileging in addition to Clary’s focalisation: Isabelle literally 

interrupts Aline, who is the one person Alec knows who might possibly understand 

the systemic homophobia they face in the context of Shadowhunter society. 

As such, the problem with the novels’ approach to the effects of coming out 

is two-fold. First, all of these instances are portrayed through exterior focalisation. 

Like Alec coming out, these instances of direct and indirect homophobia are seen 

through a heterosexual point of view that gives the reader no insight into how Alec – 

the gay man actually affected by it – deals with or feels about it. Second, while the 

aforementioned homophobic practices are both personal and systemic in nature, the 

novels treat them more as individual rather than societal problems to be solved. That 

is, the problems that Alec faces are treated less as societal issues that demand wide-

reaching social reform and more as struggles that Alec as a gay man must face and 

solve through hard work. Although much of Alec’s struggle with both his 

internalised homophobia and the homophobic society he is part of most likely strikes 

a chord with and is relatable to many queer people, these aspects – the lack of queer 

focalisation, content and regard – add to the mix of poor character development and 

even poorer representation. 

4.2 Coming out in the television series 

While closeted, Alec’s internalised homophobia in the television series is portrayed 

not as a stereotypical self-loathing but in terms of a desperate attempt to remain in 

the closet and to hide his feelings for Jace, which are made evident by 1.04 “Raising 

Hell”, where Jace is implied to be “the one [Alec loves] the most”. Alec panics and 

denies it, and in the following episode, attempts to apologise for his feelings: 

  

ALEC: I, uh… You have every right to be mad at me. … At 

Magnus’s. The demon… image of you. 

JACE: That? You love me… so? I love you, too, Alec. Come 

on, man. We’re parabatai. We’re brothers. We’ve spent 

almost our whole lives together. How could we not love 

each other? This is what’s been bothering you? 

Seriously? 

ALEC: Yeah. You’re right. That’s true. I just thought you’d 

think that… (1.05) 
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Alec physically avoids Jace at the beginning of the above scene, and it is only when 

Jace implies that Alec’s love is merely familial that Alec recovers himself enough to 

embrace his adopted brother and assume a more normal mode of behaviour. Alec’s 

interiority in the scene is shown through a combination of camera angles and body 

language that reveal his discomfort. Interestingly, Alec is more than ready to own up 

to his feelings when he believes Jace to be aware of them. In a subversion of the 

stereotypical heterosexual focalisation of queer experiences, the television series 

portrays these moments mostly through a neutral third-person perspective or through 

Alec’s focalisation, which is seen in close-ups of Alec’s face and the intimacy to 

which such close-ups give room. Queer emotions and points of view are therefore 

given significance in ways that the novels do not allow, thus subverting the trope of 

queer experiences seen through non-queer lenses. 

As in the novels, it is thus made clear that Alec is not in denial about his 

sexuality to himself. He repeatedly rebuffs Isabelle’s attempts to talk about his 

sexuality, refuses to verbally acknowledge his identity and is desperate to keep his 

sexuality a secret from other Shadowhunters, but although Isabelle claims that Alec 

is “hiding from [himself]”, it is implied that she is addressing his feelings for Jace in 

particular, not his sexuality as such: “You have feelings, whether you like ‘em or 

not” (1.03). Likewise, when Isabelle outright states that distracting (that is, flirting 

with) a female police officer is “good practice … for asking out Magnus”, Alec does 

not even attempt to deny it (1.07). Even when he is directly confronted by Clary, he 

never actually denies her claims: 

  

CLARY: Why do you always look so miserable? 

ALEC: I don’t. 

CLARY: You do. It must be hard being in love with Jace and he’s 

straight and everything. 

ALEC: Excuse me? What? 

CLARY: What’s the big deal? I was there when that memory 

came out. Busted, no? 

ALEC: We’re parabatai. 

CLARY: Alec, just say it, you’ll feel better. You’re in love with 

Jace. 

ALEC: Forget it. You know what? You’re in love with Jace. 

(1.05) 

Although this scene is somewhat problematic in that it posits Clary’s words as well-

intentioned and gently humorous even as she essentially outs Alec against his will, it 

is notable that Alec never tells her she is wrong. Furthermore, when Magnus calls 
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Alec and asks him to “go out for a drink”, Alec readily accepts (1.05). Although it is 

possible that Alec interprets it simply as a friendly meeting, Magnus has previously 

made his interest clear and it is more likely that Alec is perfectly aware of what he is 

agreeing to. While they never do get to that date due to outside factors, Alec’s 

immediate acceptance is significant. It implies that although he is desperately 

attempting to hide his sexuality from other Shadowhunters he fears would condemn 

him, his need to control his emotions – and therefore his sexuality – does not extend 

to Magnus, a Downworlder who is already out and proud and would thus not react in 

a negative manner. This speaks for the kind of queer representation that is rare 

indeed: a character whose closet-status is not defined by a single coming-out scene 

that deems their queerness visible to all. As noted before, coming out is more often a 

gradual, never-ending process of decisions. Here, Alec is no longer in denial to 

Magnus, who remains outside of the militaresque organisation which Alec himself is 

a part of (and who is therefore a safer choice of companion), but he remains in denial 

to other Shadowhunters. 

This suggests that Alec has internalised shame, but it also minimises queer 

suffering, as the focus is not on Alec internally agonising over his sexuality but 

rather on how he perceives his sexuality to interfere with his duty to his family. His 

desire to stay in the closet is therefore not so much an attempt at denying his own 

identity, but rather an attempt to protect both himself and his family. Shadowhunter 

culture has been established as a militaristic one, and its hierarchical social structure 

along with expectations of blind obedience of orders and adherence to inherently 

oppressive values make their society one that marks difference as inherently 

unacceptable. Both Alec and his parents often talk of “the Lightwood name” (1.06; 

1.09), which implies that families are placed in a hierarchical order depending on 

one’s position within the Shadowhunter society. In a society such as this, one 

individual’s misdeed can easily ruin the whole family’s prospects, which Alec 

alludes to when he tells Isabelle and Jace that his parents “tarnished [the Lightwood 

name]” due to their former ties to Valentine (1.09). At this point, Alec has been 

established as a self-sacrificing character whose concern for his family is often 

detrimental to his own well-being, and he clearly believes that coming out would 

damage his family’s reputation and standing amongst other Shadowhunters. 
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However, the narrative makes it clear that Alec has support. Rather than 

portraying closeted queerness as an individual tragedy one is forced to suffer alone, 

the television series depicts Alec with more than one source of emotional support: 

  

ALEC: Izzy, I realise you’re trying to take some of the family 

heat, and I appreciate it, but you can’t change who you 

are. 

ISABELLE: Really? And you can? (1.07, emphases added) 

 

MAGNUS: 

 

There’s nothing to be ashamed of, Alec. 

ALEC: I don’t know what you’re talking about. 

MAGNUS: You will. (1.04) 

In a previous episode, Alec has found out that his parents are planning to “make 

[Alec] marry” a woman (1.06), and the former of the above scenes is a reference to 

both this plan and Alec’s tendency to follow orders even at the expense of his own 

well-being. In the scene, Isabelle is quick to challenge Alec’s readiness to change 

himself in order to help his family, that is, his readiness to outwardly live as 

heterosexual a life as he can. Similarly, the latter example takes place at a time when 

Alec mistakenly believes he has outed himself to Jace, and clearly references Alec’s 

internalised homophobia and shame. Neither Isabelle nor Magnus shame Alec for 

remaining in the closet, but their support makes it clear that Alec is not alone in his 

distress. “There’s nothing to be ashamed of” is in itself a powerful message to all 

queer viewers – seldom does a fictional story so clearly state that queer sexuality is a 

point of pride, not shame. The fact that it is a bisexual man uttering the words to a 

gay man makes it even more significant, as inter-queer support is a rarely seen but 

vitally important part of queer existence. 

The coming-out scene itself is a vast improvement over the novels and is 

situated into a larger plot within the series. In 1.08 “Bad Blood”, Alec proposes to 

Lydia, a fellow Shadowhunter, in order to “run [the Institute]” and thereby protect 

his family. This is an entirely original plotline, as no such thing happens in the 

novels. However, it is an important subplot in terms of Alec’s characterisation and 

the individual growth he goes through in the first season, because although the 

marriage would be more of a “political alliance” (1.06), the narrative depicts it 

largely as a misguided plan. This prioritises Alec’s queerness and well-being in a 

way that is significant for queer representation. 
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Magnus’s behaviour during these events is noteworthy. In the novels, he and 

Alec are secretly dating and as noted in 4.1, Magnus pushes Alec to come out of the 

closet. In the television series, however, the two are not yet a couple, and Magnus 

perfectly understands Alec’s wish to remain closeted: “I get it. You’re part of a 

‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ culture. I’m fine with it” (1.08). Although Magnus advices 

Alec to “start living for [himself]” (1.07), it is only upon learning of Alec’s 

upcoming marriage that he pushes Alec to truly do so. However, instead of 

presenting this as a purely selfish move on Magnus’s part, the narrative depicts 

Magnus’s motivations as more complex and far more altruistic. Magnus’s bitterness 

at and sorrow for losing his chance with Alec – a man who “unlocked something in 

[him]” (1.06) – is evident in his behaviour, but so are his more unselfish motivations: 

  

MAGNUS: I just want you to know… Lydia was wonderful in 

court. She’s great. 

ALEC: So you get it. 

MAGNUS: No, Alec, I get her. I like her. But you don’t have to 

marry her. 

ALEC: Yes, I do, Magnus. 

MAGNUS: You’ll be lonely all your life, and so will she. Neither of 

you deserve it. And I don’t either. (1.11) 

Magnus’s last lines in the above dialogue are significant. He knows that should Alec 

marry a woman, he would essentially be denying and suppressing his sexuality and 

identity for the rest of his life. However, Magnus is also self-aware enough to know 

that he too would suffer from Alec’s marriage to Lydia. This combination of both 

selfish and altruistic motivations is an interesting one, because in mainstream 

narratives, characters of colour are often made to serve as narrative props to further 

white characters’ development (Erfani 39). Here, however, Magnus is allowed to be 

selfish in a positive way, and he is allowed to acknowledge his own feelings, which 

the narrative reinforces by depicting his emotional well-being as important as Alec’s. 

The narrative continues to depict Alec’s decision as a poor choice as those 

nearest to him tell him he is “[ruining his life]” by marrying a woman for political 

reasons and thus sacrificing his own happiness and future (1.09). Even Lydia is 

aware of “Alec’s feelings for Magnus”, but believes that “[Shadowhunters’] duty to 

[their] family supersedes [their] personal desires”, thus echoing Alec’s similar words 

regarding his duty to his family rather than himself (1.12). In many ways, however, 

the narrative depicts this belief to be an unhealthy and ultimately a self-destructive 

one. Clary tells Lydia that “Alec should not have to give up who he is, or at least the 
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chance to figure it out, just to please his family” (1.12). As the scene is mostly 

focalised through Clary, who in the first season serves as the audience surrogate27, it 

is clear that the audience is meant to question the upcoming marriage to equal 

degree. As Alec’s sexuality seems to be an unsaid secret between many of the 

characters, it is ultimately Magnus who directly confronts Alec regarding his choice: 

  

ALEC: I’m getting married. You and I, we understand marriage 

very differently. I’m a Shadowhunter. This is about 

family, and tradition, honor… 

MAGNUS: Honor? Where’s the honor in living a lie? 

ALEC: What are you talking about? 

MAGNUS: What about love? Even Shadowhunters fall in love, 

Alec. Just tell me you’re in love with Lydia, and I’ll 

stop. 

ALEC: [hesitating] I don’t know. Why do you keep pushing? 

You– you’re confusing me. 

MAGNUS: Confusion is part of it. That’s how you find out if 

something’s there. Emotions are never black and white. 

They’re more like symptoms. You lose your breath 

every time they enter a room. Your heart beats faster 

when they walk by. Your skin tingles when they stand 

close enough to feel their breath. I know you feel what I 

feel, Alec. 

ALEC: You don’t have a clue what I feel, so back off. This is 

all just a game to you, isn’t it? You flirt, you laugh, you 

use magic, but at the end of the day, what do you risk? 

Even if I did feel something for you… you want me to 

give up my life for you? I have to do what’s right for 

me. I could lose my family, my career, everything! You 

just don’t get it. (1.12) 

Visually, the above scene is significant in terms of camera angles and close-ups of 

both characters’ faces. Alec’s confusion and conflict are evident in his facial 

expressions and body language, and even aurally through his stammer and frustrated 

tone of voice. In literary works, characters’ feelings and thoughts could easily be told 

through focalisation and other literary devices, but in audiovisual material, such 

details must often be shown in a way that translates to audiences without the use of 

words spoken out loud. However, “visual and aural correlatives for interior events 

can be created” (Hutcheon and O’Flynn 58), and in the above scene, this is for the 

most part shown through close-ups and over the shoulder angles that denote both 

                                                 
27 The audience surrogate is a character who expresses the questions and opinions that the audience 

would when reading or watching a fictional story. For instance, Clary and, to some extent, Simon 

serve as the audience surrogates in the first Mortal Instruments novels and the first season of 

Shadowhunters, as they are outsiders introduced to the Downworld at the same time as the audience. 

Due to this surrogacy, such characters are often those with whom the audience can identify the most, 

although it is not always necessarily so. 
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focalisation and emotional intimacy. Emotional inter-character intimacy is likewise 

indicated through physical distance. At the beginning of the scene, Magnus and Alec 

stand apart from each other, and the camera shows only one character at a time until 

Magnus mentions love, at which point the camera cuts to the both of them standing 

together, closer and more emotional. The usually hesitant Alec readily admits his 

confusion, and Magnus openly confesses his feelings when before he has merely 

hinted and implied. This closeness soon evaporates: Alec’s rejection marks a 

renewed physical distance in the form of Alec physically walking a few steps away 

and the camera once again showing only one character at a time. 

On a narrative level, the scene is significant on many counts. In a subversion of 

racist tropes, Magnus is again allowed to consider his own feelings rather than just be 

a narrative prop for Alec’s character development: instead of stereotypically 

sacrificing his own happiness for Alec’s, Magnus fights for both his and Alec’s 

happiness. However, when Alec rejects him, Magnus shows his (hurt) emotions in 

close-ups that are meant to create emotional intimacy between him and the audience. 

Magnus’s feelings are thus treated as important as Alec’s, and not once does the 

narrative villainise him for it. Nor is Alec villainised for lashing out at Magnus, 

which is significant because his confusion, worry and insecurity are presented as 

valid reactions that many queer people can realistically recognise in themselves. 

As noted above, queer attraction and love is often focalised and even expressed 

through straight lenses, thus othering and even fetishising queerness and queer lives. 

It is therefore significant that the above scenes include only queer characters, and no 

such straight point of view is possible, particularly as the camera treats its two 

subjects as it would any other potential couple. Moreover, the latter scene allows a 

gay character to express confusion to another queer man, who explains to both Alec 

and the audience what (queer) love is meant to be like. Rather than cater to 

heterosexual viewers, this is a scene targeted directly at queer audiences in a way that 

allows their voices to be heard through complex, positive representation. 

In terms of queer representation, the wedding itself is one of the television 

series’ most significant scenes. The narrative continues to portray it as a poor 

decision: Alec’s nervousness is palpable through his fake smiles and resigned 

appearance, and his homophobic mother’s pride in her son is offset by the supportive 

Isabelle’s dismay. As Alec is about to accept the wedding rune that would bind him 

to Lydia, Magnus interrupts by entering the room. Alec’s mother, Maryse, attempts 
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to remove him, but Magnus simply dismisses her: “this is between me and your son. 

I’ll leave if he asks me to”, thus placing the decision in Alec’s hands (1.12). 

Significantly, Magnus does not reveal the reason for his presence, although the 

audience is of course aware of it. Rather than outing Alec or pressuring him into 

coming out, he simply lets Alec know that he has Magnus’s support should Alec 

choose to do so. As noted above, coming-out scenes are often portrayed through 

outside (heterosexual) focalisation in a way that phenomenalises queer experiences 

and silences queer voices. In Shadowhunters, however, Alec’s public coming out is 

focalised mostly through Alec himself, whose breathless reaction to Magnus’ sudden 

appearance is seen through close-ups and over the shoulder shots, tantamount to 

focalisation in fiction. As he regains some semblance of composure, it is made clear 

that Alec is no longer capable of going through with the wedding: 

  

ALEC: I… [gasping] I can’t breathe. … I can’t do this. I 

thought we were doing the right thing, but… this isn’t 

it. 

LYDIA: You don’t have to explain. 

ALEC: Lydia, I’m sorry. 

LYDIA: Hey… you deserve to be happy. (1.12) 

Alec’s breathlessness is a clear reference to the scene analysed above, where Magnus 

tells Alec how “[y]ou lose your breath every time they enter a room” (1.12). 

Moreover, Alec’s decision is depicted as an important and emotionally significant 

one, made entirely on his own terms. As the wedding has been depicted as Alec’s 

attempt to help his family at his own expense, the above dialogue is also noteworthy 

in that it shows Alec finally realising his own worth. Rather than throw his life away 

for a chance to help his family, he prioritises himself and his own well-being. 

The scene continues with Alec facing the wedding guests, and the camera 

lingers on Magnus and Alec in a long, drawn-out moment as they stare at one 

another. Alec’s nervousness and breathlessness fades into what seems like resolve, 

and as he starts to slowly move down the steps the music swells until he is swiftly 

moving towards Magnus, whose surprise is revealed just enough for the audience to 

catch it. Alec’s mother attempts to question him, but he simply dismisses her without 

once taking his eyes off of Magnus. By dismissing Maryse, Alec can also be seen as 

dismissing the homophobic practices, behaviours and ideologies that he has 

internalised due to being raised in a homophobic society. “Enough”, he says, as 

though to say he has had enough of not only her controlling behaviour but also the 
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toxic society in which he lives. Throughout, the camera continues to show them in 

mostly separate frames, but as Alec reaches Magnus and pulls him into drawn-out 

kisses, the camera connects them in the same shot, thus depicting their closeness 

through various visual and aural means. 

An important aspect of the scene is the music that is heard throughout. Rather 

than include a softly heard instrumental piece, the scene makes use of Ruelle’s “War 

of Hearts” in both melodic and lyrical form. Having previously dropped off into a 

calmer instrumental section to allow for dialogue, the music swells as Alec makes his 

final decision known, thus aurally moving with him. This allows a swell in emotion 

for the audience as well, and the knowledge that Alec’s decision is a dramatic one. 

Lyrically, the song is equally significant, as Ruelle sings of suitably dramatic 

feelings of love, such as “I can’t help but be wrong in the dark / ‘Cause I’m 

overcome in this war of hearts”, which is heard when Alec reaches Magnus and pulls 

him into a kiss. While the lyrics seem very fitting and suggest various metaphorical 

readings (Alec mentally wrestling with his decision, for instance), it is not a song 

specifically written for the episode, since it was composed before Shadowhunters 

was a twinkle in its creators’ eyes. While one could offer a number of interpretations 

of the lyrics and their connection to the episode’s events, what is most significant 

about this particular song choice is that it was chosen specifically for a queer couple. 

The entire scene, and the kiss in particular, are important because they are 

portrayed in ways that queer couples are rarely shown even in contemporary fiction. 

This kind of romantic and dramatic scene is often reserved for straight couples, and 

the song choice only enhances that experience with its suitably dramatic theme of 

love. This, coupled with the camera work, gives the scene the kind of narrative 

importance and scope that queer people rarely receive in fictional media.  

At this point, it is also important to note that the episode itself is titled “Malec”, 

a portmanteau of “Magnus” and “Alec” that is popular among fans of the couple. In 

terms of queer representation, this tells the audience that the television series’ main 

queer couple is significant enough to warrant an entire episode literally named after 

it. Additionally, it serves as a reassurance for queer people watching the episode. As 

noted above, queer characters have historically ended up either dead or unhappy with 

many a character stuck in a different-gender marriage despite their sexuality. In 

Shadowhunters, this is a fate that seemingly awaits Alec. Naming the episode after 

its main queer couple, however, serves to reassure its (queer) audience that no such 
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stereotypical and harmful pitfalls will take place during the episode, thus making it 

an emotionally safe journey for queer people to watch. 

In the novels, Alec’s eventual coming out is mostly presented as something he 

does for the sake of his relationship with Magnus, not himself. In the television 

series, however, Alec’s coming out is depicted solely as something he does for 

himself. The series addresses this directly in 2.01 “This Guilty Blood”. Jace is 

missing, taken by Valentine, and a worried Alec asks Magnus’s assistance in 

tracking him down by potentially dangerous means. Unwilling to put Alec at risk, 

Magnus refuses, and Alec expresses his disbelief at Magnus’s refusal by referring to 

his almost-wedding: “Why can’t you just do this one thing? After everything I’ve 

done for you” (2.01, emphasis added). Alec thus implies that he came out because of 

and for Magnus, not himself and his own happiness. The following exchanges, 

however, prove differently: 

  

MAGNUS: You really don’t get it, do you? You didn’t risk anything 

for me, you did it for you. 

ALEC: What? Are you seriously doing this right now? Right 

now? 

MAGNUS: You know damn well I want to find Jace just as much 

as you do, but that’s no excuse to treat me like– 

ALEC: Well, then, what do you want from me? 

MAGNUS: At the moment… Nothing. (2.01, emphasis added) 

 

ALEC: 

 

I’m not good at apologies. But I’m… I’m sorry. … You 

were right. When I called off my wedding, that was for 

me. But this is all just– It’s very new. 

MAGNUS: This may surprise you, but you’re new for me, too. 

(2.01) 

These exchanges are significant on two counts. First, they make it clear that Alec 

cancels his wedding and publicly comes out for himself, not Magnus. Second, the 

fact that Magnus defends himself and calls Alec out on his behaviour is noteworthy. 

Queer Asian men are often stereotyped as “passive” in and outside relationships 

(Han 218), and Magnus’s persistent agency and readiness to criticise Alec’s 

behaviour thus work to subvert such stereotypes in a way that allows for new, more 

varied images of queer Asian masculinity. This is something the narrative reinforces 

through camera work. During the first exchange, Magnus is mostly shown from an 

upwards-tilted angle that generally signifies power, whereas in the second exchange, 

both Magnus and Alec are shown at an equality-signifying eye-level angle. The fact 

that the second exchange includes Alec apologising and admitting that he did indeed 
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come out of the closet for his own sake subverts the typical plot that depicts coming 

out as an act made for potential love, not one’s own well-being and happiness. 

Where the novels largely fail to show the impact of Alec’s coming out from an 

actual queer perspective, the television series does so throughout the following 

episodes and even seasons. Before the wedding, characters like Magnus question 

Alec’s decision as one that will deny him happiness, and this is ultimately 

corroborated by Alec himself who tells his parents that Lydia “[s]aved [his] life” by 

not forcing him into a loveless different-gender marriage (1.13). The implication here 

is that marrying a woman – and thus denying his own identity – would ultimately 

have destroyed Alec. Moreover, the importance of Alec’s coming out is seen in the 

clear relief and elation he feels upon doing so. This is made evident by the way he 

paces around with an uncharacteristically huge smile on his face as Magnus tells him 

that he “certainly knows how to make a statement”, and the confident way in which 

he asks Magnus out on a “first date” (1.12). The latter is particularly significant, 

because while Alec is a straightforward man, he would previously not have made 

such a move in an Institute filled with other Shadowhunters. Having already come 

out, however, it is made clear that Alec feels confident enough in himself and his 

feelings for Magnus to make the first move beyond mere kissing. 

This reflects the relief that many queer people experience once they feel they 

can present their true selves to the world. Positive psychological effects of coming 

out have been well documented,28 with “increased self-esteem [and] decreased 

distress” leading the proverbial charge, which in turn may ameliorate minority stress 

and its consequent psychologically negative effects such as hypervigilance, defensive 

coping and internalised homophobic beliefs (Corrigan and Matthews 241; Meyer 

679-682). In Shadowhunters, Alec’s increased psychological post-closet well-being 

is reinforced throughout the series through visual aspects, such as a more open and 

carefree body language, and through verbal aspects, such as Alec admitting that the 

homophobic society in which he grew up made him believe that he “couldn’t have 

what [he] wanted”, which implies that a romantic relationship (with a man) has for 

                                                 
28 This is not to say that all queer people experience more positive than negative psychological post-

closet outcomes. Depending on certain contexts and situations, the threat of bodily harm, oppression 

and internalised homophobia can all have a negative impact on a person’s self-esteem and increase 

feelings of anxiety. For more research on the positive and negative effects of coming out, see “Is 

Coming Out Always a ‘Good Thing’? Exploring the Relations of Autonomy Support, Outness, and 

Wellness for Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Individuals” (2012) by Legate, Ryan and Weinstein, and 

“The Coming-Out Process and Its Adaptational and Health-Related Associations Among Gay, 

Lesbian, and Bisexual Youths: Stipulation and Exploration of a Model” (2001) by Rosario et al. 
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some time been precisely what he has wanted (2.06). Similarly, in 3.01 “On Infernal 

Ground”, Alec tells Magnus that he “always dreamed of meeting someone like 

[Magnus]”, thus depicting a gay man openly expressing his dreams of having a 

meaningful, loving relationship with another man. 

Neither does the television series gloss over the more negative impacts of a 

public coming out. On a personal level, Alec’s relationship with his mother suffers as 

she directly condemns his actions and his new relationship with Magnus because of 

her racist and homophobic views: 

  

MARYSE: What have you done, Alec? To us, this family? 

ALEC: This isn’t about you. 

MARYSE: Of course it is … you have humiliated us in front of the 

most respected members of the Clave. I don’t even 

recognise you anymore. 

ALEC: I’m the same person I’ve always been. Now 

everything’s just out in the open. 

MARYSE: And all for a Downworlder. (1.12) 

She directly equates Alec’s coming out as an act against his family, claiming that his 

decision to prioritise himself clashes with the reputation and fortunes of the 

Lightwood name. Maryse’s overt racism and homophobia, however, are superseded 

by the fact that the narrative portrays her as so antagonistic towards the protagonists. 

The fact that the protagonists treat queerness and interracial relationships as perfectly 

normal belies the narrative of Maryse’s troublesome beliefs. In other words, because 

Maryse is depicted as an antagonist to the main characters, the viewers are invited to 

dismiss her stereotypical notions just as the protagonists do, and instead accept Alec 

as he is, just as the other protagonists do. This allows the series to critically touch 

upon the problematic nature of homophobic and racist ideologies without allowing 

those beliefs to control the narrative. Most importantly, however, the television series 

depicts this from Alec’s point of view. The audience gains an insight into Alec’s 

post-closet mindset in a way that readers of the novels cannot, as even the negative 

impacts of his coming out are focalised through him. 

Maryse’s main grievance seems to be more racist than homophobic in nature as 

she specifically objects to Magnus as Alec’s choice of beau, but while she claims that 

Magnus’s being a man is “the least of [her] worries” (1.13), Alec’s sexuality cannot 

be divorced from his interracial relationship. The intersecting factors of Magnus’s 

and Alec’s respective sexualities and Magnus being seen as a racialised other must 

be taken into account as a whole. This is also seen in the less personal and more 
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political ways in which Alec’s public coming out affects his relationship with other 

Shadowhunters, which are thus indicative of the more systemic homophobia, racism 

and oppression that colour the Shadowhunter society at large. In the second season, a 

new Head of the Institute is appointed, and although the position “should’ve been 

[Alec’s]”, it is given to Jace due to familial connections, but also because, as Alec 

knows, “[t]he Clave was never going to hand it to me. I’m dating a guy who’s a 

Downworlder” (2.13, emphasis added). Alec thus directly states that the Clave’s both 

homophobic and racist notions intertwine to form a blend of prejudice that prevents 

Alec from gaining a position that is, by all accounts, meant to be his. It is important, 

therefore, to keep in mind that while Alec himself is only marginalised due to his 

sexuality, his relationship with Magnus is marginalised not only due to both of their 

sexualities, but due to Magnus’s race as well. This, too, speaks of the kind of 

intersectional oppression that cannot be divided into two different categories and 

separate existences, but must be treated as interrelated aspects of marginalised 

identities and the systems of power that uphold the aforementioned marginalisation 

and oppression. 

Although Alec is later in the same episode named the Head of the Institute, it is 

Jace, not the Clave, who relinquishes the position to Alec. In order to gain a position 

of power within his own homophobic society, Alec must therefore jump through 

hoops that no heterosexual Shadowhunter would. The more systemic oppression 

Alec goes through is also made evident through other Shadowhunters who question 

his leadership due to his relationship with Magnus, such as the ones who “can’t 

believe Alec Lightwood is in charge”, presumably because he is “dating a warlock” 

(2.14). However, the television series also emphasises the differences within such a 

society. In 3.05, a fellow Shadowhunter, Underhill, thanks Alec “[f]or paving the 

way for [queer] Shadowhunters” like himself and thus making it possible for him to 

“come out at the Institute” (3.05), much like Aline does in the novels. The scene is 

significant in that so far, the audience has mostly seen the negative consequences of 

Alec’s coming out with regard to other Shadowhunters. Underhill’s words, however, 

allow both Alec and the audience to see the incontrovertible positives to Alec’s 

public coming out in the specific context of Shadowhunter society. Moreover, it can 

easily be seen as a metaphor for queer visibility in real life: Alec’s visibility as a gay 

man who is “in this committed relationship … [that is] loving and … trusting” allows 

and inspires other queer Shadowhunters to live their lives openly, much like queer 
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visibility in real life has proven to be advantageous to the well-being of queer people 

in general (Wuest 22). 

According to Dow, television “prefers the trials and tribulations of the 

individual” when it comes to “complex social issues” and as such, individualises 

issues like homophobia (xxi). However, I would argue that although issues of 

homophobia in Shadowhunters are indeed tied to one character (Alec), it is not an 

individualising approach. As seen above, Alec’s problems regarding the homophobia 

he faces are often depicted as societal and cultural issues, contextual within the strict 

militaristic circles of Shadowhunter society. The narrative frequently reinforces the 

idea that social problems such as homophobia are not ”personal difficulties to be 

solved by the characters in a half-hour episode” (xxi), but rather societal issues that 

require change on a cultural level – it is not the oppressed person’s duty to change in 

order to fit into the majority culture, it is the society’s duty to change so the 

oppressed party can feel accepted and included. 

Significantly, however, the television series also depicts a liberal awakening of 

sorts. While Alec does not believe his parents “[will] ever forgive [him]” (1.13), 

Maryse’s character development throughout the seasons begs to differ. While she 

still exhibits homophobic and racist behaviour in the second season, she is also able 

to express her joy at Alec’s promotion to Head of the Institute (2.14). By season 

three, however, Maryse’s outlook has changed entirely. Magnus and Alec are hosting 

a dinner, and Maryse’s arrival is accompanied by smiles and hugs to both parties. 

Instead of engaging in macro- or even microaggressions, Maryse displays only 

acceptance and joy at dining with both Alec and Magnus. While this does not erase 

all her bad deeds, she does practice corrective behaviour in that she actively works to 

apologise for her actions. The dinner culminates in a touching moment as Maryse 

expresses her full acceptance of Alec’s identity and his relationship with Magnus: “I 

may have had my prejudices in the past, but seeing you stand by Alec, it’s what 

every mother wants for her children. Thank you for loving my boy” (3.03). Maryse’s 

character development with regard to her views on queerness and interracial 

relationships is an important (but seldom seen) part of queer representation. Alec’s 

desire for acceptance from his family and his ensuing disappointment at not 

receiving it are palpably realistic to many a queer person. Hence, if Maryse’s gradual 

shift in perspective shows anything, it is that people can and do change for the better. 
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5 A Whole Queer World: Relationship Development 

In this chapter I examine the ways in which inter-queer (and interracial) relationships 

are depicted in both the novels and the television series, with focus on inter-queer 

conflict and intimacy. 

5.1 Relationship development in the novels 

The stereotypical narrative for a queer character goes, in Kessler’s words, something 

like this: “self-discovery to neurosis to sex to cheating to committing to abruptly 

leaving” (142). Of course, not all queer characters go through the same motions, but 

what is portrayed is often closely linked with stereotypes. The tragedy of the closet 

and a near-tragic coming-out scene seem like staples of queer representation. Once 

the closet doors have been blown wide open, the queer character is often sidelined by 

the narrative and deemed more or less superfluous as the tragedy seemingly inherent 

to their sexuality has been dealt with. 

This is, to some extent, true of the novels as well. The lack of content and 

detail when it comes to queer representation is staggering when compared to the 

level of care heterosexual characters and romances receive, as it seems like the 

tragedy of being queer is the only thing one can focalise through actual queer 

perspectives. 

To begin with, no important milestones regarding Magnus’s and Alec’s 

relationship are shown in the novels. Readers gain no insight into how they might 

have become a couple, how their first date went, and so on. Such moments of 

important firsts are excluded by the text, whereas the novels offer all these and more 

for the straight couples. In fact, readers are required to read between the lines in 

order to learn that Magnus and Alec are together in the first place: 

‘You have something on your neck,’ [Jace] observed. 

Alec’s hand flew to his throat. ‘What?’ 

‘Looks like a bite mark,’ said Jace. ‘What have you been doing all night, 

anyway?’ 

‘Nothing.’ Beet red, his hand still clamped to his neck, Alec started down 

the corridor. (CA 73-4) 

Although Jace, the focaliser of this scene, is oblivious, it is meant to be interpreted as 

Alec hiding his fledgling relationship with Magnus. This could be an endearingly 
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amusing scene had there been some prior context to it, but the novels offer no insight 

into the beginning of their only major queer relationship. Magnus’s and Alec’s 

interaction in the first novel is limited to a conversation that takes place with the rest 

of the main characters and some flirting on Magnus’s part, and the above example is 

the first indication that any deeper connection might have blossomed between them. 

Although Alec later remembers their first kiss and the way “all his bones had 

turned to liquid and he’d thought, Oh, right, this is what it’s supposed to be like. I get 

it now” (CHF 62), this memory seems to come too late. Since this happens in the last 

novel of the series, it feels like little more than a nudge to readers when it is 

something they ought to have understood five novels ago. Moreover, as this is a 

memory situated in unhappy circumstances, any joy derived from it is instantly 

overlaid by Magnus’s and Alec’s separation and Alec’s abject misery. 

Nor do readers receive any insight into the progression of their relationship. 

During the second novel, they find out that Magnus has given Alec a key to his loft 

(CA 128), a somewhat significant milestone in any relationship, but there has been no 

indication of their relationship actually having progressed that far – no indication, 

that is, except for that which readers must assume has happened off-page and unsaid. 

At the end of the series, we are told that Alec has “moved into [Magnus’s] loft” 

(CHF 617), but even this is not depicted, and while the revelation is focalised 

through Alec, there is no mention of how this milestone in their relationship came to 

be or what either of them think about it. 

When happier moments are on the horizon, however, the focalisation shifts to 

characters outside the relationship through whose heterosexual lenses readers must 

view the brief moments of queer joy. For instance, in City of Glass, Clary creates a 

rune which “made [everyone] look at [her] and see the person they loved most in the 

world”, and the readers learn that Magnus is that person for Alec: “[Clary] saw Alec 

glance quickly at Magnus, and then at her, in disbelief” (353, 345). However, as this 

is a scene focalised through Clary, there is no emotional impact or insight. Readers 

can only guess at what this realisation means for Alec, let alone Magnus, whose 

reaction to the rune is not shown at all.  

Continuous exterior focalisation means that readers perceive Magnus’s and 

Alec’s situation largely through heterosexual perspectives. Rather than giving 

emotional insights into queer lives, the novels position their queer representation as 

that of an (heterosexual) outsider gaining a glimpse of that great mysterious 
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experience of being queer. Not only does this maintain the binary of queer-straight, 

but it also places queerness in direct opposition to heterosexuality in a way that 

privileges the straight over the queer rather than giving both equal care and 

consideration. 

All of this is not to say that there is no positive interaction between Magnus 

and Alec in the novels. For instance, when Magnus first reveals the circumstances 

surrounding the deaths of his parents, Alec is the one who is quick to remind him that 

“[i]t wasn’t [Magnus’s] fault … You can’t help how you’re born” (CB 216). As they 

met only minutes before, this is a refreshingly healthy start to their relationship. Even 

knowing that Magnus was responsible for his step-father’s death, Alec ignores years 

of privileged and racist upbringing that would deem a warlock – a lesser being by 

many a Shadowhunters’ creed – such as Magnus dangerous and instead takes the 

time to reassure him. Similarly, when Magnus has been kidnapped, Alec’s worry is 

not only portrayed as valid, “a deep constant aching terror that never went away 

completely” (CHF 477), but he also calls Jace out on his heterocentric nonsense: 

‘If you’re not doing okay, you should tell me,’ Jace said. ‘We’re all under stress, 

but we have to keep it together as much as we—’ 

Alec whirled on him. There was disbelief in his eyes. ‘Doing okay? … How 

would you be doing if it were Clary that Sebastian had taken? If it were her we 

were going to rescue, not knowing if she was dead or alive? How would you be 

doing?’ 

Jace felt as if Alec had slapped him. … ‘I – I would be in pieces.’ 

… He thought of the way Alec had killed the faerie knight in the Court; cold 

and quick and merciless. None of that was like Alec. And yet Jace had not paused 

to think about it, to think what drove that coldness: the hurt, the anger, the fear. 

‘This,’ Alec said, gesturing toward himself. ‘This is me in pieces.’ 

… [Jace] realized now, and horribly, that he had given little thought to Alec 

since the prisoners had been taken, had not thought how each hour, each minute, 

must be for him, not knowing if Magnus was alive or dead. (CHF 391-2) 

While it is not made clear why Jace has not thought of Magnus’s and Alec’s 

relationship in more serious terms as he does his own relationship with Clary, it is 

not hard to imagine that the reason might have something to do with the only thing 

that differentiates them: that Magnus and Alec are both men. Such a heterosexist 

view would prevent Jace from taking Alec’s distress seriously, and only once Alec 

directly makes the comparison between Clary and Magnus does Jace understand how 

Magnus being in danger affects Alec. For once, the heterosexual focalisation of the 

scene serves the queer representation: as it is Jace whose internal thoughts the 

readers perceive, it is also his realisation that he has treated Magnus’s and Alec’s 
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relationship differently to his own heterosexual one that readers are privy to. The fact 

that Jace so readily changes his way of thinking is significant. This is a subtle but 

effective way of criticising internalised heterocentric views that would privilege 

straight relationships over queer ones, particularly as it is Alec himself who 

reproaches Jace regarding his prejudice. This allows Jace to correct his behaviour 

and become a better ally and friend. 

However, such instances are few and far between, since not only does their 

relationship take on more stereotypical and queerphobic qualities, it is also severely 

lacking in content. There can hardly be much healthy and multidimensional 

relationship development if all such scenes are off-page and hardly ever even alluded 

to within the narrative. 

5.1.1 Inter-queer conflict 

In the novels much of the tension and strife including and between Magnus and Alec 

is exclusively about their relationship or their sexualities, which perpetuates the 

token gay trope that is so prevalent in queer representation. 

As any important milestones of Magnus’s and Alec’s relationship happen off 

the page, the more fleshed out depictions of their arguments gain even more 

significance. The fact that many of the positive aspects of the novels’ only major 

queer relationship are merely implied make the prominently detailed negative aspects 

problematic. This is amplified all the more due to the ways in which these conflicts 

are portrayed: unproblematised and prioritising white perspectives. 

In terms of inter-character tension revolving around the characters’ sexualities, 

a good example would be the perpetual jealousy that both characters exhibit, 

although at different times throughout the story. The second and third novels are 

filled with scenes that clearly depict Magnus’s jealousy of Jace and his impatience 

with Alec staying in the closet: “‘Where [was Jace] all night, anyway?’ Magnus 

asked, his voice sour. ‘With Alec?’” (CA 253). Even conversations with characters 

who have nothing to do with their relationship develop into opportunities of jealous 

grousing: ‘Alec refuses to acknowledge that we have a relationship, and so I refuse to 

acknowledge him … He’s still hung up on Jace, I think, though that relationship will 

never go anywhere’ (CG 157). Magnus’s jealousy is never depicted as unhealthy or 

irrational, which only serves to normalise the idea that such behaviour is acceptable 
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and even expected. It is only when Jace convinces Alec that his feelings for him are 

not real (a problematic scene discussed in 3.1) that Magnus’s expressions of jealousy 

fade away. However, by the next novel, Magnus’s revelation of his bisexuality 

causes Alec to display biphobic practices, including irrational jealousy of Magnus’s 

past (and potential future) partners (for a detailed discussion, see 3.1.1). 

Moreover, Alec’s biphobia and jealousy lead to his problems with Magnus’s 

immortality, a concern that is understandable were it not for the wholly irrational 

way in which Alec reacts to it. When Alec finds out about Magnus’s past lovers, 

Magnus asks him whether he would “rather [Magnus] spent all of eternity alone” 

(CFA 262). Alec provides no answer, but his subsequent behaviour indicates that his 

concern is not for Magnus (as it is implied to be in the television series with Alec’s 

comment that Magnus has to “watch the people [he] care[s] about age and die”, 

1.13), but rather for himself. This also implies that he does not want Magnus to fall 

in love again after he is gone, even after Magnus has assured him that he never will: 

“[t]here isn’t going to be a next time … I realise now that I won’t be any more ready 

to lose you then than I am right now” (CFA 424-5). Instead, Alec’s jealousy of 

Magnus’s past (and long dead) lovers and potential future ones continue to colour 

their interactions throughout the fourth and fifth novels. 

Despite the fact that he knows that Camille is “a master of implication and 

manipulation”, Alec continues to seek her out to discuss Magnus and his immortality 

(318). As Magnus’s ex-partner and an antagonistic vampire who has murdered both 

humans and Shadowhunters, Camille is firmly depicted as a bad person, but one 

whose word Alec for some reason still seems to trust. When he continues to speak 

with Camille in order to learn more about Magnus, it is depicted almost as a 

compulsion: “he couldn’t help himself: it was like a drug, this needing to know 

more” (CLS 78). Alec even acknowledges that “Magnus had done nothing wrong”, 

and yet he still persists because “it corroded Alec’s peace of mind just the same” 

(79). His secret meetings with Camille and his intensifying worry over Magnus’s 

immortality culminate in a decision to “take Magnus’s [immortality] away” without 

Magnus’s consent or knowledge, thus attempting to not only remove Magnus’s 

agency but also his bodily autonomy (84). The fact that he does so in cahoots with 

Camille, the one person who has hurt Magnus the most, is even more telling. Instead 

of respecting Magnus’s wishes, he decides to violate Magnus’s personal boundaries 

because of his own insecurities. Alec seems to be perfectly aware of how Magnus 
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would react to such betrayal, and does not want him to know Alec had anything to do 

with it. Instead, Camille suggests that were she to perform the deed, Magnus would 

“assume it is revenge”, and while she “[does] not care what Magnus thinks … [Alec 

does]” (194). 

It is clear, then, that Alec knows that what he is doing is wrong. The narrative 

even describes it in terms of “disloyalty” (192), but at the end of the day the narrative 

also juxtaposes Alec’s actions with Magnus’s tendency to not speak freely of his 

past, and in no way can these two be equated. However, the narrative contrasts the 

two, and keeps depicting Alec in a more sympathetic light through the focalisation of 

other (heterosexual) characters: “Simon felt for [Alec] … Alec clearly knew no more 

about [Magnus’s father] than the rest of them, which … was probably something he 

wasn’t too happy about” (240). While it is Alec’s insecurities that drive him to act as 

he does, the narrative never acknowledges this, but instead treats his insecurities as 

an excuse rather than a mere explanation for his actions. 

Only when Magnus gets injured in battle does Alec change his mind regarding 

Magnus’s immortality: “He had never seen Magnus so pale … But it was impossible. 

Magnus had lived so long. He was permanent. A fixture. In no world Alec’s 

imagination could conjure did Magnus die before he did” (499). As in a typical 

fictional drama, however, Magnus finds out despite Alec’s attempts to hide the truth. 

The scene portrays Alec as being more in the wrong and allows Magnus to voice his 

own dismay over Alec’s betrayal, but it is not wholly unproblematic. 

Alec took a step toward his boyfriend, and for the first time that he remembered, 

Magnus moved away from him. His posture was stiff and unfriendly. He was 

looking at Alec the way he’d look at a stranger, a stranger he didn’t like very 

much. 

… ‘I was thinking about it, you know,’ Magnus said. ‘That’s part of why I 

wanted the Book of the White. Immortality can be a burden. You think of the days 

that stretch out before you, when you have been everywhere, seen everything. The 

one thing I hadn’t experienced was growing old with someone – someone I loved. 

I thought perhaps it would be you. But that does not give you the right to make the 

length of my life your choice and not mine.’ 

… ‘It was just – She offered, but I thought about it and I couldn’t go 

through with it – I couldn’t do that to you.’ 

‘But you had to think about it. And you never mentioned it to me.’ (CLS 

517-20) 

At first glance, this seems like a good scene, one that allows both characters to voice 

their concerns. However, as the scene is entirely focalised through Alec, there is no 

emotional insight into Magnus’s character that would give him and his decisions 
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more depth. Alec’s word choices are equally telling. Although Magnus having been 

injured certainly plays a part in Alec’s decision, Alec tells Magnus that the reason he 

did not go through with it was that he “wouldn’t kill Raphael”, which was what 

Camille wanted Alec to do in exchange for removing Magnus’s immortality (516). 

The fact that Alec has to actually take the time to consider whether or not he will 

murder a Downworlder is problematic, because it is never questioned by the 

narrative and it is completely glossed over once Alec’s decision is made. It never 

leads to further character development nor does Alec realise how he continues to 

perpetuate anti-Downworlder prejudices by considering Raphael’s life to be 

expendable. What Alec calls “just a mistake” (520) would, in certain parts of the 

world, be considered conspiracy to commit murder, but since Alec as a privileged 

Shadowhunter would easily get away with ridding the world of a vampire, it is never 

treated as such even by the narrative. 

Moreover, we are told that Alec is trying to work on his prejudices (CHF 455), 

but we never actually see his efforts to do so, let alone any such progress. Neither 

Alec nor the narrative itself seem to realise that plotting to take Magnus’s 

immortality away and thus violating his bodily autonomy is especially problematic 

for a privileged Shadowhunter to do to a Downworlder who is already part of an 

oppressed group of people. While the narrative treats the act as a rather unacceptable 

thing to do, it never considers the ways in which Magnus’s racialised experience 

makes it doubly so, thus sweeping the racism inherent in the act under the rug. 

Furthermore, despite Alec’s apologies and their separation, the narrative 

continuously portrays Alec in a more sympathetic light than it does Magnus. Simon, 

for instance, “[feels] bad for [Alec]”, and although he claims to understand why 

Magnus would break up with Alec, readers only see the way it affects Alec: “Alec is 

so wrecked. I feel like if someone loves you, they should forgive you, if you’re really 

sorry” (CHF 43). In fact, Alec paints a rather pathetic picture throughout: 

[Alec] looked smaller these days, almost skinny in his worn blue pullover, holes at 

the elbows, his lips bitten and chapped. Clary’s heart went out to him. He’d spent 

the first week after Magnus had broken up with him in a sort of daze of sadness 

and disbelief. None of them could really believe it. She’d always thought Magnus 

loved Alec, really loved him; clearly Alec had thought so too. (CHF 34) 

The implication here is that Magnus’s decision not to give Alec another chance 

means that he never “really loved him”, and thus both Clary’s and Simon’s sympathy 
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for Alec is justified and Magnus’s decision to break up with Alec is seen as treating 

Alec wrongly. Although these are exterior focalisations and could thus be construed 

as biased and unreliable, the narrative never indicates that such a reading could be 

plausible. In fact, because Magnus’s focalisations are so few and far between, most 

of the queer representation happens through heterosexual characters, all of whom 

seem to have firmly placed themselves on Alec’s side of things. Although the 

characters acknowledge that Alec has been wrong, they also expect Magnus to 

instantly forgive him. Despite Magnus expressly telling Alec that he does not want to 

see him “[o]r any of his friends”, all of the main characters visit Magnus, presumably 

to talk him “into not breaking up with [Alec]”, of which Alec himself seems to 

wholeheartedly approve (CLS 519; CHF 40). Moreover, none of them seem to be 

willing to take Magnus’s feelings into account: “‘you should get back together with 

Alec … Because he’s miserable,’ said Jace. ‘And he’s sorry … He won’t do it 

again’” (CHF 46). Even Magnus’s own friends take Alec’s side: “‘Everyone hated 

[Camille],’ Catarina went on ruthlessly. ‘She was devious and mean. And so your 

poor sweet boyfriend got suckered by her; well, really, is that any reason to end a 

perfectly good relationship?’” (124). This dismissal of Magnus’s emotions by both 

the characters and the narrative (as seen by the lack of Magnus-centric focalisation) 

is a regrettable narrative convention concerning people of colour. Rather than treat 

Magnus’s sense of betrayal as valid, the narrative privileges Alec’s pain and 

heartbreak. This perpetuates racist stereotypes according to which people of colour 

serve as props for white characters’ narratives and development while glossing over 

the feelings and motivations of those deemed other. 

In the end, the decision to get back together does not lie with Magnus, but with 

Alec and his personal growth. Alec’s character development on the whole is more 

pronounced than Magnus’s, seen particularly in the scene where they get back 

together. Earlier in City of Heavenly Fire, it is revealed that Magnus’s decision to 

leave Alec was made in part due to being “afraid that someday he would … lose his 

mortal love”, because “that which was temporary broke your heart” (445, 231). This 

fear of experiencing such great loss and having to live with it for the rest of eternity 

is an intriguing aspect of Magnus’s characterisation and could have potentially led to 

a sincere and significant conversation between Magnus and Alec. However, this 

revelation never leads anywhere as it is never mentioned again. 
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Alec’s character arc, however, plays a significant role in their reconciliation. 

His jealousy and insecurities have more or less disappeared, although readers never 

actually see this development take place. In fact, he is more aware of himself, more 

confident in who he is, and he is able to prioritise his own well-being when he needs 

to: “I want to know about your life. And if you’re not willing to tell me about it, then 

I shouldn’t be with you. Because I know me, and I won’t ever be okay with it. So I 

shouldn’t put us through that again” (586). This is a far cry from the Alec who 

pleaded Magnus not to leave him: his growth is apparent, even though it has not been 

depicted. But Magnus never receives this consideration. His decision to give Alec 

another chance is framed as a decision to change the part that Alec found 

problematic: “I am willing to give you something I have never given anyone: my 

past, the truth of myself. I want to share my life with you, and that means today, and 

the future, and all of my past” (587). While readers are never actually shown Magnus 

contemplating any of these issues, this can certainly be seen as character 

development. But the fear of such great loss mentioned above remains unmentioned 

and unresolved, and their reconciliation is wholly based upon Alec’s decision to 

accept Magnus, past and all, and has nothing to do with Magnus overcoming his 

fears. The narrative thus continues to privilege the white character over the man of 

colour, thereby perpetuating tropes connected to majoritarian narratives29 which 

“[privilege] [w]hites, men, the middle and/or upper class, and heterosexuals by 

naming these social locations as natural or normative points of reference” (Solórzano 

and Yosso 28). The silenced experiences of Magnus are not given the same level of 

care and detail as the experiences of the more privileged Alec, particularly as any 

changes Magnus potentially undergoes throughout the novels remain unseen. 

The novels circumvent the stereotypical tragic ending of most queer 

representation by simply depicting both characters alive and together, as the “fleeting 

… quality” of many queer representations is particularly seen in instances where the 

relationship ends tragically with at least one character’s death or with the characters 

sidelined or removed from the narrative entirely after their sexuality has been used 

up as a plot device (Dyer 22). However, the ending for Magnus and Alec still plays 

on stereotypical tropes of the inherent tragedy of queer lives. At first glance, their 

                                                 
29 For more on majoritarian narratives and critical race theory, see Richard Delgado’s and Jean 

Stefancic’s Critical Race Theory: An Introduction (2017) and “Who Can Speak for Whom? Using 

Counter-Storytelling to Challenge Racial Hegemony” (2006) by Lisa R. Merriweather Hunn, 

Talmadge C. Guy and Elaine Manglitz. 
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ending is a happy one: evil is defeated, the queer couple is together and more 

supportive of each other than ever before. That which awaits them in the future, 

however, is more tragic than any of the heterosexual couples’ endings. As discussed 

in 3.1, the novels bypass Magnus’s sacrifice by having Simon offer his immortality 

instead. Rather than die, he becomes human again and loses his memories of the 

Downworld. However, he slowly regains his memories and it is heavily implied that 

he and Isabelle gain their happily-ever-after just as Clary and Jace do. 

By circumventing the immortality issue between Magnus and Alec, the novels 

depict their relationship as ultimately ephemeral. It becomes necessarily temporal 

when compared to other (straight) romantic relationships where any immortality 

issues are solved in a way that allows them a traditional happy ending. This is not 

achieved by Magnus and Alec, and the tragic nature of their relationship is thus 

compounded even more by the fact that Magnus is described as “[worrying] about 

the shadow descending upon those [he] love[s]” (CHF 636). Moreover, queer 

temporality is emphasised even further through exchanges like the one below: 

‘We might not have that much time,’ said Alec. ‘I’ll get old and I’ll die. But I 

promise I won’t leave you until then. It’s the only promise I can make.’ 

‘A lot of Shadowhunters don’t get old,’ Magnus said. (CHF 622) 

Despite the seemingly happy ending for their queer characters, the novels thus 

reinforce troubling stereotypes that rely on the seemingly inherent tragedy of queer 

lives and existence. This kind of focus on the fleeting quality of queer happiness 

would not in itself perpetuate harmful stereotypes, as Alec is not alone in facing old 

age and death. However, due to the novels’ emphasis on Magnus’s eventual sorrow 

at Alec’s passing and the fact that straight couples in comparison gain more blissful 

endings, queerness is equated to eventual, inevitable tragedy. 

5.1.2 Queer intimacy 

Queer intimacy is still sorely lacking in most representations. Queerness “might be 

known but not as a sexuality” (Joyrich 28). That is, (queer) sexuality as doing, as 

desire, is largely ignored. Instead, representations of queerness rely on naming that 

queerness but not actually showing it in a way that would speak to actual queer 

audiences. This allows cultural products to tout their supposed diversity without 

actually representing marginalised groups in a meaningful way. Because queerness is 
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often constructed as “excessive, as spectacle, as interruption”, depictions of queer 

intimacy are portrayed as near-scandalous events that cause controversy both within 

the narrative and amongst the audiences (Davis and Needham 7, 3). Joyrich, too, 

notes that the “production of sexuality … may rely less on portrayals of love, desire, 

and erotic behavior … than on practices of oppositional location and defense” (25). 

Because heteronormativity and heteronormative practices either explicitly or 

implicitly support and reinforce heterosexuality as the dominant norm, and because 

“everyone and everything is judged from the perspective of straight”, queer 

characters and relationships are often placed in direct opposition to the 

heterosexuality of other characters and relationships (Chambers 23, 35). As this 

binary of queer-straight is often hierarchically value-laden, the straight relationships 

often take precedence over queer characters and relationships. In terms of The Mortal 

Instruments and Shadowhunters, it is important to note that the novels clearly frame 

straight relationships as more important and central to the story, whereas the 

television series has developed its queer representation towards a more positive, 

holistic depiction of queerness and queer identity. 

In the novels the contrast in intimacy depicted between straight and queer 

couples is striking. Throughout the novels, both Clary and Jace as well as Isabelle 

and Simon have several intensely intimate scenes in which detailed descriptions of 

physical intimacy lead to character development and important emotional insight. 

Compared to Magnus and Alec and their lack of such scenes, these detailed moments 

of heterosexual intimacies outline a troubling trend in queer representation. 

Twice in City of Heavenly Fire Alec walks in on physically intimate moments 

between Isabelle and Simon, and while they are presented as moments of levity 

(Alec, for instance, wonders why “[straight people can’t] control themselves” 473), 

they are also quite telling. Alec interrupting emotionally and physically intimate 

heterosexual moments only highlights his lack of them. Similarly, the last novel also 

includes Clary’s and Jace’s first time, a scene which not only normalises female 

sexual desire and male vulnerability, but also consists of important character and 

relationship development filled with emotional insights and healthy, mutual support. 

In terms of queer representation, however, sex and discussions of sex are entirely 

excluded. The closest Magnus and Alec get is a moment in City of Lost Souls where 

Magnus playfully says that Alec “might as well make [waking up Magnus] worth 

[his] time” and “[pulls] Alec down on top of him” (266). The scene ends there with 
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the literary equivalent of fade to black, a trope in audiovisual media where, rather 

than show a sex scene, the screen fades to black, thus merely implying that sexual 

intimacy will take place. 

As noted above, queer sexuality and desire as doing are often stereotypically 

removed from narratives that by default privilege heterosexual intimacies over queer 

ones. Queer sexuality “as practice” remains elusive, thereby “holding queer 

representation at a distance” (Joyrich 28). This, in turn, implies two conclusions: one, 

that queer sexual intimacy cannot be portrayed in its full complexity, only implied, 

and two, that queer sexual intimacy is therefore not equal to straight sexual intimacy. 

The discrepancy between Magnus’s and Alec’s lack of visibly passionate moments 

and the wealth of straight ones suggests a clear divide between the care taken with 

queer versus heterosexual representation. 

Another problematic aspect of queer intimacy in the novels is the lack of queer 

focalisation. Two of the first times the readers perceive30 Magnus and Alec share any 

kind of romantic intimacy are focalised through Simon, the first of which happens 

during Alec’s problematic coming-out scene in City of Glass, and the second of 

which happens at the end of the fourth novel after a rather tense and involved 

discussion between Magnus and Alec. As mentioned above, such voyeuristically 

heterosexual focalisation serves to make a spectacle out of queer intimacy. 

Descriptions of (presumably straight) characters “staring and whispering”, “gaping at 

the display” (CG 387) and even Simon, who is not “quite sure where to look” (CFA 

425), perpetuate the image of queer relationships and particularly instances of queer 

intimacy as controversial displays for straight audiences. 

Even the quieter intimacies are focalised through other characters: “When 

Simon came into Magnus’s apartment, it was quiet … Alec was asleep, his head in 

Magnus’s lap, and Magnus was twirling strands of Alec’s black hair between his 

fingers” (CLS 161). A lovely moment, to be sure, but it is overlaid by Magnus’s 

“remote and distant” expression and the sombre mood between the couple (161). 

This rings particularly true given the fact that when queer intimacies in fact are 

focalised through the relevant queer characters, the majority of them are either sad, 

distress-filled moments or moments where the seemingly gentle intimacies are 

overlaid by the stereotypical subplot of queer tragedy. For instance, City of Lost 

                                                 
30 It is important to remember that readers are not privy to Magnus’s and Alec’s first moments of 

emotional or physical intimacy, as all such content is elided by the novels. 
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Souls includes four brief instances of physical intimacy between Magnus and Alec, 

all of which are focalised through Alec, and two of which are overlaid by some fairly 

obvious foreshadowing: 

[S]omewhere during their conversation, Alec’s sense of familiarity and comfort, his 

feeling of being at home, had vanished. No matter how young Magnus looked … 

uncrossable oceans of time divided them. 

… When [Magnus] glanced up and saw Alec’s expression, he did a double 

take. “Are you okay?” 

Instead of replying, Alec reached down and took Magnus’s hands. Magnus 

let Alec pull him to his feet, a questioning look in his eyes. Before he could say 

anything, Alec drew him closer and kissed him. Magnus made a soft, pleased 

sound, and gripped the back of Alec’s shirt, rucking it up, his fingers cool on Alec’s 

spine. (CLS 48) 

[Magnus] leaned forward and pressed his lips against Alec’s … [Alec] wanted to 

wrap his arms around his boyfriend and pull him close. But something held him 

back. 

He stood up, disentangling himself, and went over to the bureau. He had a 

drawer where his clothes were. A place for his toothbrush in the bathroom. A key to 

the front door. A decent amount of real estate to take up in anyone’s life, and yet he 

couldn’t shake the cold fear in his stomach. 

… Suddenly [Alec] was filled with hate – for the scarf, for Magnus, and 

most of all for himself. (CLS 66) 

What follows the first scene is Alec spending the night by himself due to lack of 

communication, and what follows the second is an argument fuelled by Alec’s petty 

and biphobic jealousy regarding Magnus’s past lovers. All of this perpetuates the 

stereotypical notion of queer lives being inherently tragic, reinforced further by the 

last moment of physical intimacy in City of Lost Souls, where Magnus finds out 

about Alec’s betrayal and consequently breaks up with him: “Magnus put his hand to 

the side of Alec’s face and gently … ran his thumb along Alec’s cheekbone … It was 

a slow kiss, and a sad one … [Magnus] turned and walked away … slowly, as if he 

were injured” (518-9). Similarly, the queer-focalised physical intimacies depicted in 

the subsequent novel, City of Heavenly Fire, follow along the same lines: 

Magnus’s hand [slid] around to steady the back of [Alec’s] neck, and Magnus 

tasted like he always did, sweet and bitter and familiar, and Alec parted his lips, to 

gasp or breathe or breathe Magnus in, but it was too late because Magnus broke 

away from him with a wrench and stepped backward and it was over. (CHF 63) 

While it is clear that both still care for each other, they are still separated as Magnus 

“can’t be with [Alec]” because Magnus will “live forever … and [Alec will] not” 

(63). Although the queerness and queer intimacies of these scenes do not figure as 

spectacles for straight audiences, the tragic nature inherent to them remains. 
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Magnus’s immortality and Alec’s mortality continue to colour their scenes with 

melancholy and an impossible future with Magnus feeling “a deeper grief than words 

could paint” (63). 

The two notable exceptions take place at the end of the novel – and the end of 

the series – when evil has been defeated, and Magnus and Alec decide to brave their 

relationship against all odds. Again focalised through Alec, “[t]here was a glow 

being woken in Alec’s chest, where all had been dark. Magnus cupped his long 

fingers under Alec’s jawline and kissed him, his touch light against Alec’s skin” 

(588). The second scene is likewise seen through Alec’s point of view, and the two 

cut a unified figure as Alec “[leaned] his back against Magnus, taking comfort in the 

solid warmth of the body behind him” (621). This is the kind of intimacy that queer 

audiences deserve: healthy, loving moments seen through the perspectives of queer 

characters themselves. Of course, this is not to say that sadder moments of intimacy 

or moments focalised through straight characters cannot be good representation. 

They can, and are, but only so long as queer perspectives and queer joys are given 

equal opportunities to thrive – which, as has been noted, they are not in The Mortal 

Instruments novels. 

5.2 Relationship development in the television series 

Kessler notes that introducing queer characters “in the early episodes of almost 

universally serial narratives (alongside equally new straight characters) minimizes 

their exoticization”, since they have “a better chance both to take the narrative reins 

and to become part of the very fiber of the show instead of performing their gayness 

through a very special season three outing” (144). While this runs the risk of 

tokenism, it certainly allows for a departure from the stereotypical depiction of 

queerness as a solely tragic coming-out story. Through serialised television 

narratives in general, queer characters are able to “persist and develop through a 

sustained period of time” (Sarkissian 150). This is particularly true of characters who 

are counted among the main or regular casts and who thus get the most screen-time. 

In addition, as more queer characters are portrayed “without a constant attendance to 

the specificity of a ‘gay lifestyle’”, the risk of tokenism decreases dramatically, 

particularly when characters are allowed to exist outside of their sexuality and when 

their queerness is not their sole defining trait (Kessler 144). It is therefore imperative 
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that queer characters are allowed narrative importance within the stories they inhabit, 

including any (non-stereotypical, non-individualising) queer-centric issues, such as 

sexual identity and systemic discrimination, that drive the narrative. 

It is therefore important to note the narrative importance which both Magnus 

and Alec and their relationship have. Whereas they are somewhat sidelined in the 

novels after the problematic coming-out scene, the television series foregrounds their 

relationship as one of the most important ones throughout the seasons. Both the 

relationship and their individual characters have narrative drives and do not exist for 

the sake of simply including a queer character in the name of diversity. In 

comparison to the original novels, the representation of queer relationships in the 

television series is therefore more complex and multidimensional. The fact that both 

Magnus and Alec are main characters means that their characters are less likely to be 

poorly developed or sidelined, which is further reinforced by the fact that the 

characters themselves and their relationship are linked to not only the overarching 

plot of Shadowhunters, but also to its connected plots regarding racial tensions. 

The inter-queer relationship development is largely parallel to the individual 

character arcs in the series. In terms of the queer characters, the first season’s focus 

lies on Alec learning to prioritise himself over his perceived duty and on Magnus 

“[tearing] down those walls [he’s] built around [his] heart” (1.12), a development 

that mirrors that of their relationship. The first season is host to many an inter-queer 

scene, but while both characters express interest in one another, their romantic 

relationship only begins at the end of the season, thus giving the television series 

time to establish their characters outside of their queerness. 

Audience members who are familiar with the original novels know from the 

very beginning of the series that both Magnus and Alec are queer, but even those 

without such prior knowledge need not remain unaware for long, as the television 

series makes both their queerness and mutual attraction clear from the first moment 

they meet in 1.04 “Raising Hell”. Magnus’s instant interest in Alec is made obvious 

through mostly visual cues, such as lingering looks and overt appraising glances. 

Alec’s interest in and attraction to Magnus is made equally obvious. Although they 

are strangers, they work seamlessly together to fight off an attacking Circle member, 

after which the following exchange takes place: 

  

MAGNUS: I’m Magnus. I don’t think we’ve been formally 

introduced. 
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ALEC: [lights up into an uncontrollable smile] Alec. Oh, uh... 

We, uh… should really… You know, probably get… 

you know… 

MAGNUS: Right, we should join the party. 

ALEC: Right. [abruptly turns around and runs away to join the 

others] (1.04) 

This exchange is significant in many ways. In previous episodes, Alec has been 

established as a stoic, serious person who, due to both his upbringing and his 

internalised homophobia, tries to remain in complete control of himself at all times. 

Upon seeing Magnus, however, this control is shattered. The camera focuses on 

Alec’s unfettered smile – which, in later episodes, is established as something Alec 

cannot help but have around Magnus – and his usually confident way of speaking is 

replaced by stammered words that indicate a decided loss of control. However, the 

television series makes it equally clear that their instant attraction is not merely based 

on physical attributes. This is seen in the support they give each other, such as 

Magnus’s shameless flirting turning into concern when he realises Alec has yet to 

come out, and Alec’s corresponding concern over Magnus when he magically 

overexerts himself (1.04; 1.06). The latter is followed by a scene where Alec and 

Magnus share a quiet moment at Magnus’s loft. The scene itself is framed very 

intimately with over the shoulder shots and close-ups of both characters as they 

obliquely discuss their mutual feelings: 

  

MAGNUS: Let me spell it out for you. I wanted to see you again. 

ALEC: Why? 

MAGNUS: Why’d you come? 

ALEC: I’m not sure. 

MAGNUS: For almost a century, I’ve closed myself off to feeling 

anything for anyone. Man or woman. You’ve unlocked 

something in me. 

 … 

ALEC: Oh, listen, Magnus, I… I wish I could... I just... I don’t 

know what... 

MAGNUS: I understand. Stay for just one more drink? And then 

decide. (1.06) 

In terms of visuality, the camera continuously positions Magnus and Alec in the 

same shot, which creates a sense of physical and emotional closeness. The close-ups 

enable the audience to see the interplay of emotions on both characters’ faces, thus 

allowing a glimpse at their interiority. For instance, Magnus’s nervousness at so 

openly disclosing his feelings and Alec’s genuine bafflement at someone showing an 

interest in him are plain to see, thus lending more credence to the significance of the 
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moment. Although the audience does not see it, Alec’s decision to stay for a while 

longer is made clear in the following episode, where he admits to Isabelle that he 

“slept at Magnus’s place” but is quick to assert that “nothing else happened” (1.07). 

Their mutual attraction is depicted as an unspoken but self-evident truth of 

which both characters are aware. As noted in 4.2, Alec remains in the closet not 

because he is in denial of his sexuality but because he knows the consequences of 

coming out could adversely affect him and his family. In terms of Magnus and Alec, 

this is particularly evident when comparing scenes that take place in the Institute and 

scenes that take place in more neutral locations. In the above example, Alec is happy 

to acquaint himself with Magnus in the privacy of Magnus’s home, but when other 

Shadowhunters might see him, their interactions remain fraught with tension. 

However, the healthy nature of their relationship is made evident from the first 

season on. As noted in 4.2, both the narrative and Magnus treat Alec’s confusion and 

closeted status in a respectful way, never pressuring him to come out. Furthermore, 

the show continuously depicts Magnus respecting Alec’s boundaries and personal 

space, as he never actually touches Alec without permission or without Alec 

initiating it. This places the decision in Alec’s hands, which allows him agency 

despite his lack of experience. 

The television series also develops both characters outside of their interactions 

and their relationship, and this development is never superseded by their mutual 

attraction. For instance, in 1.09 “Rise Up”, Jace and Isabelle ask Magnus to “steal 

[Alec’s stele]” in order to prevent him from returning a dangerous item to the Clave. 

Jace and Isabelle believe the Clave would misuse it and thus potentially harm 

Downworlders, and approach Magnus for help as he could steal and return the stele 

with his magic without alerting Alec. What is notable about this scene is that it 

happens prior to Magnus finding out about Alec’s upcoming nuptials. This seems 

like a deliberate choice, because had Magnus known beforehand, it could easily have 

been read as a misguided and petty retaliation for hurting his feelings. As it is, 

however, Magnus makes the choice to help Jace and Isabelle simply because, at the 

time, it is the right thing to do. Despite his reluctance to steal from Alec, he agrees to 

it because it allows him to protect his people. Magnus’s character development is 

therefore not sacrificed for the sake of Alec or their potential relationship. Magnus 

protecting his people is a significant aspect of his character and removing that for the 

sake of romance would be disingenuous. Both Magnus and Alec therefore retain their 
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individual lives, attributes and character arcs, which allows for a more holistic 

depiction of queer characters that distances their storylines from their sexualities, 

thus further subverting the token gay trope. In terms of queer Asian representation, it 

also distances Magnus specifically from the stereotypical trope where people of 

colour serve as mere props to white characters. 

One of the most important ways in which the television series differs from the 

novels is that it depicts most of the major relationship milestones for its queer couple 

in a way they would for any straight relationship. Rather than elide post-closet 

mentions of queer happiness, the queer characters and narratives remain integral to 

the overall plot of the story, which is seen for instance in the way that larger 

narratives would suffer if queer characters were removed or sidelined. Moreover, 

queer focalisation reigns supreme during these key scenes, which is an important and 

divergent approach compared to the novels. In the first season, scenes such as their 

first meeting, their first kiss and the smaller but equally important conversations that 

develop their relationship are all portrayed from the point of view of Magnus and 

Alec or the neutral camera-narrator. 

In terms of major milestones and relationship development, 2.06 “Iron Sisters” 

is an important episode. In an effort to help Alec take a moment for himself, Magnus 

suggests they go on their first date. They end up at a local Downworlder bar where, 

after a “healthy dose of the competitive spirit” in the form of pool, they have a frank, 

honest discussion about their relationship where Alec reveals he has no previous 

relationship experience and Magnus reveals the staggering number of his own past 

relationships (discussed in 3.2 and 3.2.1, respectively). This creates some tension 

between the two, as Alec considers whether he can compare to such a past. Their 

discussion upon returning to Magnus’s loft is particularly significant: 

  

ALEC: Magnus… Do you think maybe we’re too… 

MAGNUS: Different? 

ALEC: Yeah. 

MAGNUS: We’re from totally different worlds. 

ALEC: Different centuries. Look, I… I should go. [turns to go, 

but stops, decides, turns back] Look, I don’t care how 

many people you’ve been with. 

MAGNUS: I don’t care how many people you haven’t been with. 

ALEC: I hear that relationships, they, um… take effort. 

MAGNUS: I’m all for effort. (2.06) 

In coming out, Alec arguably chooses himself: while he also initiates a relationship 

with Magnus, it is his own happiness and well-being he is truly pursuing. In the 
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above exchange, however, it is made clear that this time, he is choosing Magnus, 

specifically. Visually, this is seen in Alec’s body language. As he begins to walk 

away, the camera cuts to a close-up of his face as he stops, clearly unable to walk 

away. The camera lingers for a good moment, which allows the audience to see him 

grappling with the notion of truly starting a relationship with Magnus. This is 

significant, because as noted before, post-closet queer aspects are often elided by the 

narrative, as though coming out would somehow solve all problems a queer couple 

might face. Here, the narrative positions its queer characters at another dilemma, one 

that mirrors the metaphor that Simon utters as he compares Alec’s coming out to a 

romantic film: “now, you’re both sitting on the bus … both totally stoked, but 

wondering, like, ‘What’re we gonna do now?’” (1.12). This allows for a portrayal of 

a queer romance that does not simply end when both parties come out, but rather 

continues to portray the doubts any couple would have, no matter their sexualities. 

In general, Magnus’s stance regarding their relationship has been made much 

clearer than Alec’s throughout the previous episodes. Because of Alec’s initial desire 

to stay in the closet and his hesitance to pursue something he believes he can never 

have, the fact that he now visibly decides to choose Magnus and to make the effort is 

significant for both his own as well as Magnus’s character arc. While Magnus has 

been established as someone who is very confident in himself and his abilities, he 

also displays insecurity when it comes to matters of the heart. Because he believes 

himself to be “a lot to get used to” (2.01) and thus does not wish to push all of 

himself and his past on an unprepared Alec, he does not stop him from leaving even 

though a close-up of Magnus’s aborted speech tells the audience that he would rather 

do so. The narrative thus positions both characters on more equal footing: Magnus’s 

wealth of relationship experience does not mean he cannot express insecurity and 

vulnerability, and Alec’s lack of relationship experience does not mean he cannot 

confidently express his desires. 

Another important milestone in the second season takes place in 2.10 “By the 

Light of Dawn”, where Valentine infiltrates the Institute in order to “destroy the 

entire Downworld”. He manages to kill several Downworlders, and Alec fears that 

Magnus is one of them. After frantically searching for what seems like hours, the two 

find each other alive and well, and Alec cannot help but declare his emotions: “on 

every mission I’ve ever been on, I’ve never felt that type of fear, ever. Not knowing 

if you were alive or dead. I– I was terrified … Magnus, I love you” (2.10). While the 
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novels portray their confessions of queer love in a way that does not particularly 

show the readers any of the progress that has led the characters to such a moment, the 

television series, through its development of individual and relationship arcs, depicts 

this confession as one that audiences have seen building throughout the seasons. 

Although Alec’s confession comes right on the heels of fearing the worst, it is not 

portrayed as a spur of the moment thought, but rather something that Alec in his 

relief can no longer hold back. Magnus’s “I love you, too” is equally heartfelt, and 

their emotions are visually and aurally reinforced through their close, near-desperate 

embraces and the soft instrumental music that pauses with Alec’s confession before 

swelling into a more emotive resonance the second Magnus responds in kind (2.10). 

Apart from the key scenes, the television series also includes smaller (but not 

necessarily less important) moments that together contribute to the representation of 

a queer relationship. For instance, 3.01 “On Infernal Ground” includes a moment that 

showcases the progress Magnus and Alec as a couple have made, as well as the 

development we have yet to see. Alec has been “offered a position” that would mean 

“moving to [the Shadowhunter homeland]” while Magnus has been dismissed from 

his position as High Warlock. Magnus, however, is quick to hide his true feelings by 

pretending to enjoy his new-found freedom and congratulating Alec on his potential 

promotion. By focusing on a close-up of Alec’s face, the camera implies that Alec 

was expecting to hear something else, which the narrative reinforces by the following 

dialogue: 

  

ALEC: [Y]ou told me you were elated they replaced you as 

High Warlock. But I found out through the grapevine 

you’re actually pretty devastated. 

 … 

MAGNUS: I’m sorry, Alexander. I… I guess I just didn’t want you 

to see me like that. 

ALEC: You never have to pretend how you feel. Especially not 

with me. 

MAGNUS: You’re right. As far as we’ve come, I… I suppose the 

art of communication is still a work in progress. … I 

don’t want you to move to Idris. I know it’s selfish, but 

it’s the truth. 

ALEC: Why didn’t you tell me that before? 

MAGNUS: Because this is your life, Alexander, and I didn’t want 

how I felt to affect your decision. 

ALEC: Magnus, all I care about is how you feel. I didn’t want 

to go to Alicante without you, but when I brought it up, 

you acted like you wanted me to go. (3.01) 
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The narrative’s positioning of Magnus and Alec as a couple is significant in the 

above scene. Despite taking place in the third season, the episode portrays their 

relationship as an evolving, ever-transforming one. As previously mentioned, post-

closet queerness is often relegated to the background or even removed entirely, and 

the post-closet moments of a queer couple are thus often elided by the narrative 

(Davis and Needham 7). In the above exchange, however, Magnus’s and Alec’s 

relationship takes on new aspects, which allows both the characters and their 

relationship to grow and improve. This situates the queer couple as one that is more 

complex than most narratives allow, particularly as while they have never lacked for 

healthy communication, there still remains room for betterment. Moreover, the 

exchange depicts an assurance of queer love as a constant, because rather than accept 

the offered promotion, Alec is happy to stay in New York simply because he has 

“always dreamed of meeting someone like [Magnus]” (3.01). “I’m not going 

anywhere”, Alec declares, repeating a line that seems to be on its way to becoming 

synonymous with queer love in the television series: twice has it been uttered by 

Magnus and twice by Alec, all in an effort to reassure the other that theirs is a 

relationship that will endure (2.07; 3.01; 3.02). 

In another subversion of post-closet omission, it is significant that 

Shadowhunters also depicts the small, casual moments that make a relationship feel 

more realistic in any fictional setting. These moments are often absent in queer 

representation, but in the television series, Magnus and Alec share a diverse set of 

moments that in their simplicity defy stereotypical expectations. Small, casual 

moments of emotional intimacy and domesticity do much to legitimise a relationship. 

In Shadowhunters this is seen in scenes such as romantic dinners and dates, hosting 

Shadowhunter ceremonies and dinner parties together so that Alec’s mother “can see 

that this [relationship], it’s not going away” and Alec giving Magnus a small gift that 

is “supposed to bring … luck and protection” (2.17; 2.08; 3.03; 2.07). Similarly, the 

television series also portrays humorous moments that showcase the characters’ 

personalities and the ways in which they complement one another, such as Magnus 

hustling Alec at pool or the both of them infiltrating an antagonist’s house in what 

can only be described as a cloak-and-dagger plot of comic proportions (2.06; 3.02). 

These brief scenes serve to normalise the idea of queer domesticity and the notion 

that queer representation should also include brief character-driven moments in 
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addition to the big, sweeping scenes, as they can be just as important in building a 

relationship on screen or on paper. 

The television series, then, subverts many stereotypical queer tropes. One such 

trope is the erasure of queerness, which would present queer relationships as merely 

platonic in an effort to uphold heterocentric ideals and norms. In the television series, 

explicitly homophobic and racist characters attempt to reduce Magnus’s and Alec’s 

relationship to mere friendship due to their apparent need to de-queer an interracial 

relationship between two men. For instance, when Alec falls into a coma-like state in 

2.03 “Parabatai Lost”, Magnus’s magic is “the only thing keeping Alec from 

completely slipping away”. However, the current Head of the Institute, Victor 

Aldertree, insists that Alec stay in the Institute: 

  

ALDERTREE: Alec isn’t leaving this Institute. I’m sure his warlock 

friend can figure something out. Here. 

MAGNUS: This isn’t waking Sleeping Beauty with a kiss. Runic 

power is deep. It requires magic that can’t be accessed 

in the walls of this Institute. (2.03, emphases added) 

Referring to Magnus as Alec’s friend is a textbook microaggression that erases the 

queer aspect of their relationship and turns it into a more palatable platonic one. 

Moreover, Aldertree’s usage of “warlock” reduces Magnus to his race in a way that 

is meant to be demeaning. Magnus, however, instantly subverts this by comparing 

Alec’s situation with that of Sleeping Beauty, one of the most classic and romantic of 

heterosexual fairy tales to exist, and positions himself in the role of Prince Charming 

– a traditionally white role if ever there was one. Significantly, this intertextual 

allusion makes a reappearance in a later scene, where Magnus has done all he can 

and is losing hope. In a moment of desperation, he begs Alec to “[p]lease come back. 

I’m all out of answers. I’ve tried everything. Except...” (2.03), which is followed by a 

careful kiss, an imitation of the true love’s kiss that is so prevalent in Western fairy 

tales. Of course, nothing happens, because this is not a fairy tale and kisses do not 

wake people from comas even in the magical Downworld. But the fact that the 

narrative treats it as an emotionally fragile and serious moment is significant: it 

repositions a traditionally heterosexual fairy tale into a queer one, thus subverting 

traditional narrative expectations. 

True love seems to be an important concept to Magnus, who, despite being 

hunted by Valentine, comes out of hiding in order to recover a necklace engraved 
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with the words “[t]rue love cannot die” (1.04) – a phrase he later on repeats to 

Camille in a scene where his views are directly contrasted to her more callous one: 

  

CAMILLE: Love is fleeting. Even more so when you’re immortal. 

MAGNUS: And yet true love cannot die. 

CAMILLE: But people can. 

MAGNUS: People are more than just toys for your amusement. 

CAMILLE: Hundreds of years old and still so naïve. You wouldn’t 

know what to do with love if you found it. (1.13) 

The fact that the television series places such importance on Magnus’s idea of true 

love is significant, because the concept itself is often an exclusively heterosexual 

one. It appears in mostly heteronormative narratives that consistently exclude queer 

romance, a fact that is particularly noteworthy when one considers the close 

connection between the concept of true love and happy endings. As queer characters 

seldom get to live out their happily ever afters, connecting such an explicit fairy tale 

reference to the queer couple in particular allows for intertextual references that for 

once place the narrative importance on queer, not straight, romance. 

Magnus’s previously established beliefs about love are thus significant: the kiss 

might not work, but Magnus wants it to be true love. Whether or not a concept like 

true love actually exists in the Downworld is irrelevant. What matters is that a queer 

character is allowed to not only express his desire for it, but, for all intents and 

purposes, also receive it. 

Similarly, in 2.08 “Love Is a Devil”, Alec is tasked with organising a 

“ceremonial party” for his little brother Max. He asks Magnus to host it, and Alec’s 

mother reacts in a predictably stereotypical way: 

  

MARYSE: At the residence of Magnus Bane? It’s very kind of 

your friend to offer, but the Rune Ceremony is a solemn 

rite of passage. For Shadowhunters. Not some 

Downworlder rave. 

ALEC: Where does it say anything about a rave? And why is it 

only for Shadowhunters? 

MARYSE: It’s tradition. 

ALEC: Traditions change, especially those based on ignorance. 

Anyone who cares about Max should be there. And that 

includes me and Magnus. Together. (2.08, emphases 

added) 

Like Aldertree, Maryse intentionally refers to Magnus as Alec’s friend in an evident 

attempt to trivialise their relationship and draws on racist assumptions about 

Downworlders to further make her point. But like Magnus does a few episodes 
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earlier, Alec instantly upends the narrative Maryse would place him in not only by 

insisting on acknowledging his romantic relationship, but also by asserting his 

intention of staying in such a relationship by referring to himself and Magnus as an 

unwavering unit. In addition, the camera reinforces Alec’s position as the right one 

through body language and character positioning. While Maryse is sitting behind the 

Head of the Institute’s desk, which situates her as Alec’s superior, Alec does not 

stand before her like a soldier would, but rather takes his place beside both her and 

the desk. He thus positions himself as her equal, which the camera reinforces through 

equality-signifying angles that keep the characters at eye level with the camera. 

Moreover, because Maryse remains sitting throughout most of the scene, Alec is 

practically towering over her in the wider shots in which both characters are seen in 

one frame. 

Even when other characters attempt to compare their own unhealthy romantic 

attachments to that of Magnus and Alec, the narrative refutes such claims by either 

direct or indirect means. For example, when Alec’s father tries to justify his infidelity 

by comparing his non-marital relationship with that of Alec and Magnus (“[Alec] of 

all people should know what [falling in love is] like”), Alec is quick to argue that 

“Magnus isn’t an affair” (2.16). In general, the narrative reinforces this by portraying 

their relationship as healthy, supportive and loving. Even when neither Magnus nor 

Alec verbally refute other characters’ doubts and prejudices, the narrative itself does 

so. For instance, at one point in the second season, Aldertree spins a tale about a 

tragic past relationship with a werewolf whom he was forced to kill despite loving 

her. Rather than vehemently deny Aldertree’s claim that “a Shadowhunter [can] 

never be with a Downworlder, no matter how strong [their] feelings might be”, Alec 

remains silent (2.10). The narrative itself, however, shows that such a claim is not 

true. In fact, afterwards, Alec and Magnus profess their love for each other in an 

emotionally charged scene. While the latter half of the second season contains more 

strife and tension between Magnus and Alec, the narrative constantly depicts the two 

as the healthiest couple on the show, able to overcome and maturely discuss their 

mistakes and faults. 
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5.2.1 Inter-queer conflict 

Positive representation of inter-queer relationships does not mean that no conflicts 

arise between the characters in question, it only means that such conflicts do not 

hinge entirely on the characters’ sexualities and the stereotypes attached to them. 

While the novels portray inter-queer strife in stereotypical terms, the television series 

depicts the conflict between Magnus and Alec as arising not from their sexualities, 

but from outside factors, such as political issues and the war of which they are both 

part, or from internal matters, such as their individual growth arcs or the politically 

charged racial tensions that accompany an interracial relationship such as theirs. 

In general, inter-queer conflict in Shadowhunters is often followed by the 

characters recognising and apologising for their mistakes. In addition, as Alec’s 

missteps often occur due to Shadowhunter privilege, it is important to note that the 

television series depicts him practising corrective behaviour and acknowledging his 

privileged position within the political spaces of the Downworld. In fact, much of the 

inter-queer conflict we see on screen is caused by the fact that Magnus is part of an 

oppressed group of people, marginalised by the privileged people to whom Alec 

belongs, and as such, their experiences of the events they go through are necessarily 

different, coloured by their pasts, communities and outlooks. 

As noted in 3.2, Alec’s character development regarding Downworlders and 

his racist upbringing becomes a focal point in much of the second season as he 

actively attempts to unlearn ingrained racial biases and behaviours. It is important to 

note that Alec’s development in this regard also makes a healthier depiction of an 

inter-queer relationship possible. The television series portrays Alec’s missteps as 

actual lapses of judgement rather than sweeping them under the rug, but it does so 

without villainising Alec. While Alec makes mistakes, his readiness to admit to and 

apologise for them, coupled with Magnus’s readiness to listen, makes for a positive 

portrayal of an interracial inter-queer relationship where the people involved are able 

to fix their blunders through communication and a healthy dose of self-reflection. 

This is particularly evident when compared to Alec’s parents. In the first season, 

Maryse believes that her husband is “trying to undermine [her]”, and in the following 

seasons, his cheating leads to their eventual divorce (1.06; 2.08; 3.03). Their lack of 

trust and communication can thus be directly contrasted to Magnus’s and Alec’s 
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relationship, which is depicted as stronger precisely because of the trust they usually 

place in one another and their willingness to communicate their potential issues. 

The most notable exception to the above takes place in the second half of 

season two, which includes one of the most notable inter-queer conflicts seen in the 

television series. Alec finds out that Valentine is in possession of a powerful weapon 

that could annihilate all Downworlders, which “the Clave lied [about]” (2.16). 

Isabelle notes that “if it got out there that the Clave lied … it could mean the end of 

the [peace treaty]” between Shadowhunters and Downworlders (2.16). Because 

Magnus believes that Alec “would never keep something this important from [him]”, 

Alec’s decision to do so has far-reaching consequences (2.17). 

  

ALEC: I just found out [about the sword]. I swear. 

MAGNUS: When? When did you know? Tonight? When I talked 

about trust. Did you know then? 

ALEC: I did. … Look, I was worried that if the Downworld 

found out, there’d be widespread panic. It could have 

led to a rebellion. 

MAGNUS: And you didn’t trust me to stay quiet? 

ALEC: I didn’t say that. I didn’t want to ask you to have to 

keep a secret from your people. That wouldn’t be fair to 

you. 

MAGNUS: Oh. You’re just like the Clave, making promises you 

never intend to keep. Oh! Transparency? 

ALEC: Magnus! Magnus, let’s not make this personal. 

MAGNUS: How can I not make this personal? Valentine wants me 

dead. He wants all of us dead. 

ALEC: I know. 

MAGNUS: And after I bared my heart and soul. I told you things 

I’ve never told anyone. You looked me straight in the 

eye and lied. 

ALEC: Magnus, I didn’t– 

MAGNUS: I guess it runs in the family. 

ALEC: Hey! That’s not fair. (2.17) 

Significantly, Magnus is portrayed as a rounded character throughout this plot line as 

he is depicted as both sympathetic and flawed. Where the novels often portray 

Magnus as a prop for Alec’s white character development, the television series 

allows Magnus to be angry and to make mistakes without villainising him. In the 

above dialogue, both Magnus and Alec are portrayed as being in the wrong as much 

as they are in the right, seen particularly in the way the camera depicts them on equal 

terms. Although Magnus’s anger is justified due to the power relations and positions 

of privilege between their two peoples, it is important to note that the series makes it 

clear that not all of what he says is justified. This is made evident when Luke, a 
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fellow Downworlder, maintains that Alec is “on [the Downworlders’] side” and 

would “never do anything to hurt [Magnus]” (2.17). 

Following the above discussion, Magnus decides to inform the Seelie Queen of 

the Clave’s lies because “the survival of the entire Downworld is at stake” (2.17). 

The Queen, however, insists on breaking away from the Clave, which could 

potentially mean “[starting] a war with the Shadowhunters” (2.18). As this is a 

decision that “requires consideration”, Magnus spends much of the episode 

deliberating on what he will do and remembering significant moments of his time 

with Alec, shown in three flashbacks (2.18). These memories are noteworthy, as they 

all portray important firsts that both symbolically and more directly depict the 

healthy, loving nature of their relationship. 

The memories are contrasted to the present moment and Magnus’s dilemma 

regarding his choice in several ways. For instance, the first flashback takes place 

right after Magnus has declined a call from Alec and shows the first time they admit 

their trust in one another. The second flashback – a memory of Alec seeing Magnus’s 

warlock mark for the first time and fully accepting him – is interrupted by a 

distraught Alec, come to ask Magnus for help for his severely injured little brother. 

The third flashback shows their first morning after and the candid discussion they 

have about their fears: 

  

ALEC: You’re an all-powerful warlock who can summon 

demons. You’ve lived through centuries of war. And 

you’re immortal. What scares you? 

MAGNUS: The key to having no fear is having nothing to lose. I 

don’t know. I guess that’s why I haven’t opened my 

heart up for almost 100 years. Then I met you. (2.18) 

One of the most significant aspects of these memories and the ways in which they are 

visually tied to the present is the camera’s focus on both characters’ hands. As 

Magnus remembers the first moment, he is holding a rose given to him by the Seelie 

Queen, but before the second memory, he is holding the omamori charm that Alec 

has given him. Visually, this contrasts the two choices Magnus has: to continue his 

alliance with the Shadowhunters (and consequently his relationship with Alec) or to 

side with the Seelie Queen in order to protect his people. The third flashback 

contrasts this choice in another way: in the present time, the camera focuses on 

Magnus holding a worried Alec’s hands in an effort to comfort him. The scene then 

cuts to the memory, which ends with Magnus and Alec tenderly holding hands in 
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bed. As the camera cuts back to the present, we see Alec pulling away, and the 

camera is left to focus on Magnus’s empty hands – a visual hint, perhaps, at 

Magnus’s eventual decision to choose his people over Alec, particularly as in one of 

the next scenes, the camera again focuses on Magnus holding the Seelie Queen’s 

rose before quickly tucking it away as Alec arrives to apologise: 

  

ALEC: I’m sorry. I should’ve told you about the Soul Sword. I 

made a mistake. But you and me… [takes Magnus’s 

hands in his] We always seem to find our way back to 

each other. Magnus, I love you. 

MAGNUS: I love you, too. But as a leader, there are difficult 

decisions I have to make to ensure the survival of my 

people. And the only thing holding me back from doing 

that is you. 

ALEC: No. No. 

MAGNUS: I can’t have both. 

ALEC: Yes, you can. We can. Wait, Magnus, wait. We can 

figure this out. 

MAGNUS: You once asked me what I was afraid of. It’s this. 

[walks away, Alec is left standing with his empty hands 

held in front of him] (2.18) 

As a portrayal of an inter-queer conflict, the above exchange and its ensuing events 

are significant. This might sound contradictory compared to previous statements 

made about the problematic nature of portraying queerness as a tragedy, but as noted 

before, positive representation does not exclude representations of strife and tension. 

However, “[i]n the era of gay normalisation, [queer people] not only have to be like 

everybody else … they have to look and feel good doing it” (Love 54). That is, 

homonormative31 standards of queer happiness dictate that one must “[erase] all 

traces of … grief” or else fail to “[live] up to certain kinds of (queer) ideals” (Love 

54; Dahl 156). 

Representations that tout queer happiness can therefore supposedly not 

include portrayals of queer unhappiness, a view that stands in conflict with the 

complexity and realism that many wish to see in queer representation. Depictions of 

realistic relationships, after all, must more often than not also include both the ups 

and downs. In terms of the above scene, the television series thus works to normalise 

the idea that queer happiness is not compulsory or all-pervading. However, the series 

                                                 
31 Homonormativity is inherently connected to heteronormativity in that it encourages queer people to 

“[embody] the norms of heteronormativity” through “[mimicking] straight couples and [performing] 

the culturally expected gender for their biological bodies”, thus reproducing cultural and societal 

norms of queerness that maintain heterosexual privilege and reinforce stereotypes regarding gender, 

sexuality and race (Goldberg 542). 
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veers away from stereotypical queer sadness by portraying it as both temporal and as 

stemming from issues that have nothing to do with either character’s sexuality. 

Another important aspect of the above scene is that Magnus’s choice to side 

with the Seelie Queen is never portrayed as a choice made in anger. The fact that 

Magnus is depicted as remembering the events mentioned above is significant, 

because they showcase how healthy and loving their relationship is. Magnus’s choice 

to side with the Seelies and to break away from the Clave is thus portrayed as a 

political choice, not a personal one. While it would be easy to interpret Magnus’s 

choice as one made because of Alec’s lies, the television series challenges this view 

in several ways. For instance, because Magnus deliberates for a long time, his choice 

is depicted as one that is carefully made. Because the good memories showcase 

Magnus’s awareness of his and Alec’s potential as a couple, it becomes evident that 

Alec lying does not really factor into Magnus’s decision, particularly as Magnus 

affirms his love for Alec in the above exchange. Instead, he makes the best choice 

available to protect those under his charge. 

While Alec would continue their relationship, Magnus knows that “[ensuring] 

the survival of [his] people” and staying with Alec, a Shadowhunter leader, may in 

fact exclude one another, particularly as he tells Alec that he “can’t have both” 

(2.18). The television series thus acknowledges that the contexts for their respective 

choices are not the same due to the systemic racism Magnus faces. The television 

series continuously reminds the audience that Magnus is part of an oppressed 

minority to whose oppression Alec’s privileged group (often actively) contributes. 

Magnus’s choice is therefore depicted as a significant part of his character, an 

unselfish act that has nothing to do with Alec’s previous actions. Rather than 

choosing his own personal happiness, that is, continuing his relationship with Alec, 

Magnus chooses that which he thinks is the best course of action for the entire 

Downworld. 

This becomes particularly evident in Magnus’s last lines in both of the above 

dialogues. The first implies that what Magnus truly fears is losing someone important 

to him, which parallels Camille’s words in 2.04, where she notes that Magnus “[does 

not] do well losing those [he] loves”. In the dialogue quoted above, Magnus tells 

Alec that “this” is what he is afraid of, referring perhaps to both losing Alec and 

having to make the choice in the first place (2.18).  
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In terms of their relationship, the television series depicts their reconciliation 

on equal terms. In the final episode of the season Alec and Magnus must work 

together to seal a demonic rift, and while Magnus, for instance, calls Alec 

“Shadowhunter”, thus distancing himself from their relationship, it is made clear that 

the two still care for each other (2.20). At the end of the episode, they have a candid 

discussion about the future of their relationship: 

  

ALEC: Magnus, I’m sorry. 

MAGNUS: Don’t apologize. 

ALEC: No, I should’ve told you about the Soul Sword. 

MAGNUS: It’s in the past. 

ALEC: Magnus, ever since our fight, I– I can’t– I can’t think 

straight. 

MAGNUS: Well, I can’t do anything without thinking of you. 

ALEC: Magnus, I… I don’t think I can live without you. 

MAGNUS: I thought I had to choose between you and the 

Downworld, but I don’t. A wise man once told me 

‘relationships take effort’. 

ALEC: Yeah. Well, that was an understatement. (2.20) 

Visually, the television series portrays this discussion from equality-signifying 

camera angles, thereby privileging neither of the characters over the other. The scene 

employs close-ups and over the shoulder shots to indicate inter-character emotional 

intimacy. As the characters move physically closer to each other, so too does the 

camera, thus portraying both characters in the same frame when they reconcile their 

differences. 

In a significant move for queer representation, the above plot line subverts the 

stereotypical temporality of queer relationships. The television series constructs the 

possibility of an enduring queer happiness, and then seemingly withdraws this 

possibility by portraying queer conflict and an apparent end to their relationship. At 

last, however, the series veers away from depicting queer happiness as an ephemeral 

state by reiterating its enduring nature. “I don’t think I can live without you”, Alec 

declares, and it is clear this is not meant to be taken literally. Clearly he can live 

without Magnus, as he has done so throughout the last few episodes. Interpreting this 

line as not wanting to live without Magnus, however, allows for a reading that 

emphasises the choice inherent in all relationships: to continue fighting for it, to 

make the effort, which situates the queer relationship as one that is worth the effort 

of both parties. Rather than serve as pointless drama, then, the narrative depicts its 

queer conflict in a way that allows for character and relationship growth. Instead of 
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needlessly demonising either party, the conflict serves to strengthen both the queer 

relationship and the idea of an enduring queer happiness in itself. 

Another significant inter-queer conflict takes place in the third season, when 

Alec asks to move in with Magnus, who tells Alec it is “a wonderful idea”, but “[f]or 

the future” (3.05). This prompts Alec to “[invade Magnus’s] privacy” by going 

through a box of his keepsakes (3.05). In a marked difference from the novels, 

however, Alec immediately owns up to his mistake and apologises, but this leads to 

further questions whose answers Alec does not particularly like: 

  

MAGNUS: Alexander, the contents of that box, they’re not 

George’s. I only have that single photograph. 

ALEC: Then what is all that? 

MAGNUS: Each of those belonged to someone I loved and 

outlived. A different committed relationship for each 

one. 

ALEC: Why do you keep it? 

MAGNUS: I may be magical, but my memory’s far from it. I keep 

those mementos to remember them by. Look, Alec, you 

know my history. I’ve always been honest with you 

about that. 

ALEC: Well… Now that I’ve seen some of that history with my 

own eyes, I can’t help but think if I’m lucky, maybe one 

of my arrowheads ends up in that box. 

MAGNUS: Look, I don’t even want to think about you being gone– 

ALEC: But one day I will be. And you’ll just, move on– 

MAGNUS: I’m immortal! It’s not as if I have a choice. I can’t 

change what I am, and neither can you. Look, can we 

just stay in the here and now? Hmm? Look, I want to 

cherish this moment with the one I love. 

ALEC: You’re right. I love you, too. (3.05) 

The subject of Magnus’s immortality has so far in the television series been a rather 

moot point, but in the above dialogue, it seems that Alec is finally realising what 

Magnus’s long life means for their relationship. Where the novels treat Magnus’s 

immortality in a contentious way, however, the television series depicts it as simple 

fact, seen in the way that Magnus defends himself. Moreover, while Alec makes a 

petty remark about the box in the following episode, he also acknowledges that 

“[i]t’s [his] issue” – that is, he realises that his feelings regarding Magnus’s 

immortality are not Magnus’s fault, and as such they are something he must work 

through himself (3.06). Rather than be concerned that Magnus will “find someone 

else” as in the novels, Alec in the television series “can’t stomach the idea that one 

day, [he is] gonna be old and feeble, and becoming this burden to [Magnus]” (CFA 

262; 3.06). While Magnus assures Alec that “there’s no universe” where that would 
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happen, the conversation descends into an argument where they “both [say] some 

things [they do not] actually mean” (3.06). 

Significantly, both Magnus and Alec are given time to express their feelings to 

other people, who consistently reassure both parties that “what [they] have is … real” 

and that “there’s nothing [they] can’t work out” (3.06). Moreover, some of the 

reassurance given to Alec comes from another gay man. Platonic inter-queer 

friendships are an important aspect of queer existence but are rarely depicted in 

fiction simply because queer characters are so rare. In other words, if a story includes 

more than one queer character, they are likely to become a couple, thus precluding 

the option of platonic inter-queer relationships. In Shadowhunters, however, the 

narrative portrays the budding friendship between Alec and another gay 

Shadowhunter, Underhill. The fact that we see Alec opening up to a queer friend is 

particularly important, because it normalises platonic inter-queer support without 

sexualising their relationship and interaction. Furthermore, it allows for inter-queer 

interaction where a queer man tells another gay man that “[w]hatever you’re feeling, 

it’s okay”, thus paving the way further for depictions of inter-queer support with 

regard to queer issues (3.06). This allows for a solely queer focalisation in scenes 

such as the ones discussed here, which is particularly important since focalisations 

regarding queer matters are often relegated to heterosexual characters. 

5.2.2 Queer intimacy 

As noted in 5.1.2, queer intimacy in the novels is sorely lacking when compared to 

the emotional and physical intimacy of straight couples. In the television series, 

however, queer intimacies are depicted from queer perspectives, and while there are 

certain missteps, it also serves to normalise queer sexuality as doing, as desire. 

What is and is not allowed on screen is constrained by “network bosses, 

advertising regulators, standards bodies, and audiences” (Davis and Needham 3). 

This is seen particularly in the homonormativity of queer representation and the 

white gay men who dominate the queer spheres of representation. In televisual 

productions, portrayals of queer sex, sexual intimacy and even desire have often been 

omitted from narratives (Dow 129-30). This “chaste existence” of queer characters 

positions queerness at a distance from sexuality as a doing, which in comparison to 

the multitudes of heterosexual intimacies stereotypes queer sexual desire as 
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something unseemly (Becker 126). In Shadowhunters, it is therefore significant that 

Alec is shown to openly discuss his sex life: 

  

ALEC: How do you know… In your experience, you know, 

when’s the, uh... the right time? … 

ISABELLE: Okay. You and Magnus… You want to… 

ALEC: I think so. I don’t know. 

ISABELLE: Alec, you care about Magnus. He cares about you. It’s 

okay. … If it’s what you want, if it makes you happy, 

then go for it. (2.07) 

In a world where queer sexual intimacy is often unspoken, silenced and invisible, an 

exchange like the one above is significant. Rather than excluding queer sexuality as 

doing, the television series positions it as an important aspect of both queer 

relationships and queer character development. 

That said, however, the precarious position of physical queer intimacy in 

popular culture (and cultural products in general) means that a distinct lack of 

sexually-toned encounters and interactions must be weighed against the heterosexual 

ones in a series like Shadowhunters where one of the main couples is queer. 

Despite its otherwise positive queer representation, physical queer intimacy 

falls slightly short in the television series when compared to heterosexual intimacy. 

While queer emotional intimacy is well represented and arguably even more plentiful 

than straight emotional intimacy, representations of physical queer intimacy – of 

sexuality as doing – follow regrettably stereotypical patterns for much of the series. 

Queer physical intimacy is mostly depicted through close-mouthed kisses and 

touches on the neck and shoulder, whereas heterosexual couples get several 

physically intimate scenes that often involve some degree of nudity. For instance, 

Clary and Simon have several scenes where they are either passionately kissing or 

waking up naked together, and Jace receives the same treatment with most of his 

partners, including Clary. In comparison, queer sexual intimacy is mostly hinted at 

with only one notable exception. 

The first half of season two in particular makes some missteps regarding its 

queer representation. 2.07 “How Are Thou Fallen” is particularly problematic, as one 

can directly contrast the heterosexual intimacy to the queer one. The episode is one 

where Alec decides he is ready to have sex for the first time, but his scene with 

Magnus is problematic on several counts. 

  

MAGNUS: Are you okay? [Alec kisses him passionately] Hey, 
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what’s this all about? I mean, I’m not complaining, but– 

ALEC: I just thought, you know, I thought we could take the 

next step. 

MAGNUS: The sex step. 

ALEC: Yeah. 

MAGNUS: Alexander. I may be experienced, but it’s rare that I’ve 

ever felt this way about someone and I worry that once 

we… That if we rush into this… That I may lose you. 

ALEC: What? Why would you think that? 

MAGNUS: Look… You’re not the only one that feels vulnerable. 

ALEC: Magnus… You have nothing to worry about. I want 

this. (2.07) 

After the above dialogue, the scene ends with the two kissing and Alec leading them 

to what is presumably Magnus’s bedroom before cutting to an entirely different 

scene. While it is significant that the episode portrays two men openly discussing 

their sex life, the scene reinforces some troubling stereotypes of queer representation 

even apart from the stereotypical fade-to-black treatment. The above interaction 

makes it clear that Alec is ready and willing to “take the next step”, but Magnus’s 

concerns are largely sidelined by the narrative. Although Alec reassures Magnus that 

he has no cause to “[feel] vulnerable”, the lack of explicit consent on Magnus’s part 

remains somewhat problematic. Magnus’s consent is implied to be evident due to his 

past experience, whereas Alec’s enthusiastic consent is expressed in clear terms, 

which suggests that Magnus’s sexual experience is synonymous for consent. 

Moreover, it also prioritises a white narrative over that of a man of colour. 

The scene is particularly troubling when compared to the representation 

straight characters receive. In the same episode, Jace is seen shirtless in bed with an 

equally nude Seelie woman, and it is made clear that they are about to engage in 

some kind of sexual intimacy before Alec interrupts them. The fact that both scenes 

take place in the same episode makes the comparison particularly striking, because it 

highlights the lack of care put into queer intimacy even in a television series that 

otherwise subverts several harmful stereotypes. 

However, the episode’s missteps regarding queer intimacy are largely rectified 

in 2.18 “Awake, Arise, or Be Forever Fallen”. The episode includes two flashbacks 

to scenes which in previous episodes were implied but never shown, one of which is 

Magnus’s and Alec’s first time together. The scene picks up where their sexual 

encounter is implied to take place in 2.07 and shows the kind of intimacy that queer 

characters seldom receive on genre series like Shadowhunters. As the scene begins, 

we see Magnus and Alec kissing enthusiastically and urgently undressing each other. 
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This alone is significant, because as noted before, neither the narrative nor the 

camera ever infantilise Alec for his lack of sexual experience. The joy he expresses 

in this scene and the ease with which he acts make it clear that Alec’s lack of 

experience does not mean he cannot express his desire in mature, passionate ways. 

Furthermore, the fact that Magnus and Alec are in general portrayed as being 

sexually attracted to one another is significant. Because queer sexuality as a doing is 

so often erased from narratives, their feelings of physical attraction are omitted as 

well. In Shadowhunters, however, the narrative makes it clear from the first season 

on that both characters feel and express their attraction in various ways, such as 

Magnus shamelessly staring at a shirtless Alec and Alec being unable to take his eyes 

off of a well-dressed Magnus (1.08; 1.09). This continues in 2.18, where their 

eagerness and mutual attraction is depicted as valid, which further normalises 

physical queer intimacy. Rather than omit mentions of queer sexual attraction and 

sex, the episode thus reinforces the idea that sexuality as a doing can be an equally 

important part of a queer relationship as it is a straight one. 

Quieter moments of physical and emotional intimacy are also an important 

aspect of queer representation. In Shadowhunters, such scenes are a recurring 

occurrence from the second season onwards. For instance, smaller intimacies such as 

hand-holding, cupping the other’s face and kissing each other as a greeting occur 

several times throughout the seasons, and domestic mornings spent together imply a 

comfortable ease with which they spend time in each other’s personal space (for 

example, 2.11; 2.15; 3.02). Apart from these small intimacies, the television series 

also depicts ones that lead to character development and emotional insight, seen for 

example in 2.01 “This Guilty Blood”, where their soft, intimate touches are followed 

by Magnus entreating Alec not to “push [him] away” when they face hardships, a 

line which Alec seems to take to heart and even repeats to Magnus in 2.15. 

The effortless physical and emotional intimacy between them thus speaks of a 

queer intermale intimacy that is neither stereotyped nor fetishised. Furthermore, 

queer emotional intimacy is presented as natural, which the narrative portrays in a 

respectful way precisely through its distancing of toxic masculinity as well as its 

inter-queer gentleness and mutual joy taken in both emotional and physical intimacy. 

While queer sexual intimacy is not portrayed perfectly by any means, the television 

series still depicts it as valid in a way that the novels do not. 
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6  Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis has been to critically examine how queerness and queer 

masculinities are represented in Cassandra Clare’s The Mortal Instruments novels 

and its televised adaptation Shadowhunters in terms of their major queer characters 

and inter-queer relationship. I have done so by assessing individual characterisation, 

character development and character arcs, which includes the popular trope of 

coming out as a major character plot line, and the development of inter-queer 

relationships throughout the story. 

An intersectional queer-feminist analysis on queerness and masculinities shows 

that the novels reinforce several queerphobic stereotypes through their depiction of 

queerness and queer masculinities. Queer characters serve largely as token queer 

characters in that their characterisations and development remain tied to their 

respective sexualities, which translates to both their individual plot lines and their 

relationship arc. This is seen, for instance, in the fact that bisexuality is treated as a 

point of contention. Alec’s biphobic remarks remain unquestioned by the narrative 

and other characters, which others bisexuality and positions biphobia and biphobia-

fuelled jealousy as acceptable behaviour, thus drawing on ideologies that privilege 

monosexuality and the binary of straight-gay. The narrative thus does little to 

question heteronormativity when straight characters and couples are framed as more 

important and central to the story, and queer characters and relationships are 

relegated to token queers whose storylines revolve around their sexualities. 

Moreover, the novels’ privileging of white narratives means that racialised 

aspects of Magnus’s existence remain at a distance. Perhaps this is why the racial 

metaphors fail on character-levels in the novels. Those characters to whose 

focalisation readers are privy are, for the most part, Shadowhunters, and the novels 

do not give enough context and relevant points of view to fully realise the potential 

of such metaphors. In keeping with queer representation in particular, it is telling that 

Magnus is so rarely the focaliser of any given scene. That is, because the novels fail 

to give him a voice in such matters, the potential is never truly explored. While 

Magnus as a character remains important due to his intersecting identities, the novels 

themselves do not offer the kind of realised representation that such a complex 

character deserves. As his personal plot line revolves more or less solely around his 
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sexuality, his racial identity and racialised experiences are excluded from the 

narrative in a way that erases the lived experiences of many a queer person of colour. 

The novels also privilege straight perspectives, which means that the novels’ 

voyeuristic heterosexual focalisation makes a spectacle out of queer existences, thus 

turning queerness into a display for straight audiences. In fact, the lack of in-depth 

queer focalisation and the queer characters’ lack of narratorial agency mean that 

straight narratives are prioritised over queer ones. This is seen for instance in the lack 

of queer content, such as major relationship milestones and insight into its 

progression. Important inter-queer scenes being omitted and left off-page is a 

regrettably stereotypical aspect of queer representation that the novels thus reinforce. 

Because readers do not witness actual progress or positive moments, the more 

fleshed out arguments and inter-queer conflicts become the most significant part of 

their relationship. This makes the narrative focus on queer suffering. In general, 

queer lives in the novels are depicted as inherently tragic, a tragedy that inevitably 

relies on the queer characters’ sexualities and their inter-queer relationship. 

Compared to straight couples, the contrast is striking: strife between couples like 

Clary and Jace or Isabelle and Simon have a lot to do with outside factors, whereas 

strife between queer characters relies on age-old tropes such as (biphobic) jealousy 

and inability to communicate either past experiences or current concerns. Both the 

progress of the narrative and its ending therefore suggest an imbalance of 

heterosexual versus queer representation, where straight characters are given more 

thought and care and queer characters are largely presented through regrettably 

stereotypical lenses. 

In comparison, the television series tackles many queer-centric issues in non-

stereotypical ways and, significantly, these queer-centric issues are given as much 

importance as non-queer plot lines. In contrast to the novels, the television series 

depicts most of the major milestones of its main queer relationship with care and 

detail. In fact, it would not be incorrect to state that, up to the third season, Magnus’s 

and Alec’s relationship is by far the most well-developed romantic relationship in the 

entire series, which in itself is a significant milestone for queer representation in 

genre television. The series depicts both the joys and the problems inherent in having 

a queer interracial relationship, and the issues Magnus and Alec face are never 

depicted as stemming from either of their sexualities, but rather from wider outside 

factors that contribute to their relationship and its troubles. Despite inter-queer 
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conflict, however, the television series does not depict queerness in a tragic light. 

Instead, the television series reinforces notions of healthy intermale behaviour and 

non-toxic masculinity through its depiction of intermale vulnerability and tenderness. 

This is not to say that the television series is perfect in its representation. Queer 

sexual intimacy in particular remains somewhat problematic, because compared to 

heterosexual pairings, queer couples live a far chaster existence even in the television 

series. In comparison, straight couples are treated better in terms of physical 

(including sexual) intimacy, which is a sign of a more systemic form of prejudice 

that treats queer sexual intimacy as more unseemly. However, this is not to say that 

the queer representation – or indeed, even the intimacy that the audience sees – is 

negative. There is room for improvement, but queer existences and queer sexuality as 

a doing are validated by the narrative, the characters and the camera work itself, 

particularly in terms of non-sexual inter-queer intimacy. 

However, this focus on their relationship does not mean that the queer 

characters themselves remain without development. Both have subplots that are 

solely about their individual character development and backstories, such as 

Magnus’s struggle with his past and Alec’s journey into unlearning toxic behaviour. 

Neither are these subplots solely about their queerness, which removes them from the 

token gay trope. Magnus in particular has a life beyond his relationship with Alec 

and the Shadowhunters, which removes some of the problematic white privileging 

that takes place in the novels. This becomes especially evident when the television 

series focuses on the systemic racial oppression Downworlders go through. 

In general, the television series portrays queer existences through queer 

focalisation or through the neutral camera-narrator, which removes the possibility of 

a voyeuristic heterosexual focalisation. This prioritises queer narratives and gives 

queer characters narrative agency in a way that the novels do not. Furthermore, the 

series subverts several harmful stereotypes regarding bisexuality, Asian ethnicity and 

gay masculinities, and there is no post-closet omission of queer lives. Instead, queer 

existence in the series is normalised in a way that does not follow homonormative 

standards of queer representation. 

It is clear, then, that Shadowhunters offers a more multidimensional and 

diverse form of queer representation. This challenges fidelity criticism in adaptation 

theory, according to whom original works are somehow intrinsically superior to 

adaptations. The importance of changing, adapting and reconstructing stories to 
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better reflect the world we live in cannot be emphasised enough, because the politics 

of diversifying representations inevitably reflect the values we as a society of 

consumers and creators of cultural products have and reflect to the world. Media 

representations, after all, are a pervasive part of most peoples’ lives and actively 

function to socialise us through their depictions of ideologies regarding gender and 

sexuality. 

This is why the diverse representation in Shadowhunters is so important. Not 

only does it portray subversive masculinity and queerness in non-stereotypical ways, 

but it also actively problematises notions like toxic masculinity and homophobic 

practices while allowing queer characters to take centre place in a narrative. One can 

contrast the series to the novels (also successful and widely read among teenagers 

and young adults), which reinforce troubling tropes that rely on the seemingly 

inherent tragedy of queer lives and existence. Because harmful ideologies regarding 

sexuality are sustained by queerphobic representations, it is important to critically 

examine the ways in which they construct queerness and queer identity. 

As for future research, it could be meaningful to examine what other forms 

queerness takes in the novels and the television series. Sapphic and asexual 

representation would be especially salient subjects for research as they come with 

their own reinforced or subverted stereotypes and tropes not examined in this thesis. 

Asexuality in particular would be an important point of study as it remains largely 

invisible in today’s fictional media (Sinwell 162), which therefore makes the 

television series’ asexual representation incredibly significant in terms of 

normalising and validating asexual identities and lives. 

 It could also be worthwhile to re-examine the findings of this thesis in a new 

light once the last 12 episodes of the third season of Shadowhunters have aired in 

2019. Because they are set to include all the existing queer characters and introduce a 

new one (Helen Blackthorn), they are bound to change or colour my findings. 

Perhaps the representation in the last episodes will be found lacking, or perhaps – 

and this is more likely, given the quality of representation seen thus far – they will 

further subvert harmful stereotypes and challenge normative expectations of queer 

representation. It could even be worthwhile to examine the existing queer characters 

from the point of view of Halberstam’s and Rossi’s notions of male femininity and 

female masculinity. As both Magnus and Alec at times display feminine-coded 
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behaviour, such a study could work to further subvert gender norms and normative 

representations of queer sexualities. 

Moreover, additional research on queer representation in both young adult 

fiction and adapted works might yield further insight into how queer existences are 

qualitatively and quantitatively portrayed in both older and more recent works of 

fiction. While YA has long been a genre that more easily than mainstream fiction 

challenges existing norms of gender and sexuality (Yampbell 351), this thesis posits 

the idea that audiovisual adaptations can similarly depict queerness subversively. 

As noted in 1.2, it is the custom in feminist methodologies to keep in mind the 

situatedness of a researcher, that is, the subjective position from which an academic 

approaches their given subject. It is therefore worthwhile to consider the personal 

and the societal context in which I have performed my analysis as well as the 

possible consequences of that context. For instance, what might I as a white woman 

have misinterpreted in terms of the racial othering found in the novels and the 

television series? What racial stereotypes might I have missed because this particular 

kind of marginalisation is something I can never fully understand? And conversely, 

what kind of subjective positioning do I as a queer woman bring to the present 

analysis in terms of queer representation? What kind of authority does that bring to 

the evaluative nature of my analysis? Seeing positive queer representation in the 

mainstream media enhances my own sense of solidarity and identification with 

queer, and I can only conclude that it might well do so for others as well. However, 

as I have undertaken this thesis from my own subjective position, it must be noted 

that I can only give my own personal interpretation of queerness and its 

representation in the analysed material. Another perspective – perhaps from a 

different subjective position or a different angle altogether – could thus yield a 

different outcome. As there is currently no previous research on this particular 

subject matter and material, however, one can only speculate. 

It is clear that queer representation is a subject that can spark much criticism 

and much hope in terms of past and future depictions of queer identities. Criticising 

heteronormativity and being happy with any queer representation can no longer be 

the focus of research such as this. It is equally important to criticise the 

representation of queerness and the normativities and stereotypical depictions found 

therein. As representation that relies on harmful stereotypes only serves to reinforce 

the current hegemony of heteronormative and queerphobic practices, it is imperative 
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to critically assess the representations we have and to examine the ways in which 

they either reinforce or subvert stereotypical beliefs. It is all good and well to have 

representation, but ultimately it is not worth much if most of that representation is 

stereotypically one-dimensional and relies on old, queerphobic clichés. Further 

research on the subject is therefore imperative for the formation of future ideologies, 

values and representations. 

Many problematic stereotypes reinforce the notion of the seemingly inherently 

tragic existence of queer, and it is imperative that such practices, along with the 

double standards regarding queer and straight representation, are questioned and 

problematised. However, it is also important to remember the importance of diversity 

and complexity, as normative representations of white, economically privileged and 

conventionally attractive queerness cannot be the be-all and end-all of queer 

representation. As Rossi notes, portraying only one type of queerness cannot subvert 

the hegemonic hierarchies of various intersecting factors (“Queer” 130). 

Representation and its quality are thus important, especially when it is an 

already marginalised group that is being represented. While it is important to see the 

entire spectrum of queer lives and identities – ranging from the deliriously happy to 

the truly tragic – it is also important to pay attention to the ways in which the two 

extremes intersect, and the ways in which the former is often exchanged for the 

latter. Identification, objectification and exploitation are important factors in the 

discussion of how stereotypical representations of queer sexual and romantic identity 

affect the viewer compared to the impact of more subversive and less normative 

representations. The political potential inherent in the latter cannot be understated if 

we are to move forward in creating fully realised characters that allow us who are 

queer the kind of visibility we have been sorely lacking, particularly the kind in 

which we can identify ourselves. Continuous failure, defeat and unhappiness takes its 

toll. We deserve to be represented to the full extent of our lived realities – including 

the happy, the intimate, the queer. 
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